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rI climbed and stood alone within a Toiver
Watching a busy world pass hour by hour,
And ivhile I watched a silent Voice outcried,
"This is your Perspective, Peace, and Power.'
X

Our Towers in Softy aspiration rise
Limned fine against the splendor of the skies.
We bend our course along their guiding ivay
Inquiring ivhere the uone thing needful" lies.
M^Mii.
Mi'

The blocks of Stone wherewith these walls were made
Have each their places. There the Workman laid
Them. Each alone of small significance,
Together they defy both Time and Blade.

ill
III
til
ill lilt
There is a Door where Pupils enter in
To learn of Tin and Gold, and Gold and Tin
And when the Sage and Pupils are no more
The Door will he as it has ahvays been.
AIIMINISTIATIOI
TRU-LEB.
Through 1929-30 With Butler
University
(By MARGUERITE DORIOT)
The year 1929-30—the second year of the
greater Butler university on the new Fairview cam-
pus—has been marked with notable achievements and
successes. Butler has forged ahead with unfaltering
steps, guided wisely and well by the Board of Di-
rectors, headed by Hilton U. Brown. The splendid
advancement which the university has made during
the past year was made possible only through the
keen foresight, sound judgment and untiring energy
with which these men worked to further the interests
of Butler.
Materially the new campus has been improved
until the rough edges have been smoothed and beauty
has replaced crudeness and ugliness. Lawns have been graded and sodded, walks, and
steps around the Arthur Jordan Memorial hall have been finished, and from time to time
work has been done on the roads approaching the building. A welcome and essential
improvement was the placing of boulevard lights along the walks to and around Jordan
hall.
Fraternity row to the south of the administration building is no longer an unbroken
row of vacant, unpromising lots. One new fraternity house has been completed, two are
in process of construction, and several more are being projected.
The first outstanding event of the school year was home-coming which was celebrated
October 18 and 19. Friday evening the students gathered on the campus for a pep
session which was followed by a parade through the down town district. Friends and
followers of Butler and other spectators lined the sidewalks to witness the parade made
up of floats of all types and descriptions, which were the work of the Greek letter
organizations. There followed another pep session and celebration on the steps of the
Soldiers' and Sailors' monument.
"Kick-in" was presented by Thespis, dramatic organization, at the Civic theater in
November. The annual blanket hop, sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi, was held in the
Travertine room of the Hotel Lincoln November 28 at which time the journalistic fra-
ternity brought forth its yearly razz sheet, bearing the name "The Butler Klejin." The
football schedule called for a game with the University of Loyola Thanksgiving
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nilh, Albert C. Snider, William G. Irwin,
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day, and the outcome gave the Bulldogs every
reason to be thankful. About this time Butler's team
traveled to New York for a game with New York uni-
versity, which was the first game played in the east
for a number of years. Butler's old rival, Wabash
college, invaded the bowl November 9. The game
aroused great interest since a year had passed without
competition between the two on the gridiron.
The few weeks in December before Christmas va-
cation were crowded with activities. The banquet in
honor of the football team which Blue Key sponsors
annually was held at the Campus club. The first
banquet ever to be given for members of The Col-
legian staff was held in the Collegian office December
10. Appointment of editors and reporters for the
second semester was made at this time and new plans
for the publishing of the Collegian discussed.
December 17 was a notable day, for the an-
noucement came that the Butler basketball team had
been chosen national champions for the year 1928-
1929. Word was sent by the Veterans Athletic Asso-
ciation of Philadelphia which made the selection.
The following day the annual doll show, sponsored
by Y. W. C. A. was held. Dolls dressed to represent
various phases of college life were entered by organ-
izations.
The Christmas vacation was extended to three
weeks, instead of two, on account of an epidemic of
spinal meningitis which swept Indianapolis during the holidays. The first prom-
inent affair to be given in the new year was the Matrix Table on January 14.
Guests gathered in Caesar's banquet hall (Collegian office) for a Roman banquet which
was carried off in true Latin style. Mrs. Daphne Alloway McVicker, a member of Theta
Sigma Phi, national women's journalistic sorority, gave a talk, and members of the local
chapter did their share of the "dirtum razzum" listed on the program. A Melting Pot
Carnival dance was given by Woman's League January 18 at the Athenaeum, taking the
place of the Melting Pot Baazar and dance of former years.
The annual Geneva stunts, sponsored by the Y. W. C. A. to raise money to send
delegates to the Y. W. C. A. conference held at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, were given on
February 6 at the Meridian Heights Presbyterian church. Several weeks later the men's
Geneva stunts, sponsored by the Y. M. C. A., were given. Among the spring social events
were the sophomore cotillion and of course the big event, the junior prom, held on Fri-
day, April 11. An affair, the one bringing to a close the events of the school year ex-
cepting commencement, was the annual June Day celebration and dance on June 2, which
was successfully planned and carried out by Woman's League. Glancing back over the
sketch of accomplishments and events of Butler for the year past, one can say with pride
and truth that the second year of the university on Fairview campus has been one long to
be remembered.
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Robert Judson Aley,
Ph. D.
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Juliana M. Thorman,
A. B.
Violet Katherine Beck,
A. B.
Paul D. Hinkle,
B. S.
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Direolor of the Band
Mildred B. Durbi
A. B.
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B. S.
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Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
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Assistant Professor of Zoology
Esther Asenath Renfrew, A. M.
Instructor in Romance Languages
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Mabel F. Arbuthnot, A. M.
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Secretary

senior Class
The class of 1930 is the second to graduate from the Fairview campus,
and exceeds last year's class by thirty members. It has retained more of its
original membership than any other graduating class in the history of the
university.
A new era in Junior proms was heralded by the class of 1930 with
Luke Walton as prom chairman. Wesley Helvey's orchestra from Chicago
was secured, the first out cf town orchestra that has ever played for a Butler
prom. Josephine O'lNeiil, prom queen, led the promenade with Ignatius
Dienhart, class president.
Evan Walker led the class as president in its senior year, with Marjorie
Goble, vice-president; Josephine O'Neill, secretary, and Edward Raffens-
perger, treasurer.
Many seniors received awards for scholarship, literary and oratorical
accomplishments and campus leadership on Honor Day, May 8.
Cass Dav was scheduled for Saturday, June 14, with the Baccalaureate
sermon on Sunday, June 1 5. The diplomas were awarded at the Commence-
ment exercises, the seventy-fifth in the history of Butler, which were held
on Monday, June 16.
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Grace Avels
Indianapolis
English; Thespis; Glee
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Club: W. A. A.: Home Arts
Club: Junior Prom Com.;
Edith Barbour
Indianapolis
Pearl Hartley
Indianapolis
Post-graduate; Delta
Zeta: Thespis; National
Collegiate Players; Wom-
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Chimes; Drift "28: Y. W.
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and Pencil.
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Doris Bernstein
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Valley City, N. D.
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Spanish Club (Pres.):
C. A.
Frances Laverne
Bart
Lebanon
Dorothy Beightol
Indianapolis
History; Delta Delta Del-
ta; Glee Club; Fairview
Follies. 2-3; Woman's
League: Social Committee:
Y. W. C. A.; Junior Prom
Raymond Bennett
Indianapolis
Nu;
.is; Rido; Me In
Guyneth Beshoar
Indianapolis
English; Zoology Club:
Woman's League; Y. W.
C. A.
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Louise Bloomer
Rockville
English; Pi Beta Phi;
Hamilt
Worn;
C. A.
George Bott
Cincinnati, O.
Elizabeth
Bowman
Indianapolis
History; Delta Delta Del.
a; Classical Club; Wom-
n's League ; Y. W. C. A.
Carl Brandt
Indianapolis
History; Thespis ; Gei
man Club; Internation:
Relations Club; Men's Ur,
Norman Brinsley
Indianapolis
Philosophy; Men's Un-
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Indianapolis
English.
Katherine Calwell
Indianapolis
English: Alpha
Omega: Woman's Leagu
Y. W. C. A.
George Cecil
Indianapolis
Theta: Intra'm
ball: Intcrirate
Miriam Cosand
Indianapolis
English : Alpha
Pi: The Tower. As
Editor: Collegian. L
Editor: Poetry Club.
Alma Dammeyer
Indianapolis
Economies and English.
Dortha Butz
Indianapolis
Spanish: Chi Theta (
Orchestra
: W „ „, a ,
League : Y. \F. C. A.
Mary Carriger
Milwaukee. Wis.
DeltEnglish;
Hid..: Inter
lions Club; Worn
League: Y. W. C. A.
Marshall
Christopher
Indianapolis
Marian Cummins
Indianapolis
Spanish and English;
THanon: ^Spanish Club;
Berniee Darnall
Bainbridge
Rexford
Dauhenmire
Indianapolis
Jo
Phi Kappa Phi;
Elizabeth Dawson
Indianapolis
English and Spanish;
Kappa Beta: Tower (An
Editor) : Philokurian
;
Poelrv Club: Scarf Club.
Marjorie Day
Indianapolis
Spanish; Delta Gamma:
Glee Club (Secretary):
Woman's League (Song
Book Com.); Y. W. C. A.
John C. Eaton
Indianapolis
Sigma Nu ;
Basketball 1-2-3:
Football Manager.
Adolph
G. Enihardt
Indianapolis
History; Tau Kappa Al-
pha (Sec.) ; Thespis; Y. M.
C. A. (Pres.) ; Men's Un-
ion (Sec); Varsity De-
bate Team; German Club;
Philosophy Club.
Gordon Davis
Louisville, Ky.
Coll
Jou
Alpha
Delta Chi; Drift (Sports
Editor) ; Alpha Delta Sig-
ma; (U. of Ky.); Stray
Greeks (Sec.-Treas.) ; Stu-
dent Mgr. Football; Cross
Country Squad; Growlers.
David W. Day
Westficld
Ignatius
J. Dienhart
Lafayette
Journalism; Phi Delta
Theta; Blue Key (Pres.);
Junior Class (Pres.) ; Foot-
ball 1-2; Collegian; Crowl-
Arthur
Eehternaeht
Indianapolis
hemislry; Chi Bho Zeta
Mable
Erganhright
North Salem
English; Kappa Al]
Theta: Woman's Leagi
Y. W. C. A.
Elizabeth Evans
Indianapolis
w .11.
Latin ; Delta
Chimes; Torch;
Club; Rido
League of Voters;
eal Club; Zoology .1
Club; Woman's L.
Y. W. C. A. (Stude
dustrial Com.).
Robert Ford
Marion
George
Fredenberger
Marshall, 111.
it
,
1,1 „
Delta
(Pres.); Blue Key; Inter-
fraternity Council; Varsity
Football. 2-3-4; Baseball.
2-3, (Captain)-4; Glider
Club.
Beulah Gaylord
Fowler
Mathematics; Chi Theti
Chi: Math Club; Woman-
League; Y. W. C. A.
Ralph C. Gery
Indianapolis
Virginia Flowers
Peoria, 111.
Engiisn; Pi Beta Ph
(Pres.); Scarlet Quill
Chimes (Pres.); Torch:
Blucsters; Glee Club; Stu
dent Budget; Senior In
Cha
it's Lc (Sec.) ; Y. W.
Lena Fortney
Indianapolis
Emily Garrett
Indianapolis
Norma George
Logansport
History; Kappa Kappa
Gamma; Hillsdale College;
\T. A. A.; Collegian; Rido
;
Intramural Basketball.
George Gisler
Indianapolis
Philosophy-History; Phi
Kappa Phi ; Tail Kappa Al-
pha; Varsity Debate Team,
2-3-4; Student Council
( Pres.) ; Chairman Student
Council Constitution Com.;
Track, 2-3; Y. M. C. A.
(Pres.-3); Men's Union
(See.-2).
Marjorie Goble
Indianapolis
Public Speaking; Pi Bet!
Phi ; Thesp
Naboth's
Rido ; Vic
Hellenic ; W
Y. W. C. A.
Victor R. Griffin
Melbourne, Australia
College of Religion ; Glee
Club; Band; Sandwich
Club; Minister, University
Place Christian Church.
Ann Hall
Indianapolis
Drift, 3 (Society Edit
Robert Hanscom
Indianapolis
Rose Hay
Fowler
blie Speaking; Delta
Mu Phi Epsilon;
lis; National Collegi-
The Storm"; Rido;
n's Varsity Debate
league; Carthagf
University of Wi
Martha Gowdy
Indianapolis
English and Publi
Speaking; Thespis ; "Ei
eryman"; National Colh
gialc Players; Rido (Pre
2); international Relation
Club ; Woman's League
V. W. C. A.
Eleanor Hadtl
Indianapolis
Journalism ; Kappa Al-
pha Theta (Pres.); Theta
Sigma Phi; Scarlet Quill;
Chimes; Scarf Club; Col-
legian : W. A. A. ; Woman's
League; Y. W. C. A.
Mary Lois
Hammitt
Cincinnati, O.
English; Pi Beta Phi;
Oman's League; Y. W.
A.; Indiana University.
Kathryn Haugh
Indianapolis
Zoo ogv and Bo
Delta Gamma: S
Quill; Torch (Pres.)
ologv Club (Sec);
legian Staff: B. 1
T. A. (Sec.) ; Wo,
Leagu. of Voters; Pan
lenic; Fairview Folh
Clark Hayes
Indianapolis
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Myrtle Hayes
Indianapolis
rench; Alpha Delta
ta- Glee Club; W. A.
French Club; lntra-
al Athletics: Woman's
me; Y. W. C. A.
Elizabeth Hisey
Indianapolis
Sociology: Kappa Kap-
,a Gamma; Zoology Club:
-rench Club; Basketball;
Soman's League; Y. W.
:. A.: Wellesley, 1-2-3:
chool of Social Service.
Steward Holmes
Portland
Esther Huber
Indianapolis
Hislo , English;
man Club;
international Relations
Club; Glee Club; Zoology
Club; Bluesters: Woman's
League: Y. W. C. A.
Curtis Hunter
Indianapolis
nnli i II, -ll
Chi; Tau Kappa Alpha
National Collegiate Pla,
ers ( Vice-Prcs. ) ; Collegiai
associate ed. 2, news ed. 5
rewrite ed. 4; Drift 1
Thespis (Treas. 3, Pre:
4) ; Varsity Debate Team
Radio Bureau, ehairma
4; Speakers and Enter
tainers Bureau 4; Rid
(Treas. 2-3): lnlernatior
al Relations Club, (Treal
3): Men's Union Govern
ing Board 3; Spanish Club
Football Student Manage;
Frosh 3, Varsity 4.
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Martha Hensley
New Augusta
English: Kappa Phi: R
do: Home Arts Club; Blu.
sters: Basketball: Woman'
League; Y. W. C. A.
Georgia Holder
Indianapolis
Eng ish: Delta Del
Delta: Woman's Leagu
( Pres. 1 ; Torch (Vie
Pres.) . Pan H e 1 1 e n i
Scholarship: Junior Pro
ttee; Delc.-atc t
Katioi al Pan Hellenic Coi
ventio i; Y. W. C. A.
Doris Howard
Lincoln
History; Delta Gainr
John Hughes
Rushville
ta Rho; Italian Club (Ho
orary Pres.): Frosh B;
ketball; Frosh Track.
Reatha Ininan
Indianapolis
Kakayoshia Iida
Tokyo. Japan
Philosophy.
Goro Katsuda
lbarakiken. Japan
Economics and Business
Co.,
al Re
Lois Kennedy
Indianapolis
English ; Purdue Ui
Helen Kingham
Indianapolis
Postgraduate
eta i W. A.
eague of Won
Dorothy Lambert
Indianapolis
History; Alpha Chi
Omega (Pres.) ; Chimes
(Sec.); Torch; B. U. S.
T. A. (Pres.); Bluesters;
W. A. A. ; League of Wom-
en Voters ; Worn an
-
s League
(Vice-Pres., 3); Y. W.
Virginia Lett
Indianapolis
m; Zela Tau .41-
Torch; Glee Club;
er.s; Pan Hellenic
Richard Lockhead
Indianapolis
Marjorie McElroy
Mullen
Indianapolis
English; Pi Beta Phi;
Scarlet Quill; Student
Council; Junior Vice-Presi-
dent; Glee Club, 2-3; Fair-
view Follies, 2-3; Student
Budget; B. U. S. T. A.;
Woman's League.
Albert Marshall
Indianapolis
Clifford Michael
Indianapolis
Helen Lillie
Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich.
History; Chi Thet
(Pres.); Glee Club; In
ternational Relations Club
Bluesters; History Club
Woman's League; Y. W
C. A.; Brenau College, 1-2
Merle McCloud
Crawfordsville
lb
Journalism ; Phi Delt;
Sphinx; Drift (Bus
Mgr.); Collegian; Intra
mural Football: Seniol
Gift Com.; Botanv Club.
Mary Mahan
Indianapolis
History and French ; Al-
pha Delta Theta: Drift
Staff; Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
Betty Martindale
Indianapolis
Musi c;AlphaCh
Omega ; Fairview Follies. 2 :
Campus Sweetheart, 3
:
Drift Staff; Woman - ,
League; Y. W. C. A.
George A. Miller
Indianapolis
Economics; Sigma Nu.
Sue Mitchell
Indianapolis
English.
Mary Lucile Mock
Indianapolis
B. L'. S. T. A.
Glee Club; Cla
Nellie Munson
Indianapolis
Latin and English; Ch
Thela Chi: Scarf Club
Collegian; Classical Club
B. U. S. T. A.; Drift Staff
Mildred Murphy
Indianapolis
Sociology: Alpha Delta
Theta; Biology Club;
Home Arts Club: Student
Martha Nutt
Carmel
Ruth Omelvena
Indianapolis
English; Pi Beta Phi;
Josephine O'Neill
Logansport
Latin and English ; Kap-
pa Kappa Gamma (Pres.) ;
Scarlet Quill (Vice-Pres.);
Secretary Senior Class;
B. U. S. T. A. (Treat.);
Junior Prom Queen; Stu-
dent Budget, 1-2; Glee
Club, 1-2-3; Bluesters;
League of Women Voters;
Classical Club: Bido ; Fair-
view Follies; Woman's
League; Y. W. C. A.
Rodney Perkins
Indianapolis
Philosophy; Phi Delt
Theta; Drift (Editor-in
chief, 3) ; Philokuriai
(Pres.); Sphinx.
Pauline Plummer
Lawrence
Spanish; Alpha Delta
Phi; Torch; Clee Club;
Basketball; W. A. A.;
Woman's League; Y. W.
C. A.
Marian Prebster
Indianapolis
Latin and English ; Worn-
Andrew Ramsey
Indianapolis
French; Y. M. C. A.
(Vice-Pres.)
Annabelle Parr
Lebanon
Mathematics; Kappa Al-
pha Theta: Scarlet Quill;
Torch; B. U. S. T. A.;
Robert Platte
Indianapolis
Evelyn Poston
Martinsville
English and French
Kappa Kappa Gamma
French Club. 3. (Vice
Pres., 4) ; W. A. A.; Gle
Club; Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
Edward
Raffensperger
Indianapolis
; Phi Delta Theta
Class Treas.; Blu
Chairman Studer
Fred Ranney
Indianapolis
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Louise Reiter
Indianapolis
Mathematics; Chi Ome-
ga; Phi Kappa Phi; Ger-
man Club (Pres.); Math
Club; Zoology Club; Wit-
tenberg College.
Norman Robinson
Indianapolis
Public Speaking; Varsity
Debating; Oratorical Rep..
2-3; Y. M. C. A. Deputa-
tion Team; Speakers' Bu-
Eleanor Ross
Indianapolis
History and English ; F
Kappa Phi; Internatior
Relations Club ; Histo
Club ; Y. W. C. A.
Harold Ross
Frankfort
Journalism; Sigma Chi;
Sigma Delta Chi; Blue
Key; Collegian Staff; Drift
Staff; Growlers.
George Runyan
Indianapolis
% &
Emma Lou
Richter
Indianapolis
Spanish ; Alpha Chi
Ruth Robison
Frankfort
Journalism ; Kappa Al-
pha Theta; Scarlet Quill;
Chii The l'hi
(Viee-Pres., 3, Pres., 4);
Kappa Tau Alpha (See..
Treas.); National Collegi-
ate Players; Thespis (Corr.
Sec.); "As You Like It";
"Kick In"; W. A. A.
(Treas., 3, Pres., 4) ; Var-
sity Basketball, 2-3: Drift
Staff (Sorority Editor. 3,
Woman's Athletic Editor,
4); Collegian (Asst. Man-
aging Editor, 4) ; Wom-
an's League.
Floyd Ross
Indianapolis
conomies; Y. M. C
William Roth
Madison
>n; Phi Delta The
Club; Band; Me
; Hanover College.
Michael Sattilaro
Amboy, N. J.
History; Kappa Delta
Rho; Italian Club (Pres.) ;
Men's Union; Spanish
Club ; B. U. S. T. A.
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Rosalie Schell
Indianapolis
English ; Kappa Alpha
heta; German Club j
'Oman's League! Y. W.
Mary Helen Seal
Indianapolis
Geraldine Shaw
Indianapolis
English; Delta Zeta.
Frances Shera
Indianapolis
French and History; Al-
pha Omicron Pi; Torch;
Scarf Club; Pan Hellenic
Council; International Re.
lations Club (Sec.) ; Worn-
an's League (Chairman
Song Book Com.) ; History
Club; French Club.
Harrison Smitson
Indianapolis
English ; Phi Delta
Theta; Sphinx; Fairview
Follies; Collegian Staff;
Junior Prom Coin.: Univ.
of Wisconsin.
Frank Sehmedel
Indianapolis
Journalism; Delt
Delta; Sphinx
Baseball.
Margaret
Shanklin
Indianapolis
English; Alpha Chi Om.
a; Fairview Follies; Won
u's League; Y. W. C. A.
Elsie Shelley
Indianapolis
Clara Silverman
Indianapolis
Margaret Snyder
Atlanta
English; Kappa Beta;
Zoologv Club; Rido; Wo
an> League; Y. W. C. A.
Margaret Slilz
Indianapolis
English ; Kappa Kappa
Hugh
Thatcher, Jr.
Indianapolis
Zoology and Chemistry;
Sigma Nu: Glee Club ( Mg'r.,
3, Vice-Pres., 4) ; Zoology
Club (Treas., 3, Pres., 4);
' iew Follies; Men's Un-
Zoology Assistant.
Gordon
Thompson
Indianapolis
Sigma I
Kathryn Tressel
Indianapolis
Journalism; Alpha Chi
Omega; Theta Sigma Phi;
Scarlet Quill; Kappa Tau
Alpha; Collegian.
Martha Vollmer
Indianapolis
English; Phi Kappa Phi;
Theta Sigma Phi; Searlet
Quill (Sec.-Treas.); Col-
legian (Fea
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
(Treas.. Chairman of Fi-
Margie Waltlen
Zionsville
Margaret Walker
Indianapolis
Robert Whiteraft
Indianapolis
Economics; Men's Union.
Wallace White
Indianapolis
'/.nulo'iy and I hi-mistry
Martha Willis
Greenfield
Latin and English ; B. U.
S. T. A.; Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
Evan Walker
Lebanon
Journalism; Sig.na Chi
(Pres ) ; Sigma De ta Chi
(Pres ) ; Kappa Tau AI-
pha; Blue Kev (Vice-
Pres.) ; Senior Clas Presi-
dent; Student C ouncil;
Collegian Staff: Glee
Club: Asst. Publicity Di-
rector ; Men's Unio
Frances Welborn
Indianapolis
Jane White
Memphis, Tenn.
History; Alpha Xi Delta
Catherine Will
Crawfordsville
Kappa Kap
Collegian:
; Leagu
Anne Withers
Indianapolis
and Latir
Thcla Chi: Phi Kapp
Scarf Club; B. U. S.
Classical Club (P
Woman's Leagu
C. A. Cabinet;
Greensburg
English; Pi Beta Phi:
Glee Club ; Bluesters;
Woman's League; Y. W.
C. A.; Peace College.
Willard Worth
Indianapolis
James Woolford
Indianapolis
English ; Tau Kappa Tau
Beatrice Yates
Indianapolis
Latin; Pi Beta Phi; Clas-
sical Club; Biology Club;
B. U. S. T. A.; Senior Cap
and Gown Com.; Woman's
League; Y. W. C. A.; Zo-
ologv Assistant.
William Allen
Yule
Indianapolis
Economics; Tau Kappa
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A. B., Buller 1920.
Post graduate in The-
ology and Semetics.
ROBERT
MANEY
Indianapolis
Football, 2-3-4.
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IJunior Class
The class of 1931 started its college career with a glorious victory over
the sophomores in the class scrap and foothall game. In the same year, the
freshman class inaugurated the Freshman Rose dance, setting the precedent
of electing a Freshman Rose to reign over the dance.
Again, in its sophomore year, the class defeated the freshmen in the
class scrap.
The Prom of 1930 sponsored by the junior class marked a new step
in the development of bigger and better Proms. It was held April 11 at
the Indiana Ballroom, and Jean Goldkette's orchestra played. Mayburn
Landgraf was general chairman. Marthalou Schoener, as prom queen,
led the grand march with Robert Butterworth, the class president.
Robert Butterworth is president of the class. Elizabeth Preston is
vice-president, Florence Renn, secretary, and Henry Gibson, treasurer.
Louise Adney
Lebanon
Elizabeth
Ammerman
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega; Ho
Arts Club ; Wom.
League; Y. V. C. A.
Gordon Arbuckle
Rushville
Paul Baker
Lyons
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Margaret Barker
Thorntown
Kappa Kappa Gamma:
Torch (Pres.); Bluesters;
Classical Club: Math Club:
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (Sec.) :
Alberta Alexander
Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi.
Roger Anderson
Noblesville
Wayne Ashley
Lebanon
Seward Baker
Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delia; Fai
Elizabeth
Barrett
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
W. A. A.; Math Club:
Woman's League; Y. W.
C. A.
Worth Barnett
Lebanon
Martha Batchelor
Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta;
Rido; W. A. A.; Woman's
League; Y. W. C. A.
Reuben Beabout
Michigantown
Sigma Nu; Sphinx; Zo-
ology Cluh; Zoology Liter,
ature Club.
Robert Boesinger
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta; Chem-
istry Club; Zoology Club;
Zoology Assistant.
Iris Branigin
Indianapolis
Charles L. Barry
Indianapolis
Carlyle
Bauermiester
Indianapolis
Dorothy Behmer
Indianapolis
Y. w. c. A.
Margaret
Bradburn
Indianapolis
Kappa Phi; Torch; Pa
Hellenic ; Thespis Woi
an's League; Y. W. C A
Blodgett Brennan
Indianapolis
Sigma Nu; S
Chi: Sphinx;
Collegian (spo
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Rosemary
Bretzman
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega; Sctrf
Club; Pan-Hellenic (See.-
Treas.); French Club:
Collegian; Theta Sigma
Phi; Woman's League:
Y. W. C. A.
Josephine Brown
Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta; Hi.
do; International Rela-
tions Club.
Marjorie
Brownlee
Indianapolis
Y. W. C. A.
Esther Burrin
Jamestown
Zeta Tau Alpha: Blue
sters; Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
Elizabeth Carr
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Tau Alpha; Thet;
Sigma Phi; Drift; Colle
gian ; French Club; Worn
an's League; Y. W. C. A.
Catherine Brown
Valley Mills
Robert Brown
Indianapolis
Sigma Chi; Cross Coun-
Beatrice Burgan
Indianapolis
Torch ; Blu
Staff; Colle
s; Drift
(feature
s League.
Robert
Butterworth
Indianapolis
Cortland
Carrington
Indianapolis
Owen Calvert
Muncie m
Leland Clapp
Indianapolis
Philosophy Club.
Harry Clark
Indianapolis
Sigma Nu.
Robert Cook
Indianapolis
Chi Rho Zela; Me:
Howard Crise
Fort Wayne
Dorothy Canary
Genevieve Clark
Washington
Chi Theta Chi: Math
Club; Basketball; Volley,
ball: Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
Waldo Clark
Indianapolis
Tau Kappa Tau.
Irene Cravens
Bloomfield
Delta Delta Delta; Glee
Club; Classical Club: Ri
do; Woman's League :
Y. W. C. A.
Hazel
Cunningham
Indianapolis
Elizabeth Dalinan
Chicago, 111.
Lawrence Davis
Indianapolis
Chi Rho Zeta.
Elizabeth Dodson
Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta;
Scarf Club: Art School;
Arthur Jordan Conserva-
tory of Music; Woman's
League; Y. W. C. A.
Marguerite Doriot
Indianapolis
Delta
Staff; Colic
cd.); Worn
Y. W. C. A.
(soc
Leas
Isabelle Early
Indianapolis
Delta Zeta; Rido ; Blue-
sters; Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
Betty Jeanne
Davis
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Glee Club; Fairview Fol-
lies 1-2; Collegian (so-
ciety ed.): Drift (sorority
ed.)
;
Student Directory
(editorial assist.) ; Sopho-
more Class (Vice-Pres.);
Bluesters; Pan-Hellenic;
Junior Prom Committee;
Woman's League.
Alice Dickey
Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha; CI
al Club; Woman
ague; Y. W. C. A.
Ruth Dobson
Mooresville
Robert Dunlavy
Indianapolis
Helen Eiser
Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta: Rido
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Richard EIrod
Indianapolis
Susan Erlewine
Indianapolis
(Activity Poii
i); Y. W. C. A.
Frank Fairchild
Indianapolis
Delia Tau Delta; Track.
Clarence Frazier
Indianapolis
Kappa Delta Rho : Inter-
fraternity Council.
Kenton Gardner
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta; Track;
Pauline Elvers
Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta; Math
Club; Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
Margaret
Esterline
Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta.
Helen Fisher
Frankfort
Bertha
Furstenherg
Indianapolis
A 1
1
On
Thespis; International Re-
lations Club (Vice-Pres.);
Bluesters: Biology Club;
Drift Staff '28: Woman's
Berniee Gaskins
Indianapolis
Henry Gibson
Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta; Junior
Class Treas.; Varsity Golf;
Thespis; "Kick-In"; "As
You Like It"; Men's Glee
Club; Collegian; Fail-view
Follies.
Constance
Glover
Veedersburg
lpha Chi Omega:
es (Pres.); W. A. A.
.); Woman's League;
T. C. A. Cabinet.
Honor Gregory
Gosport
Tau Alpha;
Phi; Butler
(Vice-Pres.);
Woman's Le
C. A.
Claribel Hacker
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega; Zo-
ology Club : Woman's
League: Y. W. C. A.
Jane Hall
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta; Sigma
Delta Chi; Collegian (day
d.); Growlers; Baseball
William Hantzis
Indianapolis
Tau Kappa Tau.
Virginia
Harbaugh
Indianapolis
Club (Sec); Clc
(Pianist) ; Choir;
an's League; Y. W.
Gladys
Hawickhorst
Indianapolis
A 1 p li <>.
(Treas.); Tore
(Treas.); J*™' Schola.
5hip; Freshman Seholal
ship Cup: Malh Club
French Club ; Woman
Lcasue.
Frank Hedden
Worthington
Lambda Chi Alpha; Blu
Key; Football.
Evelyn Henschen
Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha (Vice-
Pres.); Bluesters; Worn-
Dorothy Hill
Cincinnati, O.
Pape Filly-four
Hubert Hinehman
Greenfield
Hobart Hobbs
Kempton
Sigma Nu.
Mary Hoover
Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Thet
Student Council; Scs
Club ; Freshman C 1 a
( Vice-Pres.) ; Fail-view F.
lies; Woman's League S.
retary; Y. W. C. A.
Hilda Humphrey;
Bloomfield
Beatrice Johnson
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega; Scarf
Club; John He
School: Woman's Le
Y. W. C. A.
Mariel Maze
Sheridan
f; Y. W. C. A.
Elizabeth Hodges
Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta;
Woman's League.
Anna Lee Howell
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
National Collegiate Play-
ers; Thespis; National Play
Tournament; Scarf Club
(Pres.); Woman's Varsity
Debate; Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
John Hnssey
Zionsville
Sigma Chi: Glee Club.
Walter Johnston
Indianapolis
Berwyn Jones
Indianapolis
Kappa Delta Rho
Gretchen Kemp
Kempton
Alpha C h
(Pres.); Colli
Varsity Debal
Math Club;
Women Voters
Woman's Lea;
C. A.
_ 1-2-3;
Squad;
(Treas.) 1;
ue; Y. W.
Katherine
Kinnaird
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Can
Collegian; Glee Club ;
view Follies; Wot
League; Y. W. C. A.
Mayburn
Landgraf
Indianapolis
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Blue Key; Student Coun
eil ; Growlers ; S t u d e n
Budget Finance Commit
tee; Fairview Follies; In
diana University.
Marifrances Lee
Indianapolis
ZetaTau Alpha (Treas.);
Collegian ; Woman's
League; Y. W. C. A.
Helma Kahn
Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha: Torch;
irf Club; Classical Club;
rman Club; Bluesters;
Merlin King
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta.
Ruth Landers
Indianapolis
Ina Lawrence
Indianapolis
Delta Gamma; Colle-
gian; W. A. A.; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet (Vice-Pres.)
Mary Isabelle
Leedy
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega.
George Lehman
Indianapolis
Sigma Chi; Thcspis
;
Orche
Fol-
Da
Berniee
Livingstone
Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha; Clas-
al Club; Rido; Worn-
s League; Y. W. C. A.
Catherine
Loudon
Ruth McClurg
Frankfort
-TWrr ' i»v«vu
Maynartl Lenien
Bicknell
Sigma Nu; Sigma Delta
Chi; Kappa Tau Alpha:
Blue Kev; Collegian Staff
(eity ed\); Drift (assist-
ant editor) : Indiana In.
George Crispin
Lloyd
Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha; Sig-
iiia Delta Chi; Kappa Tau
Upha; Collegian (sports
editor); Drift (associate
ditor) ; Student Hand-
l; Tower; Basketball
W,
Phil H. Loveless
Linn
Mildred
McCormick
Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Theta: Na-
tional Collegiate Players;
Torch ; Pan-Hellenic
;
Ralph MeElroy
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta: Bin.
Lowell
McPherson
Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha;
Sphinx ; Men's Union
;
Democratic Club ( Pres. )
Robert Mathers
Media, 111.
Marcella Mathews
Indianapolis
Delta Zeta.
Helen Miller
Indianapolis
Delta Zeta; Pan-Hel-
lenic; Scarf Club; French
Club; Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
Mary Mills
Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha The
Rido: Spanish Club; Wr
an's League.
Madge MePherson
Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi ; Scarf Club ;
Woman's League; Y. W.
C. A.
Catherine
Mathews
Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta; Pan-
Hellenic ; Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
Donald Meid
Manilla
Baseball.
Eleanor Mills
Peru
Alpha O m i c r o n F
Woman's League; Y. '
C. A.
Ruell Moore
Indianapolis
Delta T a u Delta
Sphinx; Glee Club; Band
Fairvicw Follies.
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Florence Morris
Shelbyville
Delta Gamma; Colle-
gian; Bluesters; Woman's
League: Y. W. C. A.
Zoraliee Mount
Greenfield
Delta Gamma; Fairviev
Follies; Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
Catherine
Murdock
Indianapolis
Esther Myers
Indianapolis
Norma Minkner
Indianapolis
Chi Theta Chi; French
Mary Jane Morris
Indianapolis
Kappa Alph
Thespis; Woman's L
Y. W. C. A.
Gladys Mower
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega; Drift
Staff (feature editor);
John Herron Art School;
Woman's League; Y. W.
C. A.
Elizaheth Myers
Indianapolis
[>hv Club
George Nulf
Fort Wavne
Edwin D.
Oghorne
Indianapolis
gma Nu; Sigma Delta
Blue Key; Drift 2-3;
;r (editor): Collegian.
Lynn O'Neill
Logansport
Kappa Tau.
Jean Petersen
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamm:
Woman's League; Y. \
C. A.
Evelyne Pier
Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi; Scarf Clu
Collegian; Woma
League; Y. W. C. A.
Lillian Pierson
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Thespis; Woman's League
Y. W. C. A.
Dorothy Quick
Indianapolis
Y. W. C. A.; DePa
Elma Louise Paul
Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Pi: Thespis;
Rido; Woman's League;
Y. W. C. A.
Alice Devol
Philips
Shelbyville
Imogene Pierson
Kennard
Delta Delta Delta; M.i
Phi Epsilon; Matinee Mu-
sicale; Glee Club; Fair, iew
Follies; Woman's League;
Elizabeth
Preston
Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta;
Junior Class ( Viee-Pres.) ;
International Relations
Club.
Florence Rathert
Indianapolis
Bessalee Reavis
Indianapolis
Kappa Beta; Glee Club
(Pres.); Fail-view Follies;
Adelaide Reeves
Greenfield
Kappa Kappa Ca
Colle-
:r>; Drift
League;
Florence Renn
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega
Chi, i h (Vi.
Pres.) ; Ji-
ll-. Prom Com.; Thespis
;
Student Budget 2-3; Y. W.
C. A. (Pres.) ; "Y" Cabinet
1-2-3; Bluester; League of
Women Voters; Philokur-
ian; Fairview Follies; Glee
Club (Treas. 1-2) ; Elec-
tion Com., Jr. Representa-
tive; German Club; Drift
Staff ; Zoology Club
;
Woman's League.
Irene Richman
Tipton
Club; Math Club: Cla
cal Club; Woman's Leag,
Y. W. C. A.
Maurine Ryan
Aberdeen, So. Dak.
Ava Louise
Reddiek
Indianapolis
Cleon Reynolds
Terre Haute
ChiRho Zeta; E
Varsity Football:
ball; Baseball.
Morton Wert
Renn
Indianapolis
ii.
-it Chi; Drift
(editor-in-chief 3) ; Drift
(associate editor 2); Col-
legian; Growlers; Philo-
kurian; German Club; Zo.
ology Club.
Maxine Rigsbee
Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi; Glee Club;
Woman's League; Y. W.
C. A.
Marjorie
Schaefer
Logansport
Alpha O m i r r o n Pi;
Bluesters; Zoology Club!
Clara Scliell
Indianapolis
Robert A. Schopf
Fort Wayne
Delta Tau Delta; Blue
Key; Football; Interfra-
ternity Council.
Virginia Seeds
Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi; Collegian
Woman's League; Y. W
C. A.
Priseilla Shearer
Indianapolis
Trianon (Pres.); Zo-
Lois Sherrill
Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi; Drift Staff;
Fairview Follies Art Staff
2; John HerronArt
School; Woman's League;
V. W. C. A.
Pi Beta Phi; Pan-Hel-
lenic; Fairview Follies;
Glee Club; Freshman Class
(Secy.): Woman's League
;
Y. W. C. A.
Margaret
Schumaker
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Cain
Woman's League; Y.
C. A.
Chester Seeright
Carmel
George Shelby
Greenfield
Delta Alpha Pi; Kappa
Kappa Psi; Band.
Alice Shirk
Indianapolis
Delta Gamma ; Glee Club
Zoology Club; Fai
Follies; Woman's Le
Y. W. C. A.
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Williehniiia
Shirtz
Indianapolis
Alpha Delta Thela.
Harrison Sibbitt
Bainbridge
Delta Tan Delta; Foot-
Joseph Sivak
Chicago, 111.
Delta Tau Delta; Blue
Key; Track (Captain 2-3) ;
Interfraternitv Council 2-3.
Oran B. Stanley
Indianapolis
Robert Steger
Fort Wayne
Delta Tau Delta (Pres.) ;
Sphinx; Growlers; Base-
ball.
Wendell
ShuIIenherger
Indianapolis
Sigma Chi; Blue Key
Drift Staff (fraternity ed-
'
>* Zoology Club jStfpho.
Myron Simpson
Franklin
Kappa Beta; Y. W. C. A.
Billie Snyder
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega- Blue
rs; Zoology Club; Worn
s League: V. W. C. A.
Robert Stearns
Indianapolis
Sigma Chi: Collegian
Staff; Growlers; Fresh-
Football.
Dorothy Stewart
Indianapolis
dent's Council; Woni-
League; Y. W. C. A.
Dorothy Stoelting
Indianapolis
Zoology Club (Sec'y.) ;
Woods-Hole Scholar; Zo-
ology Assistant.
James Dale
Strahl
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Tr
ball; Track;
Boxing; Debate
Louise Sumner
Indianapolis
Suzanne Swain
Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta
;
Wilma Thompson
Indianapolis
Cara Lynn Stoops
Noblesville
Mildred Sullivan
Indianapolis
Ellsworth
Sunman
Indianapolis
Harold R.
Templeton
Indianapolis
J. Russell
Townsend, Jr.
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta; Tan
Kappa Alpha; Varsity De-
bate Team; Drift (busi-
ness manager) ; Student
Council; Blue Key; Stu-
dent Budget.
Myra Triller
Indianapolis
Alpha Chi Omega; Drift
(art editor) ; Fairview Fol-
lies (art director) ; Wom-
an's League; Y. W. C. A.
Ralph Urbain
Indianapolis
Clara Margaret
VanVleet
Franklin
Truth Wakeman
Mooresville
Pi Beta Phi: Rido : Pen
and Pencil; Philosophy
Club.
Charles Whippo
Indianapolis
Mary Elizabeth
Thumma
Anderson
Ray Urbain
Indianapolis
Harold L.
Vehling
Indianapolis
Kappa Delta Rho.
Robert Walden
Indianapolis
Sigma Nu ; Men's Union
Max White
Indianapolis
ambda Chi Alpha.
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Kappa Kapp
Spanish Club: Fr
Club ; Woman's L
V. W. C. A.
E onald Youel
Indianapolis
Di
Fair>
lta Tau
S t u de
iew Full
i Staff
Manage
Delta; Blue
n l Council;
es 1-2; Col-
1-2; Track
r; Chemistry
Edgar Williams
Indianapolis
George
Winkelmann
Brownsburg
Lucile Wright
Indianapolis
Alpha OmieronPi; Latin
F. Crawford
Yeazel
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta: Sphinx;
Zoology Club; Football;
Basketball.
Lois Young
Indianapolis

Sophomore Class
The year of 1929-1930 has heen a most successful and husy one for
the members of the class of 1932. Thomas Scanlon was elected president
of the class with Elma Rose Sailors, vice-president; Jane Sutton, secretary,
and Henry Stegemeier, treasurer. Anna Marie Sander was elected secretary
when Jane Sutton left school in midyear.
The Utes Club, sophomore men's honorary organization, was founded
by members of the class for the purpose of establishing new traditions and
keeping up the old ones. The most important function of the club was to
see that the freshmen lived up to all the university traditions. Dick Tyner
was elected president of the club with Frank Jones vice-president. The
group is petitioning Skull and Crescent, national sophomore honorary.
The Utes sponsored the If Club, freshman organization, which is
headed by Allison Koelling. May 1st was set aside as Freshman Day, when
the usual class scrap was replaced by tugs of war and other games.
The Sophomore Cotillion, official class dance, was held on May 3. Dick
Tyner was chairman of the band committee. Morris Boyd was chairman of
the hall committee, Malcolm Snoddy of the finance committee, and Gwen-
dolyn Schort of the programs and favors.
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MURIEL ADAMS
MARY LOU ALLEN
MARGARET ANDERSON
PANORIA APOSTLE
AGNES BALL
DORIS BARNES
EDITH BARNHILL
FRED BAXTER
MILDRED BEARD
HELEN BEASLEY
ADDISON BEAVERS
BEATRICE BEELAR
MARY LOUISE BEEM
ROBEBT BEHRMAN
MIRIAM BELL
EDNA BIERY
THELMA B1NGMAN
CHARLES BISHOP
ROBERT BLACKBURN
GERALDINE BLY
GEORGE BOERSIG
MARY BOCGS
EDWARD BOLIN
CHARLES BOUSLOG
MAURICE BOYD
LILYAN BRAFFORD
RALPH BRANDT
HERMAN BROWN
MARY BROWN-
ROSEMARY BROWN
JAMES BROWNING
ANITA BROWNLEE
TOM BUTZ
DOROTHY JANE BYERS
LOUISE CALVELAGE
BURCHARD CARR
PERRY CARROLL
CLEMENTINE CASMIRE
HOWARD CHADD
MARY VIRGINIA CLARK
RUTH CLARK
MARTHA CLINEHENS
RALPH COBLE
GALE COLLINS
RUTH COMER
ANN COOPER
LOIS COWGILL
GORDON CULLODEN
DOROTHY COVEY-
RUTH DALE
FREDERICK DAVIS
SPENCER DEAL
ARTHUR DECKER
EVERETT DERRICK
MARJORY DEMAREE
GUSTAV DONGUS
MARY" FRANCES DOUCLAS
RUTH DUFFY'
GENEVIEVE ELLISON
BETTY JANE EMMETT
f3^ Q £*.
ROGER ESTEP
LEONARD EVANS
LOUIS EGGERT
VIRGINIA FLEMING
WILHELMINA FEASTER
RICHARD FOGARTY
KATHERINE FORCE
MARGARET FRAZIER
ROBERT FULLER
GEORGE GABLE
ALICE GENTRY
ROSELAND GIBSON
VIRGINIA GIFFORD
ADELAIDE GOULD
EDITH GAULD
HELEN VAWTER
MARGARET COl'DY
WANITA GRAVES
THEODORE GREATBATCH
MILTON GREEN
JOSEPHINE GRIFFEY
DOROTHY GRIMES
LOUJEAN GULLITT
WILLIAM GUYTON
JANE HADLEY
ROBERT HANIKA
LOUISE HARRISS
MARGARET HARRIS
DONALD HART
DOROTHY JANE HARTMAN
AUGUST HASEWINKLE
LOUESE HEADRICK
GILBERTA HEID
FRANCIS HELKEMA
VILMA HENDRICKS
GERALD HERSHBERGER
ROBERT HICKS
KATHRYN HINCHMAN
VERA GREY HINSHAW
HELEN HITCH
LOIS ANN HODGEN
IRIS HOLLINS
VIRGINIA HOLT
HILDA HOOTEN
LORANELL HOUSTON
BEATRICE HOUZE
KENNETH HUFFORD
BETTINA JOHNSON
HELEN JOHNSON
LOLA JOHNSON
MARDENNA JOHNSON
MARGARET JOHNSON
FRANK JONES
HAROLD JONES
HARRIET JONES
N.NA MAE JARVIS
NANCY KALLEEN
THOMAS KELLEY
DIONE KERLIN
WARREN ISOM
ROBERT KING
ROY KISTLER
MARY JANE KRULL
JACQUE LACKER
MARTIN LANE
ABREHAM LETIFF
MARJORIE ANNE LILLY
ARTHUR LOFTIN
BETTY LOSER
BETTY LUCAS
IRENE MACBANE
JEAN McCOLGIN
ANN McDEVITT
HARRIET McGAUGHEY
MARY McILVAIN
LOUISE MANN
HELEN ELIZABETH MARTIN
ROBERT W. MARXER
KATHRINE MAURER
MARJORIE MEEK
EVELYN MENDENHALL
MEREDYTH MENEFEL
VALENTIA MENG
ELEANOR METCALF
DAVE MILLIGAN
MARY MITCHELL
MARY VIRGINIA MOORE
HAROLD MORELAND
DAN MORGAN
JOHN MORGAN
JANET MORRIS
MARGARET MORRIS
CECILE NEASE
WILLODEAN NEASE
SHIRLEY NELSON
ELIZABETH NORRIS
JULIA NORTH
MARIE OLIVER
JOHN ORR
IDAMADCE OVERSTREET
RUTH PAHUD
JEANETTE PALMER
LO\S ELL PARKER
RUBY PASHO
MARIAN POWER
RUTH MARIE PRICE
JESSE PRITCHETT
GORDON PUGH
KATHRYNE QUINN
GENEVIEVE QUINN
JULIA RANDALL
RUTH RANDALL
DOROTHY' RANDALL
JACK RANNEY
JOSEPHINE READY
ALBERTA REEP
PAULINE RENTCH
ARLINE REPP
FRANCES RICHARDSON
THURMAN RIDGE
V * M. A I Vk ii 4.
EUGENE HITTER
ERNEST ROBINSON
HUGH ROMINGER
LILLIAN ROTH
KENNETH ROTHCHILD
LOIS RUDE
ELMA ROSE SAILORS
ANNA MARIE SANDER
FREDERICK SAUER
THOMAS SCANLON
PAULINE SCHAEFER
ERWIN SCHAFER
MAXINE SCHERRER
MARIAN SCHLEICHER
HILDA SCHMIDT
THAD SCHOEN
GWENDOLYN SCHORT
LORRAINE SCOTT
DOROTHY SCREES
RUTH SHEPARD
LEWIS SKINNER
MARGARET SHIVELY
ETHEL SMITH
MYLA DAIN SMITH
WALES SMITH
MALCOLM SNODDY*
VERA SSNODGRASS
CHARLES SOHL
MERVILLE SOMERS
HELEN SOMMER
RUTH SPARKS
WILLARD STAMPER
MARTHA MAE STANTON
HENRI G. STEGEMEIER
JULIA STEVENSON
ELIZABETH STONE
MARY SUMNER
JANE SUTTON
ANNABELLE SWAGER
WILDA SWANGO
HERBERT SWEET
MARSHALL TACKETT
ELEANOR TAYLOR
VIRGINIA TAYLOR
WINIFRED TERRY
MARY ALICE TESCHER
BYRON TODD
MARGARET TRACEY
CORA TREFZ
HARRIET TRINKLE
DOROTHY TUCKER
RICHARD TYTNER
RONALD VAN ARSDALE
HELEN WEYL
ROBERT WHITE
ROBERT WHITHAM
RUTH WILLCOX
BETTY LOU WILSON
JUNE WILSON
MARIE WILSON
WALTER WITT
DON WOOD
MARY MARGARET WOODS
ROSEMARY WOODWORTH
JOHN M. YOUNG
FRANCES ZARING
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Freshman Class
From all parts of Indiana and elsewhere the members of the 1933
class have come, and a successful lot they have proved to be. As freshmen
will, they entered into all forms of campus activity with a vim.
During the school year the "If" club was organized among men in
the freshman class and sponsored by the Utes club, a sophomore organiza-
tion. From this group new members will be chosen each year for the Utes,
who are petitioning Skull and Crescent, national sophomore honorary.
The annual sophomore-freshman scrap was taken over by the Utes club and
they set May 1st as "Freshman Day." So far the freshmen have been suc-
cessful in painting their numerals on the water tower and putting their class
flag on the flagpole.
Edward Campbell was elected president of the class with Mariadna Col-
burn, vice-president ; Mary Lou Thomas, secretary ; and Joe Macy, treasurer.
The Freshman Rose dance was held on March 29 at the Municipal
Gardens and a silver loving cup was presented to Louise Wyrick, who was
chosen as Freshman Rose. Tom Woodard was general chairman of the
dance, with Joseph Cahill, ticket chairman; Steve Hadley, hall; Max Mans-
field, hand; Bill Hoffman, publicity; and Allison Koelling, decoration.
Nearly every club or organization included a large percentage of
first year men and women, and these students were prominent in all forms
of extra-curricular activity.
MARTHA ADAMS
ANN ARNOLD
LORIS ARNOLD
HELEN ARZET
THERESA BAGNOLI
FLORENCE BEHYMER
ALLAN BAILEY
MARTHA JANE BAKER
BERTHA BARKER
DOROTHY BALDRIDGE
SALLY BASMAN
RANDALL BASS
HELEN BATCHELOR
JOHN M. BAYNE
HOWARD BENSON
EVELYN BENTLEY
EDWARD BOWMAN
JULIA BOWMAN
JANET BRADLEY
KENNETH BRADY
JUNE BROSSART
EVERETT BROWN
HELEN JANE BROWN
HELEN LOU..SE BROWN
OPAL BUCKLEY
VIRGINIA BUGBEE
ROBERT BUSCHMANN
JOE CAHILL
AGNES CALVERT
DAN CAMERON
EDWARD CAMPBELL
ISABELL CAMPBELL
JEANNE CAMPBELL
NORMAN CARROLL
HELEN CARVER
BERLA CATO
ELEANOR CLARK
MARIADNA COLBURN
MAURINE COLLINS
CARSON CONRAD
MARIAN CORYA
J. M. COWAN-
MARY FRANCES CRAY
FRANCILE CRENSHAW
EVELYN CROSTREET
RALPH DALEY
JOSEPHINE DAVIDSON
THOMAS DAY
VERA DAVY
DOROTHY DEFREES
HOWARD DODSON
MARY HELEN DUNNINGTON
WARD EHRHART
LELIA ELLiOT
DONALD ELLIS
HELEN ELLIS
DOUGLAS ELWOOD
WILLIARD ENNIS
MARY JEANNETTE EVANS
JAMES EVERLINE
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ROBERT EYNATTEN
RUTH RAY
MARY FINCH
THELMA FLACK
ELIZABETH FORSYTHE
MARY ELIZABETH FRECHTLING
LAVONNE FULLCRAFF
ISABEL GARRISON
JUAN1TA CAST
FRANCES GEORGE
GEORGIA GIDDINGS
MARY" ALICE GLECK
MARJORIE GOETCHENS
MARY ELIZABETH GOODNIGHT
ROBERT GOODWIN
VIRGINIA GOODWIN
AGATHA GRIFFIN
JACK GULLING
STEPHEN HADLEY
BETTY HALL
JEAN HAMLET
LEONA HANKINS
NORMAN HANNA
GLEN BANNING
ISABEL HANSON
LAWRENCE HARDY'
MARY HARVEY
LOUISE HAWORTH
MARY HEATON
JAMES HELMS
JAMES HELLER
ALLAN HELT
MARIBEL HENDERSON
MARY LOVE HEWLETT
SARAH ELLA HILL
THELMA HINSHAW
ESTHER HOFFMAN
WILLIAM HOFFMAN-
MAE ROSE HOLBROOK
JANE HOLLY
WILLIAM HORN
ROBERT HOUSER
HAROLD HUBBARD
JOSEPH HOWARD HUNT
WILLIAM HUNT
LOIS HUNTER
WILLIAM HURTT
RALPH HUSTED
ESTHER HUTSELL
MARY INSLEY
THOMAS ISAACS
LOIS JACKSON
MARJORIE JURGENSMEYER
BRUCE JOHNSON
FLORA JOHNSON
LELAND JOHNSON
HELEN JOHNSTON
DONALD JONES
MAXINE JONES
CATHERINE FRANCES JOSE
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ELIZABETH KELLEY
HOWARD KEMPER
RUTH KENNEDY
MARY KETTLER
FORREST KIMBERLIN
ANITA KNOX
ALLISON KOELLING
GERALDINE KUNTZ
MILDRED LAWLER
DOROTHEMAY' LAWRENCE
WILLIAM LAYTON
LUANA LEE
WILMA LEONARD
ALICE LIVENGOOD
JOHN LOOKABELL
JAMES LOWRY
MARY ROSE LOWRY
DOROTHY LYONS
MARJORIE LYTLE
ROBERT P. McCLAIN
JOHN McCREARY"
BYRDENA McDILL
JOSEPHINE McEHAVY"
ZOE McFADDEN
MARTHA McMASTER
JOHN McREYNOLDS
JEAN MACKAY"
JOE MACY
AURZELLA MAGEL
STEWART MAKINEY'
MAX MANSFIELD
EDITH LOUISE MARQUESS
ELEANOR MARSHALL
GEORGE MARSHALL
JEWELL MARTIN
GENEVIEVE MAXWELL
ALIENE MEAD
RALPH MECUM
DOROTHY MELCHIORS
FRED MEINERT
MARTHA METCALF
ALICE MILLER
GRACE E. MILLER
DOROTHY MILLNER
VIRGINIA MITCH
MARY MITCHELL
LOUISE MOON
MARY" K. MOORE
NANCY MOORE
RALPH MOORE
ROBERT MORRISON
EVELYN MUNDAY
ELIZABETH MUNSON
IRMA MURRY
ELIZABETH MUSHLITZ
RALPH MYERS
HAROLD NEVINS
JOHN NEWBY
CHARLENE NOBLITT
BELMONT NORRIS
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ROBERT OGBORNE
HELEN M. ORNBAUM
MARGARET J. OVERMAN
MARGARET V. OVERMAN
RAYMOND OVERMAN
ADDISON PARKER
EVELYN PAYTON
GEORGE R. PATON
ALBERT R. PEARSON
DOROTHY PEARSON
CHARLOTTE PEELE
GERTRUDE PENCE
ALICE PERRINE
DOROTHY PHILLIPS
RUSSEL PHILLIPS
FRED PIER
MARY ALICE PiERSON
HELEN PITT
SAM POLIZZOTTO
ELSIE POMUSH
KERN PORTER
AGNES POSTMA
LOIS POWER
ROBERT PRETTYMAN
SEARLE PROFFITT
MABEL PRUITT
GENEVIEVE QUINN
EVELYN RABIi
CHARLES RADER
FLETCHER RAKHE
BETTY RENNY
THOMAS RESSLER
GRACE ROBARDS
ESPICEA ROSS
ELISE SCHMIDT
ROBERT SCHULLMEYER
HANNAH SECTTOR
RHOM SETTLES
DOROTHY SEXSON
MAURICE SHELTON
JANE SHERER
KENNETH SHIRLEY
EARL SHOEMAKER
JULIA SHUGART
LAURENCE SIMONS
NORMAN SINGLETON
HENRIETTA SMITH
JAMES SMITH
LOUISE SMITH
D3CK SPENCER
NATALIE SPRINGER
IRENE SPURGEON
MARGARET STAYTON
LILLIAN B. STEINMETZ
MILDRED STILL
MIRIAM STONE
JESSIE STRICKLAND
VERA SUDBROCK
JOE SULLIVAN
PHILLIP SWEET
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JUNE SWETT
MARY LOU THOMAS
CATHERINE THURSTON
NED TILMAN
KATHERINE TINSLEV
VIOLET TIPPS
EVELYN TODD
CUV TRIBBLE
RICHARD TROTTER
IONE TULLIS
HELEN J. TUMBLESON
JOHN PAUL TURNER
MARY CLEMENT TURNER
JEAN UNDERWOOD
RUTH VAN MATER
RUTH VOORHIS
ROBERT WAGENER
MARGARET WALDEN
JANE WALKER
ROBERT WALKER
HELEN WARMOTH
REX WEBSTER
MARY LOUISE WHEELER
JOHN WHITE
LAURENCE WHITE
ARDITH WIIITMiRE
HOPE WILLCUTTS
HELEN WILLIAMS
JANE WILLISTON
BLANCHE WILSON
LYLE WITHROW
MARGARET WOOD
THOMAS WOODARD
DOROTHY WRIGHT
RICHARD WRIGHT
LOUISE WYRICK
JOHN YAGER
JEAN YATES
JOSETTE YELCH
EDITH YUNDT
Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music
AFFILIATED WITH BUTLER UNIVERSITY
FORMERLY
METROPOLITAN SCHOOL of MUSIC
INDIANA COLLEGE of MUSIC and FINE ARTS
Indianapolis, Indiana
The Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music (for-
merly the Metropolitan School of Music and the Indiana
College of Music and Fine Arts) is just closing its sec-
ond year.
Arthur Jordan, well-known husiness man and
philanthropist merged these Schools in 1928. Being
deeply interested in musical and educational develop-
ment, his idea is to have an outstanding Music School,
which shall have no peer in the Middle West.
With a Foundation of $2,000,000 under which the Conservatory is a
heneficiary, administered hy Trustees of prominent men of our com-
munity, the School has every prospect of growing into the hig institution
Mr. Jordan expects it to he.
The history of both schools is well known and the same high standard
of both will he upheld and maintained in the Conservatory. The courses
of study in all branches, leading to the degree are full and up-to-date.
Its progress and growth has been most encouraging and promises to
be an asset worthy of the city and state.
The Conservatory is affiliated with Butler University and jointly, the
two schools confer Public School Music Degrees. The affiliation has
worked to the advantage of both institutions and Butler Professors hold
classes in the Conservatory, in the required academic subjects. Mr. Jor-
dan gave the beautiful Jordan Memorial Hall to Butler University.
The members of the faculty are teachers of high standing and emi-
nently fitted for their particular lines of work. The Public School Music
course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music is accredited in Indiana
and other states. Besides courses in music, languages, dramatic art and
dancing are included in separate departments.
An organ department is maintained where the students should meet
the requirements of proficiency in piano that are necessary for entrance
to the piano department and in addition should be able to show some
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adaptability to the study of the instrument. A course in church music and
hymnology is a part of this course.
Special students may enter at any time, but will not be accepted for
less than one term of ten weeks. Partial course students may take as few
lessons as they desire and the work will be credited accordingly; however
they must enter classes at the beginning of the year.
Zeta Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, national musical fraternity; Kappa
Chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon, national honorary musical fraternity; Eta
Chapter, national honorary and professional musical fraternity, as well as
the Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia musical fraternity, a men's organization, are
in the Conservatory.
A summer session for the training of Supervisors of Public School
Music and grade teachers is scheduled for June 16th-July 18th, 1930.
These courses are to apply if necessary on the two and four year and
degree courses offered in connection with Butler University. Practically
the entire faculty will be available during the summer session.
Four units comprise the Conservatory, the offices being at 1204 N.
Delaware Street, at 106 E. North Street, home of the former Metropolitan
School of Music; 1116 North Delaware Street and at 3411 N. Pennsylvania
Street, known as the North Branch. Until the new home of the Conserva-
tory is ready for occupancy it will function in these several buildings.
A GROUP OF STUDENTS IN THE THEORETICAL CLASSES
Ron Charles J. Ge
Second Ron Mary Helen Brook, G
vler, Betlv Marlindale.
Third Rot, Rudolph Miller. Milton Mosier, I
(lent; Marjorie G. Alexander, Eugene Campbell, Owen Beckley. Barbar
Cochrell, Leroy Deeker, Mary Margaret Hirschman, Mary Esthe
Pierson, Gladys Power, Vivian Slagle, Margare
PIANO CLASS WORK FOR CHILDREN
An important activity recently introduced in the piano department is
that of piano class lessons. This plan has swept the country in its appeal
to children, parents and teachers.
Thousands of children are in Oxford Piano classes. Parents appre-
ciate the fact that the group association generates a keen and alert rivalry
which results in stimulating the mind of the child to quicker activity and
quicker accomplishment, and parents may learn in a short time and at a
small cost whether or not the child has musical ability. These piano
classes for children are conducted at the Conservatory on Saturday morn-
ing under the able supervision of Miss Gerakline Trotter.
A Normal Course in piano class work for the private teacher will he
given the week of July 7, 1930, at the Conservatory under the leadership
of Mrs. Gail Martin Haake, representative of the Oxford Piano Course
of Chicago.
The Special Summer Term for superiors in Public School Music
will begin June 16, 1930.
Mu Phi Epsilon
Mrs. Selma Searcy, President Kappa Chapter M. P. E.
Mu Phi Epsilon National Honorary Musical Fraternity granted
the Charter for Kappa Chapter in November, 1906, at the Metro-
politan School of Music.
Mu Phi has fifty-three Active Chapters and twenty-six Alumnae
Clubs located in the United States. Its Chapters are affiliated with
Colleges and Conservatories of the highest standing. Membership
into Mu Phi is by election awarded for high musical ability, includ-
ing a thorough ground work theoretically.
The aim of this Fraternity is to encourage and support young
musicians in different cities in the United States. Kappa Chapter
gives three Musical Teas each year open to the public for the bene-
fit of the Chapter's Scholarship fund. This Scholarship was won by Virginia Leyen-
berger, cellist, this past year, studying with Mr. Adolph Schellschmidt, also, all of her
Theoretical work was given her at this school.
Mu Phi Epsilon has a National Club House located in New York City, which
affords a home for Mu Phi students in New York.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity
Franklin N. Taylor, President and Supreme Councilman
Alpha Sigma Chapter
A chapter (Alpha Sigma) of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, a na-
tional musical fraternity for men, was organized at the Metropolitan
School of Music. The object of this fraternity is the development
of the truest and best fraternal spirit, the mutual welfare and
brotherhood of music students and a loyalty to the Alma Mater.
Phi Sigma Mu
Miss Jeanette Slocum, President, Eta Chapter
Eta Chapter of the Phi Sigma Mu National honorary and
professional fraternity for public school music supervisors was
installed March 1, 1930, at the Arthur Jordan Conservatory of
Music.
The officers of the chapter are as follows:
President—Miss Jeanette Slocum.
Vice-President—Mary Margaret Hirschman.
Secretary—Ruth Wagner.
Corresponding Secretary—Olive Black.
Treasurer—Mary Helen Brook.
Historian—-Vivian Slagle.
Chorister—Wilma Friddle.
Other charter members are: Beatrice Westfall, Wanita Burris,
Mable Zetterberg, Wilma Thompson, and Jeanette Lemon.
Sigma Alpha Iota
Mrs. Frank Hunter, President Zeta Chapter S. A. I.
Mrs. Bernard Batty, Province President
The Zeta Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, national Musical
fraternity, is the oldest musical fraternity and a member, nationally
as well as by chapters, of the National Federation of Music Clubs.
There are fifty-four active chapters, besides the organized
alumnae, located in universities and conservatories throughout the
country. Each chapter is a real inspiration to its membership,
to the whole community.
Zeta Chapter maintains an annual scholarship of $100.00.
Public School Music students taking the entire course are eligible.
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Student Council
The Student Council of Butler university was founded over one year
ago, and since that time has devoted its time to constructive work on school
prohlems. Memhership on the council is divided into five seniors, four
juniors, and three sophomores, in addition to the president. Two faculty
memhers are elected each year hy the council from a list submitted by the
president of the university.
George Gisler was president of the council this year; Edward Raffens-
perger, Annabelle Parr, Maja Brownlee, Marjorie McElroy Mullin, and
Evan Walker, senior members; Mary Hoover, Russell Townsend, Mayburn
Landgraf, and Donald Youel, juniors; Iris Hollins, Elma Rose Sailors, and
Malcolm Snoddy, sophomores.
Faculty advisors were Dr. Janet M. MacDonald and Prof. C. Mervin
Palmer.
The council enacted and put in operation a complete set of rules for
all of the classes; supervised all elections; codified university rules regard-
ing organizations into an organizations' bill; supervised the student budget;
and worked actively on several other projects.
Men's Union
Men's Union, founded in 1925, serves to bring all Butler men into
contact with school activities. Any man in school is eligible to membership
upon payment of one dollar. Administration of the organization is carried
out by a governing board, comprising Union officers and representatives
from the various campus groups.
The Fairview Follies was the main project of the Union. They were
presented at Caleb Mills Hall on May 16th and 17th. This year the show
was more in the form of a vaudeville.
The first project of the Men's Union this year was an all-school
dance, held immediately after the opening of school. A pep session was
held on the Monument circle preliminary to the dance, and a snake dance
was held around a bonfire on the school campus. These ceremonies served
to bring the student body together and acclimate the new freshmen.
Another all-school dance was sponsored by the Union on the night of
the DePauw football game.
Field night was held under the auspices of the Union early in the
second semester, at the field house. The events were a girls' basketball
game, an inter-fraternity game, and a volleyball game between Men's
Union and faculty teams.
A novel contest held by the Union was the inter-fraternity and inter-
sorority bridge tournament, followed by a series of games between faculty
and Union bridge teams.
An Honor Day was celebrated late in the year for outstanding Butler
men. Awards were made for athletic prowess and campus activity.
The ultimate aim of Men's Union is establishment of a club house for
all school men. The proceeds of all financial enterprises are set aside in
a special fund for this purpose.
Nun,nan British- idem: Adolpli Emhardt,
Woman's League
Membership in the Woman's League, sponsored by Dean Evelyn
Butler, is open to any woman in Butler. An annual activity sponsored by
the League is June Day, celebrated on June 2.
Georgia Holder served as president this year. Other officers were
Dorothy Lambert, vice-president; Mary Hoover, secretary; and Joan John-
son, treasurer. Under this administration the Woman's League has taken
an active part in school improvements. Possibly the best project which
they sponsored was obtaining lockers for the school. Another achievement
was publication of a school song book, containing school and campus or-
ganization songs as well as those of the Big Ten schools and all national
fraternities.
In place of the usual Melting Pot Bazaar and dance, the League gave a
Melting Pot Carnival dance just before Christmas this year, at which sev-
eral sororities furnished booths.
An outstanding achievement of the organization this year was sponsor-
ing one evening's performance of a play which presented Jane Cowl,
famous actress. The Butler women took charge of the ticket sale for one
performance during the play's run at English's theater.
These projects are part of the Woman's League program which is cal-
culated to create a unified spirit among women, to promote a higher moral
standard, and to instill in students an enthusiasm for all worthv activities.
Georgia Holder, president; Dorothy Lambert, vice-president; Mary Hoover, secretary; Joan Johnson,
Y. M. C. A.
Incoming freshmen this year were received hy members of the
Y. M. C. A., one of Butler's oldest organizations. The work of orientating
the freshmen is a part of the Y. M. C. A. program of fellowship. Several
deputation teams were furnished to speak in churches and before young
people's societies.
One of Y. M. C A.'s biggest projects is co-sponsorship with Y. W. C. A.
of the annual Christian World Education Conference. Students are excused
from class to hear lectures by competent authorities on world problems. This
year over 2,200 students attended the conference.
Another project which the Y. M. C. A. shares with Y. W. C. A. is the
"Quiet Hour," held on alternate Friday noons. From time to time well
known people of Butler have given talks before open noon meetings.
On April 4, 5 and 6 the Butler organization entertained the Officers
Training Conference of the Indiana College Y. M. C. A.s.
Five delegates were sent to the Mid-west College Y. M. C. A. Confer-
ence at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, with the proceeds of the men's Geneva
Stunts. A number of supper meetings were held at which noted lecturers
spoke.
Officers for the first semester were Adolph Emhardt. President;
Andrew Ramsey, Vice-President; David Day, Secretary; Lewis Bobbins,
Treasurer. Officers for the second semester were: Wales E. Smith, Presi-
dent; Warren Isom, Vice-President; William Hoffman, Secretary; John
Lookabill, Treasurer. Professor Palmer is faculty sponsor.
Y. W. C. A.
Y. W. C. A. has served as a link between Butler and other schools as
well as among the women of Butler. The national character of the organi-
zation is demonstrated each summer when a delegate is sent to the con-
ference at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Proceeds of the Geneva stunts,
presented each year by the various campus organizations in competition, are
used to finance the trip.
The tradition of singing Christmas carols through the halls the day
before the holiday vacation, was a part of the Christmas program. The
Holly Sale, the proceeds of which went to the World's Student Christian
Movement, was sponsored by the World Fellowship Committee. Proceeds
from the Annual Doll show were given to social service work in hospitals
which is being carried on by the Social Service Committee. The Y. W.
also sponsored the second-hand book store.
The officers for the past year were: Florence Renn, President; Ina
Lawrence, vice-president; Margaret Barker, secretary; and Martha Vollmer,
treasurer.
The Y. W. C. A. room was made more attractive this year by the
purchase of drapes and new furniture.
The Advisors for the Association arc : Mrs. J. W. Putnam, Miss Gladys
Banes, Miss Kathryn Journey and Miss Florence Morrison.
First Ro,v (left to Right) Florence Renn, president; Ina Lawrence, vice-president: Margaret Barker,
secretary, Martha Vollmer, treasurer; Betty Lower, program : Virginia Taylor, social service.
Second Ron Alice Gentry, library; Constance Glover, student-industrial; Winifred Terry, world fel-
lowship; Anne Withers, inter-racial: Elma Rose Sailors, conference; Genevieve Quinn, quiet-hour.
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Men's Glee Club
Under the direction of Franklin B. Taylor their new leader who has
successfully directed the Butler Women's Glee Cluh for a numher of years,
the cluh has heen reorganized. Director Taylor is connected with the
Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music and is well known in Indianapolis
music circles.
About thirty-five men were selected after try-outs last Fall and these
men form the nucleus of the club.
The officers for the present year are Hugh Thatcher, president; Evan
Walker, vice-president; Ellis Carroll, secretary, and John Lockabill, treas-
urer. Arthur Huddleston is the Librarian.
The club has given several programs over the radio this year during
the Butler hour over WKBF on Sunday afternoon.
The organization is expected to make its first public appearance in
the Fairview Follies which is to be held at Caleb Mills Auditorium, May
16th and 17th.
First Row (Left la Right ) Lerov Decker, Allan Yule, Arlhur Huddleston, Hugh Thatcher, Direct
Franklin Taylor. John Lockabill, Paul Linstead, Maurice Boyd. John White.
Second Row Victor Griffin, Thomas Day, Joe Macy, Robert Ball, James Helms, John Hussey, Je
Pritehett. Robert Stearns, Edward Horner.
Third Bon Ed. Bolin, Ruell Moore, Ralph Moore, Perry Carroll, Gordon Thompson, James Everlii
William Layton. Ralph Coble.
Fourth Rou Ronald Van Arsdale, Dalton Wicker, Ellis Carroll. Milton Mosier, William Roth, Jan
Lowry, Eugene Campbell, George Runyan, Paul Seheurer.
Women's Glee Club
Franklin Taylor has completed another successful year as director of
the Women's Glee cluh. Since 1926, members of the club have received
an hour's credit for their work. Any woman in school is eligible to try
out for membership.
A series of church concerts has formed the nucleus of activities this
year. The first program was given at the Hillside Christian church. Con-
certs at New Augusta and Englewood followed, and other church appear-
ances were scheduled for later in the year.
A group of numbers was presented over the radio, and the g!ee club
marched in the Armistice Day parade, creating much comment on the ap-
pearance it made in the distinctive uniforms. These uniforms were
adopted this year, and carry out the blue and white color scheme of Butler.
White sweatshirts are worn, with a blue musical monogram, and berets and
skirts complete the outfit.
In addition to a program given at a Shrine luncheon and a concert
and dance at the Masonic hall, the glee club has furnished soloists at various
times for radio and club programs.
Bessalie Reavis was president, with Miriam Bell, vice-president; Mar-
jory Day, secretary; Ruth Dale, treasurer; and Anne Cooper, librarian.
Virginia Harbaugh is the accompanist.
First ftoir (Left to Right) Esther Huher, Neta Williams. Ruth Dale
Taylor, Bessalie Reavis, Alice Hitman, Frances Richardson.
Second Roic Zoe McFadden, Harriet Jones. Marcella Mathews, Mary
Marjorie Alexander. Harriet Watkins, Genevieve Clark.
Third Row Irene Spurgeon. Lucille Mock, Dorothy Randall, Oma
Schoen, Thelma Bingman, Helen Tumhleson, Lilvan Brafford.
Harriet Trinkle. Prof. Franklin
Elizabeth Thumma, Miriam Bell,
Alvey, Marian Schleicher, Edna
-Bo ie Collins. Mary Lou Allen. Willodean Ne
Mitchell. Marjory Day, Avaline Bailey, Jei
Sar Ella Hill. Cr
Pain
Mill,-
Band
The Butler Band has played an important part in the development of
the university, since it was organized hy Mr. J. B. Vandaworker some ten
years ago. These years of service were culminated this year when Beta
Mu Sigma, a fraternity organized among hand members, receive€l a charter
from Kappa Kappa Psi, national hand fraternity. Thompson Ahhott is
president of the new organization.
Since 1925 the hand has taken frequent trips with the foothall team
to the various Big Ten games, and has presented a snappy appearance in
its hlue uniforms and Sam Browne belts. In the fall of 1928 capes were
added to the uniforms by popular subscription among students and friends
of Butler.
At an annual banquet held in February, senior members of the band
receive sweaters for four years of service.
Band practice is held each Monday and Wednesday, and members
receive an hour of credit. Band may be elected in place of the physical
education requirement. J. B. Vandaworker is director, Virgil Hebert is
student director and Thomas Scanlon is drum major.

The Butler Drift
To the Junior class is given the honor
of publishing the year book. This is an
honor of which we are justly proud, and
each staff attempts to produce a book which
will surpass that of our predecessors. A
staff strives to do more than to make a sim-
ple pictorial and typographical record; it
would produce a book that has individuality,
which is artistic and beautiful.
When we started to work we found that
college life is very complex and every depart-
ment must be justly included. With this in
mind the 1930 staff has attempted to produce a book which will mirror
life, as it is on our campus, so that others viewing the reflection will see
here real people working and playing together developing characteristics
which will later be useful.
There is however, quite a step from a vague idea to a finished book,
a step which called for cooperation of editorial, art and business staffs.
First Row (Left to Right) Mavnard Leinen. associate editor; Gladys Mower, feature and assistant edil
Thurman Ridge, literary editor; Myra Triller, art editor; Lois Sherrill, mounting.
Second Row—Crispin Lloyd, sports; Lilyan Brafford, classes; Ruth Robison, women's athletics; Mir
Cosand, poetry; Beatrice Burgan, honoraries.
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We have tried to portray with origi-
nality and accuracy the college year, to
conform to the rules of college annual
publications, to pass the faculty censor-
ship,—throw this on a background of fi-
nancial limitations and you have the task of
a college annual staff. The campus will
judge the first; the second will fall upon col-
lege annual experts. If we didn't succeed in
the third we'll hear ahout it soon enough.
If you are the victims through any error or
omission in this hook, please remember that
we are not infallible but only human. If we succeed in producing a book
of which the Junior class is not ashamed, we are satisfied.
The 1930 DRIFT is most grateful to all those who have assisted in
compiling this book; to the Indianapolis Engraving and the William
Mitchell Printing Companies for their cooperation and service: to Hilliary
G. Bailey, photographer deluxe; and the David J. Molloy Company who
prepared such an artistic cover for our annual.
First Rou Robert Blackburn. Maurice Boyd, assistant business managers; Ralph Walton, staff pho
rapher; Honor Gregory, proof reader; Betty Jeanne Davis, sorority editor.
Second /ton—(.or. I.. n Davis, sports editor; Bettv Martindale, music school; Florence Renn, compilati
Eleanor Hadd, clubs; Mardenna Johnson, compilation.
Not on Panel Wendsll Shullenberger, fraternity editor; Alberta Reep, mounting.
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The Collegian
The Butler Collegian, now in its forty-fourth year of publication, has
grown from a semi-monthly paper with a literary aspect to a place of
prominence among daily college newspapers of the country. It is pub-
lished under the supervision of the department of journalism, and the
nucleus of the staff is made up of students in the department. Any student
who is interested, however, may earn a place on the staff by writing three
stories each week.
The Collegian has leased wire service from the United Press, and of-
fers an opportunity for practical newspaper training to embryo journalists.
Robert I. Boyer was managing editor for the first semester and Joseph
Thomas was in charge the second. Norman Buchan, instructor in the
journalism department, is faculty advisor.
With a large staff of reporters, the Collegian has complete news cover-
age of all departments of the university. In addition, the business places,
churches and clubs of the north side are covered for the community edition,
which appears once a week. All matters of news judgment and various
First Rou (Left lo Right) Robert Boyer, manasin! editor (first semester); Joseph Thomas, managing
editor { second semester); Ruth Robison, assistant managing editor; Maynard Lenten, first semester day eity
editor: Harlan Hadley, night and day eity editor; Beatrice Burgan, assistant day city editor; Robert Stearns,
Charles Bouslog, news editors.
Second Rou Maja Brownlee, Eleanor Hadd, news editors; Luke Walton, telegraph editor; Dorothy
Quick, Harold Moreland, Elizabeth Carr, assistant telegraph editors; Rosemary Bretzman, Ann Hall, edi-
torial writers.
Third Rou- George Lloyd, sports; Lewis Skinner, Lowell Parker, sport staff; Grelehen Kemp, woman's
editor; Ruth Marie Price, assistant woman's editor; Miriam Cosand, literary editor; Martha Vollmer, Adelaide
Reeves, feature writers.
problems of ethics and policy are decided by the student editors except in
cases where the policy of the university is involved.
This year, for the first time, various prizes in gold were offered by
organizations and individuals for excellence in work done on the Collegian.
These awards, which were made on Honor Day, included recognition of
the hest piece of reporting, the hest news story, the best feature story, the
best makeup and others.
Just before the Christmas holidays, the entire staff was entertained
bv the journalism department in the first annual Collegian Christmas
banquet. It was held in the large day editorial office in the basement of
the Arthur Jordan Memorial hall, and announcements of the second semes-
ter staff were made.
Night work is done at the night editorial office which is on East
Market street. Here the last minute wire flashes and other news are
handled.
Remarkable development has resulted from the added facilities gained
when Butler moved to the Fairview campus. This is signified not only
in the increased interest in journalism and the publication of the commu-
nity edition, but in the addition to the masthead of police reporters, dra-
matic critics and other positions as well.
Lois Rude. Betty Jane Ba
First Rote (Left to Right) Bvrdena MeDill,
Norman M.mn.i. assistant community circulation ma
Gordon Culloden, Mary Virginia Clark.
Second Ron Ceorgia Giddings, Jacque Lacker, Don Hart. Arthur Loftin, Jane Hadlev, Mildred Beard,
Martha Adams, feature writer.
The Tower
The literati of Butler found expression in 1927 when Sigma Delta
Chi, national journalistic fraternity, founded the quarterly magazine, the
Cocoon. The purpose of the publication was disclosed in the foreword of
the first number—"The Cocoon—the embodiment of Butler's literary life,
beginning in a humble form and aspiring to develop into something fine
and beautiful with the passing of years."
When Butler moved to Fairview the name of the publication was
changed to the Tower. Under the direction of Mrs. T. G. Wesenberg of
the English department the Tower has appeared regularly four times each
year.
Contributions of poems, essays, stories and book reviews are solicited
from the student body. This year the Tower was put under the supervision
of the journalism department and budgeted so that regular publication is
assured.
Edwin Ogborne is editor for this year and Miriam Cosand is associate
editor. Members of the editorial staff are Elizabeth Davis, Rodney Perkins,
Evelyn Mendenhall and Crispin Lloyd. Perry Tewalt is business manager
and Elizabeth Dawson is art editor.
In connection with the Cocoon, literary contests were projected in an
effort to bring out literary talent in the school. The winning manuscripts
in the Butler Literary Contest are published each year in the Tower.
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Der Deutsche Verein
The biggest achievement of Der Deutsche Verein, Butler German club,
this year, was presentation of a play in German. "Die Kliemen Ker-
wandten" was given with Florence Rathert, Miriam Foreman, Helma Kahn,
Erwin Schaefer, Karl Brandt, and Henri Stegemeier in the various roles.
The play was a high point in the efforts of the Verein to cultivate in-
terest in German culture and literature. Meetings are held on the second
Thursday of each month, and speakers who have lived or travelled in
Germany are heard. A picnic is held each June, and German refreshments
are served.
Officers for the past year were Louise Reiter, president; Florence
Rathert, vice-president; and Albert Marshall, secretary-treasurer. Faculty
sponsors are Professor and Mrs. Milton D. Baumgartner, Miss Juliana Thor-
man and Miss Violet Beck.
Sou, Left Ri«ht Mrs. Baun Esther Huher, Louise Re Sus Mo r. Mil
Second Rou M. W. Renn, Violet Beck, Dorothy Kohlstaedl, Ethel Lentz, Alma Dammeyer, Floren.
Rathert.
Third Rou, Rosalie Schcll, Florence Renn, Albert Marshall, Miss Julianna Thorman, Rexford Daube
mire, Erwin Schaefer.
Fourth Rou—Henri Stegemcicr, Elmer Blatt, William Taylor, Adolpli Emhardt, Professor Baumgarlnt
Charles Rhodes, Max Einstandis, Karl Brandt.
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Mathematics Club
Math club was founded in 1922 under the sponsorship of Professor
Elijah N. Johnson, head of the mathematics department. Problems sug-
gested by classroom study were discussed at the meetings, held on the first
Thursday of each month.
The organization came to the Fairview campus under its new name
of Mathematics club, with a membership of thirty students drawn from all
those interested in the science. Meetings are informal in character, and
current mathematical problems and discoveries are reviewed. Programs
are given by the members and speakers from the faculty or prominent
mathematicians.
Present sponsors are Professor Johnson, Miss Gladys Banes and Miss
lima Lutz. Officers are Margaret Barker, president; Gladys Hawickhorst,
vice-president; Dorothy Byers, secretary, and Kathryn Maurer, treasurer.
First Ro.o, Left to Right Panori
Johnson, Katherine Maurer, Dorothy By
Second Ron Wilhemina Feaster, Miss Jt
Genevieve Clark, Marifranees Douglass, Florenc
Third Rou Dorothy Sexon, Virginia Kelly
Fourth Ro,v Edgar Williams, Ralph Urba
Apostol, Gladys
liss una Lutz,
Margaret Barker, Professor Elijah
Miss Gladys Banes, Ruth Sparks,
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Zoology Club
Under the direction of Professor Henry Lane Bruner, head of the zo-
ology department, the Zoology eluh has carried out a program calculated to
interest the students of the department in the practical and theoretical re-
search of the science.
Most prominent of the dun's activities is the awarding each year of
the Woods Hole scholarship to the student who has done the most outstand-
ing work in zoology for the year. The scholarship provides for a summer's
study at the Marine Lahoratories at Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
Meetings are held the second Tuesday in each month under the spon-
sorship of the zoology department faculty. Any student in the department
is eligihle for membership. Officers for this year were Hugh Thatcher,
president; Fred Baumgartner, vice-president; Dorothy Stoelting, secretary,
and Boh Prettvman, treasurer.
First Ro
Mellvain. Lor
Second Rou Russell Ar
Third Rou Gerald Shai
Howard Hunt, Norman Peine.
Fourth Ro,< Delniar R;
Lorin): Lowe, Frank Oliphant
I. Kathe
r, Carlyl
ley Risk.
rof. Russell Webe
ndell Shullenbergi
Johnson. Mary
orothy Stoeltinp. Dr. H. L. Bruner, Margaret Gowdy.
r, Sidney Zier, Hugh Thateher, Frederiek Baumgartne
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International Relations Club
International Relations club is in its fourth year on the campus. Or-
ganized under the sponsorship of Professor A. Dale Beeler of the history de-
partment, it has attempted in various ways to promote understanding of
world problems among the students.
One of the important projects of the club is a dinner given each
semester in honor of the foreign students in the university. Eighty guests
attended the first one this year, at which the speaker was Dr. Woodburn,
professor emeritus of history at Indiana university.
Membership is composed largely of students in the department of his-
tory and political science. Regular meetings are held at which speakers of
note talk on various problems on international relations. Officers this
year were Valentia Meng, president; Bertha Furstenberg, vice-president;
Frances Shera, secretary, and Warren Isom, treasurer.
First Row, Left
Tucker, Mardenna Joh
to Right—
n, Betty
-M
1 all.
[JIT
, Isabel Early, Valen
Second R
Mildred Beard,
.1. Ma
Jacque
ry
L
E. Thu
acker.
a, Al II gman, Bel ina J ohnso
Third Rou
Neta Williams,
Lewi
Esther
s H
Hi
obbins,
ber, Cu
Fr
Hun
Sh
cl
Albe 1 Ml
Jean
rsball
Gidd
Belt
Fourth Re u. Wa i Isom, Ri y Benne , Margar et C< wdy, Miltor
Meng, Rosemary Brown, Dorothy
Helen Jacobs, Bertha Furstenberg,
Lower, Wales Smith, Martha Cowdy,
Jreen, Victor Griffin.
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The Catalvst Club
In 1923 the Catalytic club was organized among advanced students in
the chemistry department. When Butler moved to Fairview, the club was
lost sight of in the midst of the reorganization activities.
This vear the club was revived and the name changed to Catalvst club.
Meetings are held on the second Tuesday in each month under the direction
and sponsorship of Professor Guy S. Shadinger and Professor Karl S.
Means. Speakers are obtained to present talks on the functions of chem-
istry in industry.
Members are upperclassmen in the department of chemistry, and de-
vote part of the meetings to observation of the practical application of the
theories they have been studying.
Albert Marshall has been president for this year, with Don \oueI.
vice-president: Lois Ann Hodgin. secretary, and John Eastes. treasurer.
First Roir. Left to Right Prof. Guv Shi
Elizabeth Walton.
Second Rou John Eastes. Edmund Huxle
Sauer. Alfred Jones.
Albert Mar-hall. Ruth Wilcox. Lois Ann Hodain.
St Hasewinkle. Ben Goldman. Robert Hutto. Fred
Third Rou Rudolf Pfi Sidn s. Harold Vchlina. Ke Arlington Rhode-.
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Growlers
The Growlers were organized this year to take the place of the Lion
Tamers, who instilled so much pep into the student body at the games last
year. Twenty-one men were selected to form the organization, headed hy
Robert Ford.
Blue and white canes were adopted as official insignia, and the Growlers
sat together at all games and led the cheering sections. Between halves they
gave special stunts for the crowd's entertainment, and gave novelty yells
during the games.
During the football season the club sponsored several pep sessions, one
on the Monument circle and another on the campus with a large bonfire.
They also planned the pep session which was held at the 38th street Monon
station when the team left for Northwestern.
The Growlers have filled the place among the men students that the
Bluesters have supplied for the girls, and a notable renaissance of school
spirit has followed their activities.
First Ron, Left to Right Robert Steirer, Waybu
Second Rati Reuben Beabout, Charles William
Third Rou Lowell McPherson. Edmund Hnxle
d? raf. Ed Raf fensperger, Bob Ford, Gordon Da
Nelson, M. W. Renn.
i-on Smilson. Ed Green. Frank Schmedel.
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Bluesters
Five girls were selected from each sorority as the nucleus of the
Bluesters, organized this year hy Miss Louise Schulmeyer of the Physical
Education department. The purpose of the organization was to arouse
enthusiasm at athletic events, and hecame so popular that the membership
grew to one hundred.
The Bluesters, dressed in the official garb of blue berets, white jerseys
and blue skirts, occupied a special section in the bleachers at each game.
Drills and formations were worked out and presented between halves.
Coed cheering during the games was led by the Bluesters, who also extended
their activities to rousing spirit on the campus.
Dorothy Lambert has been president of the club during its first year.
First Rou, Left to Rizht Elizabeth Martin, Isabell Hanson, Rnth Sparks, Dorothy Lambert, Julia
North, Constance Glover, Florence Renn, Neta Williams, Esther Huber, Jane Williston.
Second Ron Mary Alice Pierson, Irene McBane, Ercil Askren, Edith Gauld. Rosemary Woodworth,
Rosemary Brown, Betty Lucas, Ruth BeneficI, Thelnia Bingman, Ardith Whitmire, Jeanette Palmer, Bessalee
Reavis, Genevieve Clark, Panoria Apostol, Dorothy Grimes.
Tnirrf Rou Lilvan Brafford, Ina Lawrence, Margaret Harris, Mardena Johnson, Bettina Johnson, Helen
Tumbleson, Mary Katherine Mitchell, Sara Ella Hill, Mary Lou Allen, Iris Hollins, Beatrice House, Jean
Underwood.
Fourth Rou Bertha Furstenberg, Betty Hall, Mary Helen Dunnington, Eleanor Clark, Dorothy Ander-
son, Glen Hanning, Nancy Kalleen, Maxine Gardner, Blanche Wilson. Mary Virginia Clark.
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Firsl Row (Left to Right) Rulh Benfiel, p
Ed. Gi
Second Ron Rose Hay, Alice Higman, An:
; Curtis Hunter, Henry Gibson, Martha Gowdy,
ell, Mildred McCormick, Rulh Robison.
National Collegiate Players
Membership in the National Collegiate Players is the highest dramatic
achievement possible in Butler. The Butler chapter, Pi Epsilon Delta, was
chartered in 1925. Members are chosen from Thespis, and must be upper-
classmen with at least a B average, have participated in one of the big
plays presented by Thespis, and have written and directed a play. The pin
is a golden key with the classic masks of comedy and tragedy.
A SCENE FROM -KICK IN"
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Thespis
Organized in 1927, Thespis has served as the testing ground for
aspirants to membership in the National Collegiate Players. Memhers
of Thespis are selected hy tryouts and must have taken some course in the
Public Speaking department. From these members the National Collegiate
Players, national dramatic honorary, recruits its membership.
Thespis has produced two big plays this year; "Kick In" and "Mile-
stones." In addition, a number of Noontide Plays have been given in the
Thespis workshop, where a nominal admission was charged. The organi-
zation has taken over a room in the basement of the Arthur Jordan hall,
and outfitted it with a stage and seats. Work on the room, which included
a large modernistic stage curtain, was done by the Thespians in their spare
time.
Curtis Hunter was president with Ruth Benefiel vice-president; Anna
Lee Howell, recording secretary; Ruth Robison, corresponding secretary
and Carl Brandt, treasurer.
„.i,.h Schorl, Ha Trinkle, Francis
Walden, Mildred
., Jesse Pritehctt,
Second Rou Ray Brock, Mary Jane Morris. Ruth Robison, Rose Hay, Margie
McCormick, Vera Snodgrass, Pearl Hartley, Curtis Hunter.
Third Rou Kenneth Rothschild, George Lehman, Margaret Gowdy, Margaret llr.i.M.u
Phyllis Nordstrom, Thomas Seanlon.
Fourth Rou; Ed Ogborne, Ed Greene, Lillian Pierson, Ruth Benefiek, Martha Gowdy.
Fifth Rou Ray Bennett, Robert Dunlavy, Paul Duncan, Howard Crise, Carl Brandt, Dave Mill
Ronald Van Arsdale.
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Tau Kappa Alpha
Butler has the mother chapter of Tau Kappa Alpha, national dehating
fraternity, which was organized on the campus in 1908. Since its found-
ing the fraternity has grown until today seventy-eight chapters are located
in American universities.
Although the national organization is coeducational, no women have
been admitted to the Butler chapter, as Delta Phi, national women's debat-
ing fraternity, is located on the campus.
Tau Kappa Alpha was organized for the purpose of creating a higher
standard of oratory and greater excellence of public speaking among its
members. Only those who have participated in at least two intercollegiate
debates are eligible to wear the watch charm of key and scroll. Initiation is
held each spring after the debating season has been concluded.
The president of Tau Kappa Alpha is J. Clyde Hoffman, Jr. Charles
F. Barry, Jr. is vice-president and Adolph G. Emhardt, Jr. is secretary.
The national quarterly periodical is The Speaker.
First «.»« (Left to Right) Clyde Hoffman. George Gisl
Second Hole—Robert Andry, Adolph Emhardt, Russell To*
urtis Hunter.
d. Prof. Claude Sifr
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Women's Debating
Although the women's dehate team started the season with only one
experienced member, it enjoyed a very successful year. A large squad
was maintained during the entire season and many women received valuable
training for the team next year. During the first semester Mr. C. H.
Walters coached the squad, and in the second half of the year the women
were coached by Professor Claude E. Sifritt.
Only four debates were scheduled for the season; one with Wheaton
College, two with the University of Cincinnati, and one with the College of
the City of Detroit. The question for all the debates was, Resolved: that
the chain store system is detrimental to public welfare. The Affirmative
team, composed of Gretchen Kemp, Julia North, and Margaret McLaughlin,
was defeated by Wheaton College but traveled to the University of Cin-
cinnati to conquer the Negative team from that school. The Butler Nega-
tive team was made up of Helen E. Johnston, Clara I. Sehell, and Clementine
Casmire. They scored victories over the Affirmative team from the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati and also over the College of the City of Detroit in that
city. Julia Randall was alternate for the Affirmative team and Ruth Marie
Price, for the Negative.
Between semesters the women's team, together with the men's team,
sponsored a debaters' dance in honor of Mr. Walters who was leaving for
Wisconsin to complete graduate work.
First Rote (Left to Right) Grelehen Kemp, Julia North. Julia Randall, Helen Johnston.
Second JJoit Clemetine Casmire, Clara Sehell, Ruth Marie Priee. Prof. Claude Sifritt.
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Men's Debating
To the men's debating team for this year goes the honor of having
met and defeated Harvard hy a popular vote of the audience. Edward
Fillenworth, Norman Rohinson and Paid Duncan composed the team which
successfully upheld the negative of the question, "Resolved: that the
Harvard plan for the enforcement of the Eighteenth amendment should he
adopted." Eugene McManamon managed this debate.
An affirmative and a negative team each won and lost one debate on
the question, "Resolved : that there should he a route for ocean-going
vessels from the Great Lakes hy way of Montreal." The affirmative team,
composed of Charles Allen, Walter Johnston and Charles Drake, won from
Oakland City and lost to Earlham. The negative, with Eugene McManamon,
Henry Hurt and Paul Duncan, won from Wabash and lost to DePauw.
On the question, "Resolved : that the United States should adopt a
policy of complete disarmament except for such forces as are required for
police forces," the affirmative won from Cincinnati and were defeated by
Detroit. Members of the affirmative were Harold J. Cohen, Adolph Em-
hardt and Edward Fillenworth. The negative on this question, with
William Weiss, Alfred Jones and Robert Andry, met DePauw and Cincinnati
in non-decision debates, lost to Detroit and Bucknell.
Three veterans and nine new men composed the teams this year, and
Professor Sifritt, the coach, will have nine of these men next year.
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Phi Kappa Phi
Excellence in scholastic attainment may he rewarded in the senior
year by election to Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary scholastic fraternity.
Members are selected on the basis of their scholarship after the freshman
vear and activity on the campus. The Butler chapter was established in
1922.
Election of members is made by the faculty members of the fraternity
twice each year from the upper quarter of the senior class. An average
of three from each class of alumni may also be chosen for membership.
Edward Buddenbaum, Rex Daubenmire, Martha Vollmer, Anne Withers,
George Gisler, Eleanor Ross, Mary Mahan, Louise Reiter were the first
semester selections this year.
Officers of the fraternity are electetl from the faculty members. This
year the officers were Professor Milton D. Baumgartner, president; Pro-
fessor Guy Shadinger, vice-president; Miss Helen Hoover, secretary; and
Professor A. Dale Beeler, treasurer.
Besides offering an incentive by the honor of membership, Phi Kappa
Phi actively endeavors to promote scholarship and leadership among
Butler students.
Members elected the later part of April were: Howard Anderson, Rob-
ert Andry, Martin Barnett, Mrs. Elizabeth D. Bolander, Elizabeth Burford,
Mrs. Pauline Burkher, Dorotha Butz, Reatha Inman, Nancy Lentz, Helen
Lillie, Floyd Ross, Margaret Snyder, Martha Willis, Horace Wright.
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Scarlet Quill
Possibly the most coveted honor in Butler's social system is member-
ship in Scarlet Quill, senior honorary for women. Corresponding to Torch
and Scarf club in the sophomore year and Chimes in the junior, Scarlet
Quill has maintained the highest standards in scholarship and campus ac-
tivities since its inception in 1921. The group was founded for the purpose
of petitioning Mortar Board, national senior honorary. Members are
chosen each year from the twelve outstanding girls in the junior class.
Annabelle Parr, president, and Mrs. T. G. Wesenberg, sponsor, have
led the organization in its program of campus activity this year. Notable
among Scarlet Quill's projects is the annual presentation of a year's
scholarship to an outstanding girl in the sophomore class. Gladys Hawick-
horst received the scholarship this year. Funds for the scholarship are
raised by an annual bridge party.
Another annual project of the organization is sponsoring the Home-
coming celebration in cooperation with Blue Key. The dance which was
held this year on the evening of Homecoming was also sponsored by Blue
Key and Scarlet Quill.
Roic (Left to Right) Annabelle Parr, president; Josephine O'Neill. Martha Vollmer. Maja Brownlee,
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Chimes
Chimes, the Junior honorary for women, was founded in 1924 hy
Dean Evelyn Butler. The members of this organization act in an auxiliary
capacity to the Dean of Women in helping to acquaint Freshman girls with
Butler institutions, customs and traditions, in encouraging them through
cordial personal contact and in stimulating them to high scholastic en-
deavor.
Early in May eight girls are chosen from the Sophomore class, activ-
ities and personality being the deciding factors in the selection. These
girls are initiated before the close of school. Alumni members of Chimes
are present at the initiation and banquet following.
Before the opening of college in the fall, each girl entering for the
first time receives a letter from "Chimes" welcoming her to Butler.
"Vouchers" who are chosen from prominent junior and senior women
assist the Chimes "colleagues" by writing personal letters to Freshmen and
giving afternoon teas at which time the guests are aided with any problems
which puzzle them in matriculating. Members of the organization assist
the Dean of Women and the Registrar during the two days of registration.
In the fall Chimes extended personal invitations to every Freshman
girl to attend an informal wiener roast down along the canal. Also in
February a party was given at the Campus Club in honor of the second
semester Freshmen.
Officers: Florence Renn, president; Virginia Hill, vice-president;
Beatrice Burgan, secretary, and Gladys Hawickhorst, treasurer.
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Torch
To foster the principle of democracy and good fellowship is the en-
deavor of Torch, woman's sophomore honorary, founded in 1920 as Phi
Delta Phi. To strengthen this spirit two sophomores from each sorority
and two non-sorority women are elected to membership each fall on the
basis of excellence in scholarship, womanliness and service.
The colors of Torch are black and white and the pin is a flaming gold
torch, formed by the Greek letters Phi Delta Phi.
The largest project of the organization is the annual all-coed Kid
Kaper, first held in 1921 and given this year April 9 at the Campus Club.
The invitation list includes all the university women students who
seemingly delight to act kiddish again, for at this Kaper sophisticated coeds
compete with their natural girlish naivete and assume boyish cameraderie
for prizes awarded to the funniest and cleverest characterizations of Kids.
Lollipops, curls, rompers, socks, teddybears and other childish acces-
sories are looked upon as substitutes for door cards of admittance.
Dancing, incongruously collegiate and grown-up, featured the enter-
tainment this year with music provided by Hugh Mason and his Pirate Syn-
copators. A Raggedy Ann dance was given by Edith Yundt and Vera
Wyrick, and Maxine Ornbaum sang blues songs.
Torch members acting as hostesses and nursemaids were dressed in
black satin dresses and white lace aprons and caps. They supervised the
"playgrounds" and appeased childish appetites with appropriate refresh-
ments.
Officers for the year were: Margaret Barker, president; Florence Renn,
vice-president; Mildred Sullivan, secretary, and Gladys Hawickhorst, treas-
urer.
First Rou Margaret Barker, president; Florence Renn, vice-president-, Mildred Sullivan, secreta
Gladys Hawickhorst, treasurer; Louise Adnev, Margaret Bradburn. Lilvan Brafford, Iris Brani-in, Ai
Brownlee.
Second Ron Beatrice Burgan, Ruth Dale, Marguerite Doriot, Mary Fr
Hollins, Helma Kahn, Katherine Maurer, Mildred McCormiek.
Third Rou Elma Paul. Ruth Raf fciisperger, Elma Rose Sailors. Hilda Schmidt, Gwendolyn Schor
Vera Snodgrass. Ruth Sparks. Virginia Tavlor, Lois Young. Rosemary Woodworth.
Douglas. Alice Gentry, Ir
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Scarf Club
Scarf Club, an honorary society for freshman women, was founded
at Butler in 1921 under the guidance of Miss Corinne Welling, associate
professor of English, who has since served as faculty sponsor. The club
is a purely social and charitable organization. Its avowed purpose is to
promote good fellowship and cultural pursuits among underclassmen and
to bring about increased support of campus activities by the student body.
Membership in Scarf Club is limited to one freshman and one sopho-
more from each sorority and an equal number of non-sorority girls. The
sophomores are active members of the group. Freshmen are pledged
earlv in the fall semester, being chosen on the basis of their records in
high school. They remain pledges throughout the year, and are initiated
just before the end of school.
Scarf Club freshmen wear black and white pledge pins. White silk
scarfs with the name of the organization in black letters are worn by sopho-
mores. Mary Brown served as 1929-30 president of the group; Arline
Repp as vice-president; Ann McDevitt, secretary; and Iris Hollins, treas-
urer. Theresa Bagnoli was pledge president.
Scarf Club holds various social functions throughout the year. One
big party for freshmen is given each semester. A St. Patrick's Day party,
for which Arline Repp was general chairman, was given at the Campus
Club March 17. The organization also takes charge of the serving of break-
fast at the university's annual June Day.
The charitable undertakings of the club consist of Thanksgiving din-
ners given to poor families, and toys given to Riley hospital children at
Christmas. Meetings are held once every two weeks at the various sorority
houses or at homes of the members.
Hollins, Arlene Repp, Miss Co WelliiFirst Rou (Left to Right) 1
Theresa Bagnoli, Louise Mann.
Second Rou Isabella Campbell, Margaret Shively, Ann McDevitt, Ruth Duffy, J
Virginia Mitch, Wilhelmina Feaster, Martha Metcalf, Doris Ai
Sexton.
Third Rou Marv Helen Dunnington. Ruth Pahud, Vera Grey Hinshaw, Dorothy Crimes, Mary F
Thelma Flack, Marjorie Lytic.
,
Mary Brown, Evelyn Rabb,
thyMille
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Sphimix
Sphinx was organized as a local campus organization in 1920. Charter
memhers were representatives of the national fraternities with chapters at
Butler, and the national charter was received the next year. Installation
was by a team from the Wabash chapter.
Ideals of the group are cultivation of an interest in extra-curricular
projects and maintenance of high standards and good fellowship among the
undergraduates. Members are selected from the national fraternity men
who have showed the greatest interest in athletic and other activities.
Twenty-six men comprise the group this year, sixteen of whom are
pledges. Stewart Holmes is president and Robert Ford is secretary-
treasurer. The pledge ribbons are in the fraternity colors of black and
white, and the active pin is a gold sphinx head.
tiki ii Sj&m
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Blue Key
Skulls chapter of Blue Key was established on the Butler campus in
1926 as the twentieth chapter of the national honorary fraternity, founded
at the University of Florida in 1924.
Before the granting of the national charter, the chapter existed at
Butler as Skulls Club, founded in 1920 by "Pat" Page, then football coach.
Its membership was originally composed of athletes, its purpose to promote
fellowship among "B" men.
The membership of Blue Key is now limited to prominent junior and
senior men, chosen on the basis of campus achievements and interest in
activities. Over twenty men were pledged last fall, and were initiated April
9 at the Columbia Club, preceding a banquet in their honor.
The fundamental purpose of Blue Key is service to the university, in
addition to the purpose of promoting school spirit and interest in school
activities. George "Potsy" Clark is faculty advisor.
Throughout the football season, Blue Key sponsored stunts which were
presented between halves. Nish Dienhart, president of the fraternity,
dropped a football from an airplane at the opening of each game.
The greatest homecoming in the history of Butler was opened with a
mammoth parade, in which hundreds of floats and cars participated. Phi
Delta Theta was awarded a silver loving cup by Blue Key for the best
fraternity float in the parade.
Following the parade, a pep session was held in Monument Circle, the
Hon. L. Ert Slack, then mayor, presiding. Hundreds of members of the
Order of Red Men attended, as well as the members of the Haskell football
team.
Blue Key and Scarlet Quill held a football dance after the Haskell
Indian game. Next event of importance was the annual football banquet,
which was attended by one hundred guests, including members of the
varsity and freshman teams, members of the Board of Directors, and others.
In the early spring a banquet in honor of the honorary members was
given. These members are Arthur V. Brown, member of the Board of
Directors; John W. Atherton, financial secretary of the university; Wallace
O. Lee, vice-president of the Indianapolis Power and Light Company;
Russell G. Weber, assistant professor of zoology; DeForest O'Dell, head of
the department of journalism, and George Schumacher, alumni secretary
and instructor in English. Prof. Ralph W. Keahey is also a member of
Blue Key.
Nish Dienhart was president; Evan Walker, vice-president, and Ed-
ward Raffensperger, secretary-treasurer, during this school year.
First Rou Ignatius Dienhart. Evan Walker, Ed Raffensperger. George Fredenberger. Ralph Walton.
Second Rou Cordon Thompson. Harold Ross, Ralph Cerv. Hubert Hinchman. Edwin Ogborne.
Third Rou Mayburn Landgraf. Donald Youel. Russell foynsend. Roger Anderson, Charles Williams.
Fourth Rou—George Nulf, Robert Schopf, Carlvle Bauermeister, Ralph McElrov, Harold Templeton.
Fifth Rou Cleon Reynolds, Joe Sivak. Maynard Lemen, Wayne Ashley, Frank Hedden, Wendell Shul-
lenberger.
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Sigma Delta Chi
Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic fraternity, was
founded at DePauw in 1909 and established at Butler in 1926. During the
past year the organization has been one of the most active on the campus.
The annual Blanket Hop, various popularity contests, and a banquet in
honor of Edwin V. O'Neal, national president of Sigma Delta Chi are among
the activities fostered by the group this year. The chapter also selected
each week during the football and basketball seasons the one person who
had shown the most school spirit and loyalty. An award was made to one
of this group at the close of each schedule.
The Spring Sheet Swirl at the Municipal Gardens topped the spring
activities of the organization.
First Ron Evan Walker, president; Robert Boyer, secretary-treasurer ; Richard Elrod, Curtis Hunter,
Maynard Lemen.
Second Roil George Lloyd, Harold Ross, Joe Thomas, Ralph Walton, Charles Bouslog, Riehard Fogarty.
Third Ron Harlan Hadley, Edwin Ogborne, M. W. Renn, Professors DeForest O'Dell, Douglas Perry,
Not on Panel Blodgett Brennan, Gordon Da Clifford, Fred Howenstine, Perry Tewalt.
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Theta Sigma Phi
Alpha Iota chapter of Theta Sigma Phi, woman's national journalistic
fraternity, was installed at Butler in March, 1927. The honor of member-
ship is conferred upon women who have shown outstanding ahility in
journalism by activities on the Collegian staff.
At the spring initiation this year Miss Kathryn Pickett, woman's editor
of the Indianapolis Star, Mrs. Dorothy Reynolds Collins, also of the Star
staff and Miss Mabel Wheeler, feature writer for the Indianapolis News,
were made honorary members of the organization. Four students were
pledged shortly after the second semester began : Elizabeth Carr, Rosemary
Bretzman, Dorothy Quick and Honor Gregory.
The Matrix table, annual banquet held by each chapter of the fra-
ternitv, was presented this year at Butler as Caesar's dinner. Rome was
built in a day in the Collegian office and the hostesses, garbed in togas of
the Roman State reclined on couches before the laden Caesar's table.
"Dirtum razzum" was led by "Caesar" Robison who also introduced
the orator, Mrs. Daphne Alloway McVicker, a Theta Sigma Phi from Colum-
bus, Ohio.
Guests at the banquet included prominent junior and senior women,
seven outstanding sophomores, prominent Theta Sig alumnae, Mrs. De-
Forest O'Dell, faculty sponsor, Dean Evelyn Butler, Mrs. Beulah Brown
Fletcher, prominent journalist, and representatives from the chapters at
Indiana and DePauw.
The June Day edition of the Collegian is always put out by Theta
Sigma Phi.
The pin is a gold Matrix with the Greek letters Theta Sigma Phi in-
scribed on it. The pledge ribbon is lavender and green, tied around a pen.
First Rou Ruth Robi
Second Ron Kathryn
Absent Myra Auerba.
on, president; Maja
Tressel, Martha V. Adelaide Re
Kappa Tau Alpha
Kappa Tau Alpha is the newest journalistic organization on the
campus. It was formally installed at a banquet at the Columbia Club on
December 17, 1929, after members had been elected and organization per-
fected in the spring before. Kappa Tau Alpha is a scholastic fraternity for
journalists and is known as "the Phi Beta Kappa of journalism." It was
founded at Illinois university and permission for the local chapter was
granted in the spring of 1929.
The first members were chosen by the faculty of the journalism de-
partment on the basis of excellency in scholarship. Future members are
to be elected by the active chapter from those eligible scholastically.
First Row (Left to Right) Ruth Marie Price, Honor Gregory, Adelaide Reeves, Hilda Lou Carroll,
Virginia Seeds, Elisabeth Carr. Ruth Rohison.
Seeond Ron Prof. George Harris, Prof. Norman Buchan, Robert Boycr, Kalhrvn Tressel. May-
nard Leinen, Rosemary Bretzman, Prof. Douglas Perry, Prof. DeForest O'Dell, Evan Walker.
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Utes Club
One of the newest groups on the eampus was organized this year among
men in the sophomore class and adopted the name of Utes Club. The
organization is petitioning Skull and Crescent, national honorary fraternity
for sophomore men. Members of the Utes Cluh attended the national con-
vention of Skull and Crescent this year. The convention was held at the
University of Illinois, and the Butler group drove to Champaign in a body.
The principal activities of Utes Cluh this year Have been concerned with
the initiation of freshmen into the customs and traditions of the university.
To this end the sophomore group organized the If Club among the fresh-
men. From this group the Utes chose the pledges to their organization,
who were announced at the sophomore cotillion. The Utes also took
charge of the class scrap, which took the form of inter-class games and
contests. The ceremonies were held in May this year, instead of in the fall
as usual.
Officers are Dick Tyner, president; Frank Jones, vice-president; Tom
But/, secretary, and Maurice Boyd, treasurer.
First Ron Herbert Sweet. Abraham Leliff, Richard Tyner, Ralph Coble, Jesse Pritchett.
Second Row Lewis Rufli, Charles Sohl, Maurice Boyd, Herman Brown, William Ogden, Frank Jone
Third Row Ralph Brandt, Lvle Withrow, Tom Butts, Jack Ranney, Gustave Don»us, Hu»h Romin-e
Richard Wolfe.
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B. U. S. T. A.
The Butler University Student Teachers Association, organized in
1923, is composed of students in the Education department who have main-
tained a scholastic average of B— or hetter. The members of the associa-
tion do practice teaching in the schools of the city as part of their work in
the education department.
Kappa Delta Pi, national educational fraternity, has invited
B. U. S. T. A. to submit a petition for a charter from the national organiza-
tion, and the activities of the association this year have been largely con-
fined to work on the petition. Professor George Roberts of Purdue, a
national officer of Kappa Delta Pi, and other nationally known educators
have appeared before the association to present talks.
Dorothy Lambert has served as president this year. Reatha Inman is
vice-president, Anne Withers, secretary, and Josephine O'Neill, treasurer.
Professors Shultz and Richardson of the Education department are spon-
sors.
First Ron Annen Ashjian. Dorolhy Lambert, Manila Willi*. Clarice Ellingwood.
Second Ron Annabelle Parr, Reatha Inman, Nellie Munson, Anne Withers.
Third R„u Beatrice Yates, Prof. Irwin T. Shultz. Josephine O'Neill.
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The Representative Students
Realizing the tremendous task of choosing eight
upper classmen (four seniors and four juniors) that
are predominantly representative of Butler University
from the recognized standpoints of service and scholar-
ship, the staff of the 1930 Drift has given this choice
to a committee composed of three faculty members
and two members of the student body. Those casting
votes were Dean Evelyn Butler, Mr. George Schumaker,
Miss Corinne Welling, Mr. Joseph Thomas and Miss
Martha Vollmer.
It is felt by the committee that these men and women
have worked with untiring zeal and endeavor for their
ideal of a Greater Butler. In recognition of this fact,
the Drift expresses its belief in their worth and their
service to the University.
Those given honorable mention were Josephine
O'Neill, Virginia Flowers, George Gisler, Betty Jeanne
Davis, Ralph Walton, Dorothy Lambert, Ignatius Dein-
hart and Wendell Shullenberger.
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Coaching Staff
GEORGE POTSY
CLARK
Director of Athletics
George Potsy Clark, a
great quarter-back in his
college days at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, has in
the three years he has
been connected with But-
ler athletic teams placed
them in the spotlight of
national prominence and
respect.
His football elevens
have played teams from
New York to New Or-
leans, he has worked
long and hard in an
honest effort to place the
Bulldog athletic plant on
a big-time basis. He has
made huge strides in
building up intramural
athletics, attractive sched-
ules for all teams have
been arranged, he has in-
troduced and established the student manager system and many other forms
of athletic endeavor for the benefit of the Butler students. Potsy is a friend
to every loyal Bulldog student and as long as George Potsy Clark continues
to guide the destinies of the Blue and White athletic endeavors, Butler can
have nothing to look forward to but seeing their school becoming one of
the greatest in the Middle West, if not in the entire country.
PAUL D. HINKLE—Head Basketball Coach
Paul "Tony" Hinkle, the wizard basketball mentor of the Bulldogs,
who was a star three-letter winning athlete at the University of Chicago
before coming to Butler climaxed a most sensational record this year by
winning the National Basketball Title, the first time a Mid-Western college
quintet has ever been declared National Champs in basketball. "Tony" is
Potsy Clark's right hand man and while not coaching his cagers, assists in
football, baseball and coaches the golf team.
ROBERT L. NIPPER—Head Freshman Coach
Bob Nipper, Butler '26, starred in three sports while attending the
University and now imparts his knowledge to the yearling football, basket-
ball and baseball aspirants.
Nipper has taken many freshman athletes and turned them over to
the varsity teams well coached and instructed in the Butler style of play.
A man of fine character and personality, Bob is well liked by all the
freshmen he comes in contact with on the athletic field.
HERMON PHILLIPS—Varsity Track Coach
Hermon "Flip" Phillips, Butler's greatest track man, who graduated
in '27, won the National Collegiate quarter-mile title three consecutive years,
something no other college runner has ever done. "Flip" also went with
Hundred and Forty-fil
the Olympic team to Holland as a member of the 400 metre team and re-
turned a point winner for Uncle Sam. Now at Fairview, the former Bull-
dog track ace shows the Bulldog varsity and freshman thinly-clads how to
run and jump. Phillips also teaches physical education.
WILLIAM McCLURE—Varsity Football Line Coach
William "Bill" McCIure came from Coach Zuppke's Champion Illini
football team to coach the Bulldog line this year and much of the credit
for the line that held at New York and smashed Loyola of the South goes
to Mac. A plugger and worker, McCIure was a valuable addition to the
Butler football coaching staff.
"WEE WILLIE" McGILL—Varsity and Freshman Trainer
After spending seventeen years pitching in the Big Leagues, and
coaching at Illinois and Northwestern, Wee Willie McGill came to Butler to
keep Potsy Clark's athletes in shape, and has done such a good job with
his linament and tape that injuries of a serious nature have been few and
far between in the Bulldog camp.
RALPH L. HITCH—Graduate Manager of Athletics
Ralph Hitch, Butler '27, handles the publicity for the Bulldog teams
and besides doing a thousand and one other jobs around the athletic office
manages to score the games, keep records and play godfather to the home-
less freshman athletes.
rk. Paul D. Hiuklc. Ralph
Hrniion Phillips, William
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The Student Managers
Under the athletic regime of Coach George Potsy Clark the student
manager system in athletics was introduced in 1928 with Gordon Davis as
Senior Manager of varsity football, assisted by John Eaton and Curtis
Hunter as Junior Managers.
This year the senior football manager was Curtis Hunter, and his as-
sistants were Tom Henderson, John Newby, Robert Hulse, and Marcus
Ruben.
The 1928 varsity basketball manager was George C. Lloyd and this
year it is Freddy Howenstine who has as his assistants, Frank Sanders and
Allison Koelling.
Don Youel is the varsity track student manager; his assistant is Wil-
liam Guyton and Bob Steger is the student manager of intermural athletics.
The duties of the student manager are many and varied, he is respon-
sible for all equipment both on the practice field and at games, he must
keep all spectators off the field, look after the welfare of the Bulldogs and
visiting teams, be able to tape and bandage, and many other sundry details.
The senior manager in way of remuneration receives a varsity sweater
and manager's letter, makes all trips with the team and is directly respon-
sible to the coach.
A committee composed of Gordon Davis, George Lloyd, Curtis Hun-
ter and Harlan Hadley are now working on a set of rules and regulations
for the Butler managers of the future. The rules will be modeled from
information gathered from the student manager plan at Big Nine schools,
and Eastern and Western colleges.
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Cheer Leaders
Those loyal friends of Butler who attended the foothall and haskethall
games this year know that Butler students can and will yell. This year the
student section displayed more pep and enthusiasm than ever hefore and
the success of the howling and yelling team hackers was due to the excellent
ahilitv of the Blue and White cheer-leaders.
Howard Ely, as captain, and Howard Crise, Maurice Boyd and George
Lehman as assistants, were always there to help start the old Butler war
song going or lead a yell and chant. They gave their hest at Chicago,
Greencastle, on the Monument steps, the Indiana Theater, in the Bowl
and at the fieldhouse and all the pep sessions. So to the yell leader and
his ramhling, tumhling, peppy assistants we take our hats off as a live wire
aggregation of spirit and noise makers. And ask the team if that doesn't
help.
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The Gridiron
GORDON DAVIS, Sports Editor)
The 1929 football season saw the Butler Bulldogs gain nation-wide
recognition and respect in the athletic world by their playing ability against
teams of the highest caliber in the East, the Middle West and the South.
Coach George Potsy Clark's moleskin wearers played before more people
than anv other Bulldog eleven ever has. The team played in New York
and Chicago, and in their own new Bowl met teams from New Orleans, La.,
and Lawrence, Kansas, in intersectional frays.
On the record of victories and defeats the Clarkmen broke even, win-
ning four games and losing four. The Bulldogs triumphed over their
time honored rivals, Wabash and DePauw, with comparative ease, in the
season's opening encounter, the strong Illinois Wesleyan griders were
turned back, and Thanksgiving day saw the Clark machine reach its great-
est height of the season when a powerful baekfield combined with a charg-
ing line to smother the Loyola eleven of New Orleans.
Haskell Indians, New York University and James Millikin gained deci-
sions over Butler by one touchdown margins while Dick Hanley's powerful
Northwestern Wildcats trimmed the Blue and White cleat wearers 13-0 in
their second game of the schedule. In both the Haskell Indian and James
Millikin games the men under Capt. Hosier outrushed their opponents in
yardage and made more first downs, but nevertheless lost in the score
column.
Several of Coach Potsy's warriors received favorable comment through-
out the season for their outstanding ability on the chalk lines, both from
the press and the stands. In the baekfield the plunging, ripping "Curly"
1929 VARSITY SQUAD
Sitting, Left to Right Reynolds, Hcddon, Watford. Chadd. Maney, Sibbitt. Teazel, Bauermeister, Johnston.
Rufli. Herschberger.
Kneeling, Left to Right Brock, Royee, Schopf. Booz, Jarrett, Captain Hosier, Puett, McCarthy, Walsh.
Crosby. Worth. Hinchnian.
Standing. Left to Right Assist. Coach Hinkle. Trainer McCill. Student Manager Hunter. Naftzger. Wolfe.
Templeton, Allen, Fredenberger, Lowe, Collins, Cozad, Strahl, Fair, Butz, Cayosie, Graduate Manager Hitch
and Coach Clark.
Hinchman, the triple-threat artist John Cavosie, the elusive Bohby Jarrett
and the hard blocking Capt. Hosier were always there giving their best for
the team. The unsung heroes of the gridiron game, the linesmen, who
made possible the backs long runs were, Jack Walsh and Bob Schopf at
the tackles, who always got their men, Fran Royse, an all-state end and one
of the best pass receivers in the game, Jim Puett, defensive center par-
excellence and Lewis Rufli, fighting sophomore guard.
While, perhaps, these players gained more public recognition than
their team mates it was that everlasting Bulldog fight and team play that
made that extra yard when needed or held in the shadows of their goal
posts, that carried the Blue and White eleven through a schedule with no
soft spots on it.
BUTLER, 13—ILLINOIS WESLEYAN, 9
On the last Saturday in September the Clark-coached Butler Bulldogs
made their first appearance of the season in the Bowl when they matched
punts and passes with the Illinois Wesleyan aggregation.
The Wesleyan team presented a fast charging veteran line but they
could not keep "Curly'" Hinchman from making the first touchdown of the
season early in the first quarter on an off tackle smash.
Capt. Hosier, Cavosie, Hinchman and Booz smashed off guard and
tackle and around the ends for 13 first downs and 13 points for the after-
noon's work while Prosice, Miller and Bodman scored a touchdown and
place kick for the Wesleyan eleven. The hot afternoon found the lines-
men working under a hard handicap, but Crosby, Fredenberg, Puett and
McCarthy turned in stellar exhibitions of tackling and blocking.
BUTLER, —NORTHWESTERN, 13
The Bulldogs met their first defeat of the season at Dyche stadium
before 40,000 spectators when a full strength Northwestern team with Hank
Bruder, star halfback leading the attack and scoring all of the Hanley
team's points outrushed their lighter opponents, the Bulldogs. However,
though outscored the Bulldogs Mere not outfought and time again Jack
Walsh and Frank Hedden broke through the heavy Purple forward wall to
down a Wildcat back in his tracks. Lon Watford who took ""Curly"
Hinchman's place at fullback when the latter was hurt early in the second
quarter played a plucky game stopping many a drive with his hard tackles.
Bruder crashed over for Northwestern's first touchdown, but Griffin's
kick was wide. The half ended soon after with Northwestern leading 6-0.
Led by Moore, Hanley and Bruder, the Purple backs reeled off three
first downs in rapid succession in the third quarter, and behind perfect
interference on a triple pass play Bruder crossed the Bulldog goal for the
second time and added the extra point.
Cavosie's punting, several of his boots carrying over sixty-five yards
and his passing were the high lights of the Butler offense, while Royse,
Puett, Walsh, Hedden and Crosby did yeoman work in the line. While the
Bulldogs made only three first downs the Wildcats claimed only four more.
BUTLER, 6—HASKELL INDIANS, 13
Home-coming Day found the Clarkmen entertaining the colorful
Haskell Indians' eleven. The Bulldogs, handicapped by the loss of Booz
and Hinchman who were on the sidelines from injuries received in the
Northwestern setto, went down to defeat 13-6 after putting up a glorious
comeback drive in the second half.
Led by Capt. Louis Weller, one of the most elusive backs ever seen
in the Bowl, and Wilson Charles, husky fullback, the Redskins on long
runs by Weller and line smashes by Charles pushed over a touchdown in the
first quarter. A pass over the goal to the fleet Weller gave the Dietz
coached team another six points in the second quarter.
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The Bulldog gridders came liack in the second
half to push the Indians all over the field. Led by
Cavosie, Jarrett, Allen and Royse the Blue soon shoved
over a touchdown.
Breaks at critical points kept Butler from scoring
again, but the Bulldogs gained 174 yards to Haskell's
131 yards and also made more first downs. In the
second half Butler's line outcharged the Indians on
every play and Walsh, Hedden, Schopf and Puett
opened huge holes for their backs.
BUTLER, 6—NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, 13
Playing before a crowd of 25,000 football fans
Coach Clark's eleven dropped a sensational battle to
New York University, 13-6, in the huge Yankee stadium
at New York.
The play of the Blue and White forward wall was
the best of the year. Four times the Bulldog linemen
stopped the New York backs when a few feet would
have meant a touchdown. Puett and Rovse were towers
Fi»an Royco Captain Maurice Hosier John Cavosie
,.-
:
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of strength in the play of the line, while Jack Walsh
made one of the most sensational tackles of the game.
Hinchman and Booz were forced from the game
early in the first quarter with injuries, hut Hosier and
Cavosie carried on. Cavosie's passing and kicking and
Hosier's great defensive plav were outstanding.
BUTLER, 13—DEPAUW,
Playing at Greencastle in a sea of mud Butler's
fighting mad eleven, minus the services of four regulars
defeated their old rivals, DePauw, 13-0 with straight
football tactics. Gaining 281 yards to the Tiger's 84 by
rushing and chalking up 17 first downs to 6 for their
opponents the Clarkmen were never in danger.
Lon Watford, reserve fullback, who had replaced
the injured Hinchman, was the Watford of two years
ago, smashing over for both touchdowns and making
tackles all over the field. Brock and Puett in the line
and Reynolds, Hosier, and Yeazel as backs turned in
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good performances at their respective positions. Blake
at fullback, Van Riper and Hogan, flashy halfbacks,
were the Methodist shining lights.
BUTLER, 14—WABASH,
The Bulldogs defeated their second Indiana foe,
Wabash 14-0, to give them a clean slate over their
ancient and time honored rivals, DePauw and Wabash.
The Cavemen presented a stubborn line and an elu-
sive back in Weist, who gave the Butler ends trouble
all afternoon. However when "Curly" Hinchman is right,
no team can stop him and the Greenfield lad smashed
the Little Giant forward wall time and again to
help the Clarkmen outrush the Crawfordsville eleven
220 yds. to 96 yds. The Bulldogs also doubled the
Wabash team in number of first downs made. Though
Royce and McCarthy were on the side lines, Wolfe,
Puett, Schopf, and Walsh carried on in the line to
make it a perfect day for the Bulldog rooters.
Curly Hinchman
Lon >YottavJ
BUTLER,
—
JAMES MILLIKIN, 6
On a heavy muddy field the Bulldogs lost to the
Millikin eleven of the Illinois Little Nineteen Confer-
ence, 6-0, when Corbett, half hack, passed to his left
end, Arnett, early in the second quarter. The ball was
on the eighteen yard line when the pass was made and
had followed Millikin's recovery of a fumbled punt
by the Butler safety man.
The Bulldogs started off like world beaters in the
first quarter but after rushing the pigskin to the ten
yard line, they wilted and Millikin outplayed the Bull-
dogs the rest of the game. Royce's punting with Hinch-
man's off tackle smashes were the shining lights of
the Butler offense which netted eight first downs to
Millikin's six.
For the visitors, the work of Corbett, Vise, Hankins
and Heidenger in their backfield stood out.
BUTLER, 33—LOYOLA, 13
Thanksgiving day saw an inspired Bulldog line and
Curly hits
the lino
(lack Walsh dude StpahJ Kenneth Bi>ock
Hinchman score*
over Wabash backfield play in perfect unison to smash Loyola ofNew Orleans, conquerors of the Haskell Indians, by
a 33-13 decision.
The Blue and White backs behind perfect interfer-
ence smashed the Dixie team's line for yardage when-
ever called upon. Hinchman crashed over for two
touchdowns; Cavosie after several beautiful long runs,
scored two touchdowns and Royse hit right tackle for
the fifth Bulldog six-spot. Jarrett made a sensational
43 yard return to a punt just before the end of the
first half.
Walsh, at tackle, played the best game of his career
on the ice-coated fie.d and was ably assisted by Brock,
Strahl, McCarthy and Schopf. Capt. Hosier directed
his team well and led the interference with deadly
effect.
The Wolf Pack scored their thirteen points in the
final period when they unleashed a fast passing attack,
(Icon Reynolds Kenneth Booz Bob tlarrtt
Lopez to Fannin, for many yards and their thirteen
points.
The game marked the climax of the grid careers of
eight Bulldog players, Capt. Maurice Hosier, Francis
Royce, George Fredenherger, Alonzo Watford, Howard
Crosby, Robert Maney, Willard Worth and George
Naftzger.
Letters were awarded the following: Capt. Maurice
Hosier, George Naftzger, Alonzo Watford, Francis
Royse, Willard Worth, George Fredenherger, Howard
Crosby, James Puett, William McCarthy, James Strahl,
Edwin Allen, John Cavosie, Cleon Reynolds, John
Walsh, Robert Schopf, Carlyle Bauermeister, Frank
Hedden, Lewis Rufii, Richard Wolfe, Robert Jarrett,
and Ray Brock.
The minor letter awards were to : Robert Fair, Ken-
neth Booz, Francis Yeazel, and Curtis Hunter, student
manager.
Crawford Veasol
Freshman Football
When Coach Robert Nipper issued his call for freshmen gridiron can-
didates for the 1929 Bullpup eleven he was greeted by a squad of over half
a hundred of the most likely looking future Ail-Americans that has been
seen on the Bulldog practice gridiron in several years. The squad had
weight, height and speed, and proved they knew foothall.
Under Coach Nipper's able direction the rhine eleven was molded
into a smooth-working machine. The first year team piayed two games,
losing their first encounter to the University of Louisville Yearlings in the
Bowl by a 20 to 13 decision. Their second and final game saw the Nipper-
men run, plunge and pass to an 8-0 victory over the Varsity in the annual
Varsity-Frosh conflict.
In the Louisville game the Southerners were behind by a touchdown
until the last four minutes of play when they cut loose with a bewildering
pass attack to clinch the game. The play of Captain Polizzotto, who scored
all of the Bullpup points, Raber's defensive work, and Norris, Conrad and
Kennerk in the line, were the Nipper team's best bets. The Cardinal stars
were Payne, Boardman and Goldstein.
The frosh eleven finished the season in fine style when they thumped
the Varsity 8-0. In this game of give and take, the all-around play of
Raber, at fullback, Polizotto at quarter, and Elser, Forbes, Norris, Mecum
and Zimmerman in the forward wall was too much for their big brothers,
the Varsity.
Several players on Coach Nipper's squad will prove of varsity caliber
next fall and will give some regulars a tussle for their berths. They are
Captain Polizotto, Raber, Ennis, Skinner and Compton, backs; and Eng-
lish, Elser, Forbes, Mecum, Zepesi, Jefferies, Norris and Conrad, linesmen.
First It,,,, (Left to Right) Klein. Polizotto, White, Campbell. Raber, Mueller, Skinner, Marsh, G. Zim-
man, Fellmy, Cruse.
Second Rou Conrad, Ennis, Sullivan, Mecum, Sjepesi, Ressler, Morrison, Kennerk, Makinney, Chicken-
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Varsity Basketball
Butler's basketball team took a rocky road last season, but were suc-
cessful in winning twelve games out of nineteen played. A check over the
victories shows quintets of such national repute as Purdue, Big Ten cham-
pions, Illinois, Chicago, Montana State, the only other team which defeated
the Boiler Makers, Vanderbilt and Nebraska. Three state rivals, DePauw,
Wabash, and Danville, fell before coach Hinkle's netters.
Earlv in December coach Hinkle started to build his 1930 net machine
from a crew of thirty varsity candidates. He had five veterans, Capt. Hilde-
brand, Hosier, Allen, and Christopher, seniors, and Reynolds, a junior.
The rest were sophomores. After working hard for two weeks, the squad
opened the season with Manchester and N. A. G. U. in a double header
at the fieldhouse. Manchester was unable to control Oral Hildebrand,
who led the Blue to a 53-22 walkawav. The reserves won their contest from
Normal, 20-17.
Purdue was expected to walk over Butler when Piggy Lambert brought
his squad here for the first holiday game. The thrilling game of the
previous year which Butler had annexed by one point was a bitter draught
for the Boilermakers. Purdue followers looked to "Stretch" Murphy, who
had been so ably taken care of the year before by Bill Bugg. But a com-
bination of Hildebrand, Allen, Christopher, Hosier and Tackett completely
baffled the visitors in a fast game. While Hildebrand, Allen and Christo-
pher were busy boosting Butler's tally. Hosier and Tackett tightened their
defense about the Blue and White basket. Tackett's great floor game
held Murphy to three points, all scored from the foul circle. The final
score was 36-29, Butler.
ichman, Marshall Christopher, Oral Hildebrand,
...r.l..n Arbuckle, Lefty Evans, Maurice Hosier, Cleon Reynolds, Richard Wolfe, Stanley
Student Manager; Gale Collins, William Haslet, Hitch, McGill
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Opal Hiidpbrand
Montana State's Bobcats, champions of the
Rocky Mountain Conference, were next to bow.
They had an offensive team and could not catch
the swing of Butler's delayed offensive. The 49-32
victory for Butler was marked by the brilliance
of Thomson, spectacular Montana center.
The Bulldogs continued their holiday spree
by trimming Vanderbilt university, 39-14. The
southerners had a heavier team, but could not
match the shiftiness of the Butler stars.
By this time sport critics throughout the
country looked to Butler as leader of the Hoosier
net crop. But they overlooked a smaller team
—
Danville Normal. The Hinklemen went to Dan-
ville confident and determined. They had every
right to be. But coach Russell Cook's team, led
Babe Crivtophcp Wilbur Hiirn Maopicr Hosier
by the Reeves brothers, had been scouting Butler
in the previous four games. They had their sur-
prise package ready, and it turned out to be a
bombshell. The score was 40-16, but that mat-
tered little. It was the first defeat, and it hurt.
Butler took revenge in the four games that
followed by downing Nebraska, Illinois, Chicago
and Wabash. Then came another road disaster at
Franklin. A week later Danville came to the field-
house and eight thousand people watched Butler
break Central Normal's string of victories. De-
Pauw took a trimming the following Saturday in
their own gym.
Loyola University of Chicago sent an all-star
club, undefeated for two years, to Indianapolis.
They gave an exhibition of some fine basketball, i:
"~*;.;< i I nil Tad
Lefty Evaiss
playing Butler hard under the basket to win 22-14.
Their flashy center. Murphy, was the best ball
player who appeared on the home floor this year.
Evansville did not furnish much opposition and
gave Hildebrand and Hosier their last chance to
perform.
Here is where the detour started. Ineligibility,
sickness, and graduation cut Capt. Hildebrand,
Hosier, and Wolfe from the squad. This happened
the day before the Wabash game, and the visit
to Crawfordsville brought a 16-14 defeat. Notre
Dame outplayed Butler on the following Friday,
but a trip to Earlham was successful. Returning
to Notre Dame the Bulldogs were again defeated.
Franklin closed the season by dropping the Hinkle-
men.
BkkWoif.
Witlirow Clt'on Reynolds' Roger Hndcrson
At the annual basketball banquet held in the Indianapolis Athletic
Club, Coach Hinkle gave a diagnosis of Butler's weakness. Had there been
more individual cleverness, and more offensive strength, the season might
have ended differently. However, the year brought recognition from the
Veteran Athletes Association of Philadelphia. This organization awarded
Butler the National Championship in basketball for 1929, an honor which
will never be surpassed by any Blue athletic team.
Letter awards announced at the banquet were given to Maurice Hosier,
Marshall Christopher, Wilbur Allen, seniors; Cleon Reynolds, junior; Mar-
shall Tackett and Lyle Withrow, sophomores. Hubert Hinchman and
Howard Chadd received minor awards.
SEASON BASKETBALL STATISTICS
GP FG FT
Hildebrand 14 75 36
Christopher 19 50 39
Allen 19 32 26
Hosier 14 17 7
Tackett 19 12 11
Reynolds 17 10 6
Hinchman 15 7 7
Withrow 11 8 5
Evans 6 7 6
Wolfe 12 9 2
Chadd 16 1 3
19 228 148
TFA TP
56 186
66 139
33 90
19 41
20 35
12 26
19 21
8 21
10 20
7 20
6 5-
256 604
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Freshman Basketball
While storm clouds threatened the varsity, Coach Boh Nipper's fresh-
man haskethall team found smoother sailing. They won all four of their
games played hy comfortahle margins, trouncing Louisville 27-12 here, and
32-11 there; pounced upon State Normal at the fieldhouse for a 40-23
victory, and left DePauw a lasting souvenir hy collecting 39 points to the
Methodists' 16.
As usual, an almost unwieldy squad answered Nipper's first call issued
in December. Out of the forty-odd men who anticipated wearing numerals,
only twelve were to receive this distinction. Nipper soon cut the squad
^.o fifteen after giving everyone a trial.
Individual cleverness lacking on the varsity was an asset to the rhinie
netmen. Among the former high school stars whom Hinkle will probably
use in the next three years are: Earl Elser and Sam Polizotto, Gary; Ephriam
Schreiber, Greensburg, and Jack Hill, Bert Davis and Ben Parrish, Tech-
nical.
1933 numerals were awarded to the following for their services: Harry
Chickadantz. Ephriam Schreiber, Sam Polizotto, Earl Elser, Bert Davis,
Jack Gulling, Chas. Molyneaux, Jack Hill. Ben Parrish, Searle Proffitt,
Allen Bailey, Ray Miller, and Allison Koelling, student manager.
First Rou; Left to Right Charles Molyneaux, Bert Davis, Ben Parrish, Ray Miller, Allei
Second Rou Alhert Middleswoigh, Jack Gulling, Jack Hill, Johnny Cieek, Searle Proffill.
Third Rou; Coach Robert Nipper, Trainer William McGill, Harry Chickadantz, Ephr
Allison Koelling, Freshman Manager.
jMGPT-f . r
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Track
Butler gained national recognition during the late winter and early
spring months of 1930 as the swift heels of Bulldog trackmen kicked up
cinder dust at prominent relay carnivals held in the north, south, east,
and west. Coach Hermon Phillips had worked for three years to produce
a team equal to the famous 1925 squad.
The indoor season was opened on February 1st with a dual meet be-
tween Butler and Notre Dame at South Bend. In this meet Bert Nelson,
sensational sophomore star, broke the world's indoor record of 6 feet 6*4
inches held by Harold Osborne and established in 1922. On his third
attempt Nelson cleared the bar at 6 feet 6% with inches to spare. The
medley relay team composed of Capt. Joe Sivak, Ray Urbain, Berwyn
Jones and Edwin Allen established a new gym record of 8:20 2-5.
On the following week-end Coach Phillips accompanied Sivak, Nelson,
and Jones to New York where they made their eastern debut. Sivak placed
third in the John Wanamaker Mile behind Ray Conger, I. A. C. star, and
Orville Martin, Purdue flash. Nelson defeated Bob King, 1928 Olympic
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champion, with a leap of 6 feet 4 inches. Jones failed to place in the
two mile run.
On March 15th the team trekked to Champaign to compete in the
Illinois Relays against the leading universities in the middle west. The
medley relay team finished second behind Marquette. Sivak came from
behind running the best mile of his career in 4:16. Bert Nelson won the
high jump with a jump of 6 feet 5 inches, defeating Shelby of Oklahoma,
Shaw of Wisconsin and other celebrities. Lloyd Stearns, versatile sopho-
more athlete, placed seventh in the all-around championships. Barney
Berlinger, of Pennsylvania, established a new record in this event.
The improvement shown by the relay teams warranted a trip to the
Texas Relays at Austin and Dallas, March 28th and 29th. This is the first
time since 1925 that the Blue have been represented in the famous relays
of the Southwest. Coach Phillips took Sivak, Allen, Jones, Urbain, Kistler,
and Nelson to the carnival. The four mile relay team, made up of Sivak,
Jones, Kistler and Urbain, scored a double victory, defeating Wisconsin,
Nebraska, Texas, and Oklahoma. As a reward for their performances, the
victors brought home two beautiful placques. Nelson won the high jump
at Southern Methodist University in Dallas when he jumped 6 feet 4 inches.
April 5th was the inaugural date of the new quartermile oval behind
the field house. Butler celebrated this event by emerging victorious in a
dwin niicn
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triangular meet between Indiana Central, Indiana State Teachers, and But-
ler. The Bulldogs piled up 84 points, while Indiana Central was second
with 28 1-3, and Indiana State Teachers third with 21 2-3. In this meet
Edwin Allen established a record which will probably stand for some time
when he stepped the century in :9.8. The team collected firsts in the mile
run, 440, two mile, low hurdles, high jump, 220, and 100 yard dash. Their
only weak spot seemed to be in the pole vault.
On April 12th Butler defeated Earlham College for the first time in
five years by a 78 14 to 39 V£ margin. The Bulldogs had trained for this
meet and were well fortified in all events. In this meet a new star was
uncovered when Hubert Hinchman broad jumped 22 feet 2 inches. Jude
Strahl, Kenneth Booz and Lloyd Stearns were outstanding in the field
events.
April 26th saw the Bulldogs represented at the twenty-first annual
Drake Relays held at Des Moines, (la.) The medley team placed third
while the four mile relay team was second, again trailing Marquette. The
winners set up a new Drake record of 18:06 2-5ths for the four mile jaunt.
On the same day the remainder of the team had an engagement with
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N. A. G. U. at the Fairview oval. The Blue tracksters found little difficulty
in overcoming the gymnasts 89-37. Lloyd Stearns and Jude Strahl tied
for high point honors, each gathering 16 markers. Eugene Kniseley and
Ray Brock, who had been running one-two all season, again scored in the
low hurdles.
Following the Drake Relays, the team represented Butler at the Ohio
Relays, the Little State Meet which was held here for the first time, the
State Meet at Notre Dame, Central Intercollegiate at Marquette, and the
National Intercollegiates at Chicago.
Butler's prospects for a successful season next year are exceptionally
bright as none of the varsity men graduate, and the team will be greatly
strengthened by several freshman stars.
Rhiney thinly dads who will probably get their share of limelight next
year are Earl Elser, Ralph Mecum, Chester Meinert, Bob Crawford, Steve
Hadley, and William Reeves.
Donald Youel, a junior, managed the varsity cinder squad throughout
the season. Ed Horner and Thad Schoen managed the freshmen.
^sr«*rf •-%
James Strahl Lloyd! Stearns Chester Sccright
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Records established this spring on the new Butler oval are as follows:
100 Yard Dash Allen (Butler) 9.8
220 Yard Dash Allen (Butler) 22. 1-5
440 Yard Dash Sivak (Butler) 52.
880 Yard Run Sivak (Butler) 2.05
Mile Run Urbain (Butler) 4.38 1-5
Two Mile Run Jones (Butler) 10.11 2-5
Low Hurdles—220 Yard Wall (Earlhani) 25. 4-5
High Hurdles—120 Yard Wall (Earlhani) 16.
Shot Reynolds (Ind. State) 38 feet, 2 1-2 in.
Discus Booz (Butler) HO feet
Javelin Rider (Ind. Cent.) 164 feet, 1 in.
High Jump Nelson (Butler) 6 feet, 4 in.
Broad Jump Hinchman (Butler) 22 feet, 2 5-8 in
Pole Vault Stanton (Earlham) H feet
Mile Relav Allen Kniseley,
J
3:36 .8
Brock, Sivak )
*Prior to Little State meet held here May 10, 1930.
•C-f£©M)@3fHK
TRACK SCHEDULE
Feb. 1 Notre Dame, dual, there.
Feb. 8 Millrose Games, New York City.
Mar. 7-8 Central Intercollegiates, at South Bend.
Mar. 12 K. of C. Games, at New York.
Mar. 15 Illinois Relays, at Champaign.
Mar. 28-29 Texas Relays, at Austin and Dallas.
Apr. 5 Indiana Central, Indiana State Normal, Butler tri
angular, here.
Apr. 12 Earlham, dual, here.
Apr. 26 Drake Relays, at Des Moines.
May 3 Ohio Relays, at Columbus.
May 10 Little State Meet, here.
May 17 State Meet, at Notre Dame.
May 24 Central Intercollegiates. at Milwaukee.
June 6-7 National Intercollegiates. at Chicago.
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First Rote (Left to Rifihl
)
Russell Townsend, Robe
Butterworlh, Ralph Walton, Crawford Yeazel.
Second It.,,, Allen Bailey, Robert Behrman, Harlat
McClain, Robert Boesinger.
Third Rou Ralph Mecuni, Edward Bolen, Riehard Tyn.
Hanna, George Horst.
Fourth Rot. George Fredenberger, Joseph Sullivan, Thomas Hardy, Willi
Blackburn, Charles Sohl, Ralph Brandt, Robert
Hadley, John MeCreary, Nlsh Dienhart, Alonzo
e Edward Winkleman, Norman
Roth, Charles Bishop.
Intramural Football
For the fifth successive year Phi Delta Theta captured the football
championship after a hard fight. To reach the final games the Phi Delts
defeated Lambda Chi Alpha, Delta Tau Delta and Tau Kappa Tau.
Lambda Chi played a tie game with the Phi Delts with the score to
but when the two teams met again the Phi Delts won a 19 to victory.
The Delts were easily defeated by a score of 20 to 0. The Phi Delt back-
field men ran all over the place in scoring a 25 to victory over the Tau
Kappa Taus.
It took two games for the Phi Delts to show their superiority to the
Sigma Chi eleven. The first game wa9 a hotly contested affair which
ended in a to tie. In the second fray Phi Delta Theta won a close vic-
tory by a 6 to score, to win the intramural championship. The winners
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had the distinction of not being scored upon for the entire season which
was most noteworthy. Charles Sohl, George Cecil and Ralph Walton were
the outstanding hall carriers for the Phi Delts.
The winning team was composed of Kemper and Wilde, ends; Brandt,
Dienhart, tackles; Winkleman, Butterworth, guards; and Baxter, center.
The backfield was composed of Cecil or King at quarter, Myers, Geisert
or Walton at half with Sohl at full hack.
Intramural Basketball
Twelve basketball teams carried on a six-weeks campaign under the
direction of Robert Nipper and Robert Steger for the intramural basket-
ball championship and 1000 points toward the intramural sports placque.
The teams were divided into two leagues, and the winners in each
league met to decide first and second place, while the second place winners
in each league met to decide third place. Phi Delta Theta, winner in
League No. 2, defeated Delta Tau Delta for first place and 1,000 points.
Delta Tau Delta received 500 points and Delta Alpha Pi, second place win-
ner in League No. 1, defeated Lambda Chi Alpha for third place and 250
points.
To reach the final game, Phi Delta Theta defeated Lambda Chi Alpha,
Ulens, Utes, Tau Kappa Tau and Chi Rho Zeta, all entrants in League
No. 2. Delta Tau Delta had previously defeated Delta Alpha Pi, Sigma
Nu, Sigma Chi, Kappa Delta Rho and the College of Religion.
The final game was hotly contested, and featured by close guarding.
The score at the half was 5 all, and the Phi Delts only pulled away in the
last few minutes to win by 16 to 10. Booz of the Phi Delts was the high
point man and outstanding player. Six of the ten points made by the
Delts were scored from the free throw line.
The contest for third place was marred by Lambda Chi's inability to
hit the basket. Play was exceedingly fast, and the final score was 21 to 12.
Smith of Lambda Chi Alpha kept his team in the running.
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Ill the final reckoning, Phi Delta Theta was credited with six victories
and no defeats, Delta Tau Delta with five wins against one defeat, and
Delta Alpha Pi with five wins and two losses.
The season standing in the two leagues was as follows:
LEAGUE No. 1
W. L.
Delta Tau Delta 5
Delta Alpha Pi 4 2
Sigma Nu 3 3
Sigma Chi 2 3
Kappa Delta Rho 4
College of Religion 4
High scorers in the leagues were:
LEAGUE No. 1
Horst, Phi Delta Theta 29
Lankford, Ulens 23
Smith, Lambda Chi Alpha 26
Bingman, Lambda Chi Alpha 21
Tope, Tau Kappa Tau 19
Waeknitz, Lambda Chi Alpha 16
Booz, Phi Delta Theta 13
Eggert. Tau Kappa Tau 12
Nevins, Lambda Chi Alpha 12
Hufford, Lambda Chi Alpha 11
Sohl, Phi Delta Theta 11
Greenburg, Tau Kappa Tau 11
LEAGUE No. 2
W. L.
Phi Delta Theta 5
Lambda Chi Alpha 4 1
Ulens 2 3
Utes 1 4
Tau Kappa Tau 1 4
Chi Rho Zeta 5
LEAGUE No. 2
Ely, Sigma Nu 25
Meinert, Delta Tau Delta 24
Abbott, Sigma Nu 24
Hutzell, Delta Alpha Pi 19
Somers, Delta Tau Delta 19
Clark, College of Religion 15
R. Ball, Delta Alpha Pi 13
Estep, Delta Alpha Pi 11
White, Delta Tau Delta 11
Hughes, Kappa Delta Rho 10
THE BL'TLER SWIMMING POOL
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Women's Athletics
MISS SISIE HARMON
Under the guidance of Miss Louise Schulmeyer and her assistant, Miss Susie
Harmon, women's athletics have increased in popularity and value this year.
The new athletic plant at Fairview, which wasn't completed until the second
semester last year, was ready for immediate use with its excellent gymnastic facilities
at the beginning of the fall semester.
A varied group of sports was offered during the year. Swimming, volleyball, ap-
paratus and floorwork were given in the fall; with basketball clogging and advanced
gym coming in the winter. Spring brings baseball, archery, riflery, tennis and track.
A class in basketball technique was offered this year for those interested in better-
ing their game as well as for those who wanted to learn to play.
Swimming although not compulsory proved to be quite a popular sport with the
coeds throughout the year. Classes were held for beginners, intermediates and ad-
vanced swimmers, and a life saving class was conducted for those interested in passing
their senior life saving test. Mrs. Fred Roadcap was swimming instructor and Ruth
Pahud acted as student assistant and life guard. A system of points was worked out
so that when a student showed improvement, she was given points the number depend-
ing upon which class swimmer she was.
WOMAN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
The Woman's Athletic Association at Butler was founded for the purpose of pro-
moting a higher efficiency among the women of the university by fostering an interest
in the Physical Education Department and to promote school spirit and fellowship. The
chapter here is affiliated with the national organization of W. A. A.
Before any girl is eligible to have her name brought up for membership, she must
be enrolled in the department, if an underclassman or if a junior or senior she must
have her required number of credits in gym, and she must have earned fifty points
according to the point system of the association. To remain a member she must gain
fifty additional points each semester. In this way the members are compelled to take
part in some sport to retain membership. Points are given for participation on class
and varsity teams in the various seasonal sports, high point girl and runner up in the
track meet, final and semi-final winner of tennis tournament, taking extra hours of
gym, swimming achievements and for hiking.
Each year the Schulmeyer basketball cup is awarded at the end of the inter-sorority
basketball series which W. A. A. sponsors, to the team with the highest average. Kappa
Alpha Theta, with a perfect record in this season's games, was awarded permanent
possession of the cup by winning it for the third successive year. Delta Gamma placed
second in this season's trophy race with only one defeat.
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ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
A tennis tournament, which is open to any girl in school desiring to enter, is held
late in the spring. The tourney had not yet gotten under way when the Drift went
to press.
Awards are made annually on June Day. A sweater is given to girls who have ac-
quired one thousand points, and a monogram to those with a total of seven hundred
points. This vear only three girls succeeded in getting the required number of points.
Ruth Robison, senior, received the sweater award, Ercil Askren, senior, a monogram and
Constance Glover, junior, a monogram.
OFFICERS OF W. A. A.
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Monogram forts
Thctn Basketball Winners
aiwna nim
Muriel Hdaim-Mary Krull
TRiLLER
ORGANIZATION

Interfraternity Council
Two representatives from each large campus fraternity make up the
Interfraternity Council, which has as its purpose the maintenance of har-
mony among the component organizations. Regulation of intramural
sports and the administration of extra-curricular and social activities are
among the functions of the council.
Representation is limited to national fraternities and locals with a
membership of twenty-five or more. The meetings are held weekly at the
various chapter houses. Various social affairs for the organized men are
given under the auspices of the council during the year, and each season
the fraternities contest for cups and awards in the major sports.
The Interfraternity Council has served a valuable purpose in preserv-
ing friendship among the campus organizations and administering the in-
terfraternity business satisfactorily. Ignatius Dienhart is president and
Richard Fogarty is secretary. Harlan Hadley has charge of intramural
sports.
First Row (Left to Right) Ignatius Dienhart, president; Robert Butterworth. Phi Delta Theta: Evan
Walker, Don Woods, Sigma Chi; Robert Sehopf, Delta Tau Delta.
Second Ro,c Joe Sivak, Delta Tau Delta: Max While. Riehard Fogarty, Lambda Chi Alpha; Charles
Williams, Tau Kappa Tau; Steward Holmes, Howard Ely, Sigma Nu.
Third It,,,, Arthur Eehternacht, Cleon Reynolds, Chi Rho Zeta; Edgar Williams, Francis Helkema,
Delta Alpha Pi; John Hughes, Clarence Frazier. Kappa Delta Rho.
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Phi Delta Theta
Founded December 26, 1848 at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Ninety-seven Chapters
Indiana Gamma Chapter Established October 22, 1859
First Row—
Ralph Harlan Walton, '30 (Pres.), Dan-
ville, 111.
George Cecil, '30, Indianapolis
Ignatius J. Dienhart, '30, Lafayette
George Fredenberger, '30, Marshall, 111.
Robert Hanscom, '30, Indianapolis
Clark Haves, '31, Indianapolis
Merle MeCloud, '30, Crawfordsville
Fourth Row—
Russell Townsend, "Ml. Indianapolis
Urban Wilde, '31, Indianapolis
Edward Winkleman, '31, Brownsburg
Crawford Yeazel, '31, Indianapolis
Frederic L. Baxter, '32, Indianapolis
Robert Behrman, '32, Indianapolis
Charles Bishop, '32, Dugger
Robert Blackburn, '32, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Rodney Perkins, '30, Indianapolis
H. Edward Raffensperger, '30, Ind
apolis
William Roth, '30, Madison
Harrison A. Smitson, '30, Tipton
Willard Worth, '30, Indianapolis
Robert Boesinger, '31, Indianapolis
Robert Butterworth, '31, Indianapo'.is
Fifth Row—
Edward Bolin, '32, Huntingburg
i- Ralph S. Brandt, '32, Indianapolis
Robert King, '32, Indianapolis
Wales Smith, '32, Martinsville
Charles Sohl, '32, Noblesville
Willard Stamper, '32, Indianapolis
Richard Tyner, '32, Indianapolis
Allen F. Bailey, '33, Burlington
Third Row—
Richard Elrod, '31, Indianapolis
Kenton Gardner, '31, Indianapolis
Edward Greene, '31, Indianapolis
Harlan Hadley, '31, Danville
Hubert Hinchman, '31, Greenfield
Merlin King, '31, Indianapolis
Ralph McElroy, '31, Indianapolis
James Strahl, '31, Greenfield
Carson Conrad, '33, Peru
Thomas R. Day, '33, Indianapolis
Willard Ennis, '33, Indianapolis
Stephen Hadley, '33, Indianapolis
Norman Hanna, '33, Indianapolis
Lawrence Hardy, '33, Peru
James Heller, '33, Brownstown
William Hoffman, '33, Indianapolis
Seventh Row—
William Horn, '33, Knightstown
Howard Kemper, '33, Indianapolis
Robert McClain, '33, Shelbyville
John McCrearv, '33, Indianapolis
Ralph Mecum,' '33, Quincy, 111.
Robert Morrison, '33, Peru
Kenneth Shirley, '33, Indianapolis
Joseph Sullivan, '33, Carthage, 111.
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Sigma Chi
Founded March, 1855 at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Eighty-seven Chapters
Rho Chapter Established April 10, 1865
First Row—
Evan Walker, '30 (Pres.), Lebanon
Robert Bover, '30, Columbus
Ralph Gerv, '30, Colfax
Harold Ross, '30, Frankfort
Gordon Thompson, '30, Indianapolis
Roger Anderson, '31, Lapel
Fourth Row—
Gale Collins, '32, Indianapolis
Gordon Cullodin, '32, Indianapolis
Everett Derrick, '32, Frankfort
George Gable, '32, Indianapolis
Frank Jones, '32, Indianapolis
Arthur Loftin, '32, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Gordon Arbuckle, '31, Rushville
Wayne Ashley, '31, Lebanon
Robert Brown, '31, Indianapolis
John Hussey, '31, Zionsville
George Lehman, '31, Indianapolis
Wendell Shullenberger, Indianapolis
Fifth Roiv—
Gordon Pugh, '32, Baltimore, Md.
Henri Stegemeier, '32, Indianapolis
Donald Wood, '32, Indianapolis
Belmont Norris, '33, St. Louis
James Everline, '33, Indianapolis
Robert Evnatten, '33, St. Louis
Third Rote—
Robert Stearns, '31, Chicago, 111.
Charles Bouslog, '32, Indianapolis
Maurice Boyd, '32, Indianapolis
Burchard Carr, '33, Indianapolis
John Carroll, '32, Noblesville
Ralph Coble, Indianapolis
James Helms, '33, Indianapolis
William Layton, '33, Indianapolis
John Lookabill, '33, Indianapolis
James Lowry, '33, Indianapolis
Max Mansfield, '33, Indianapolis
John McReynolds. '33, Kokomo
Seventh Row—
Ralph Moore, '33, Indianapolis
Albert Pierson, '33, Indianapolis
Robert Prettyman, '33, Indianapolis
Searle Proffitt, '33, Lebanon
Robert Walker, '33, Indianapolis
John White, '33, Indianapolis
Robert Woodard, '33, Indianapolis
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Delta Tau Delta
Founded 1859 at Bethany College, West Virginia
Seventy-one Chapters
Beta Zeta Chapter Established Fehruary 11, 1878
First Row—
Robert Steger, '31 (Pres.), Fort Wayne
Thompson Abbot, '30, Indianapolis
Frank Schmedel, '30, Indianapolis
Seward Baker, '31, Indianapolis
Owen Calvert, '31, Muncie
Frank Fairchild, '31, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Gerald Hershberger, '32, Logansport
Roy Kistler, '32, Chicago
John Morgan, '32, Indianapolis
Tom Scanlon, '32, Indianapolis
Thad Schoen. '32, Indianapolis
Merville Sommers, '32, Fort Wayne
Robert Whitham, '32, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Henry Gibson, '31, Indianapolis
Virgil Hebert, '31, Indianapolis
Ruell Moore, '31, Indianapolis
George Nulf, '31, Fort Wavne
Robert Schoff, '31, Fort Wayne
Harrison Sibbitt, '31, Bainbridge
Fifth Row—
Herbert Sweet, '32, Indianapolis
Robert White, '32, Indianapolis
Harry Weaver, '33, Indianapolis
Ed Bowman, '33, Indianapolis
Robert Buschman, '33, Indianapolis
Joe Cahill, '33, Indianapolis
Edward Campbell, '33, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Joe Sivak, '31, Chicago
Donald Youel, '31, Indianapolis
Howard Chadd, '32, Bainbridge
Spencer Deal, '32, Chicago
William Guyton, '32, Indianapolis
Malcolm Snoddy, '32, Indianapolis
Sixth Row—
Donald Ellis, '33, Indianapolis
Jack Gulling, '33, Indianapolis
Allen Helt, *33, Indianapolis
J. Thomas Isaacs, '33, Indianapolis
Stewart McKinney, '33, Chicago
William Marshall, '33, Indianapolis
Chester Minert, '33, Chicago
Seventh Row
Fred Pier, '33, Indianapolis
Thomas Ressler, '33, Indianapolis
Maurice Shelton, '33, Indianapolis
James Smith, '33, Fountaintown
Philip Sweet, '33, Indianapolis
Richard Wright, '33, Indianapolis
John Yager, '33, Indianapolis
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Lambda Clii Alpha
Founded November 2, 1909 at Boston University, Boston, Mass.
Seventy-two Chapters
Alpha Alpha Chapter Established December 15, 1915
First Row—
Marshall Christopher, '30 (Pres.), In-
dianapolis
George Naftzger, '30, Indianapolis
Jack Ohler, '30, Indianapolis
Robert Platte, '30, Indianapolis
Paul Baker, '31, Lyons
Carl Bauermeister, '31, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Robert Fuller, '32, Indianapolis
Riehard Fogarty, '32, Indianapolis
Hernion Brown, '32, Indianapolis
Robert Marxer, '33, Indianapolis
Marshall Tackett, '32, Martinsville
Robert Witt, '32, Indianapolis
Ernest Robinson, '33, Rockfield
Geo. Crispin Lloyd, '31, Indianapolis
Frank Hedden, '31, Worthington
Lowell McPherson, '31, Indianapolis
Chester Seeright, '31, Carniel
Harold Templeton, '31, Newcastle
Jack Walsh, '31, Indianapolis
Max White, '31, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Harold Moreland, '32, Sheridan
Tom Butz, '32, Indianapolis
James Browning, '33, Indianapolis
Tom Kelly, '33, Indianapolis
Abraham Lettiff, '32, Indianapolis
Leonard Evans, '32, Danville, 111.
Bruce Johnson, '33, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Kenneth Hufford, '32, Indianapolis
John Young, '32, Indianapolis
Lewis Skinner, '32, Indianapolis
Fred Sauers, '31, Indianapolis
Jack Orr, '33, Indianapolis
August Hasewinkle, '33, Indianapolis
Leland Johnson, '33, Indianapolis
Harold Nevins, '33, Brooklyn
John Newby, '33, Sheridan
Addison Parker, '33, Remington
Sam Polizotto, '33, Gary-
Richard Spencer, '33, Indianapolis
Robert Williams, '33, Indianapolis
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Tau Kappa Tan
Founded January 8, 1919 at Butler University
First Row—
'31 (Pres.), Indian-Charles Williams,
apolis
Albert Marshall, '30, Indianapolis
Wallace White, '30, Indianapolis
James H. Woolford, '30, Indianapolis
Second Row—
William Alan Yule, '30, Indianapolis
Waldo Clark, '31, Indianapolis
William Hantzis, '31, Indianapolis
Lynn O'lVeill, '31, Logansport
Third Row—
Everett Brown, '32, Indianapolis
Louis Eggert, '32, Indianapolis
Robert Hanika, '32, Indianapolis
Robert Hicks, '32, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Robert Houser, '33, Indianapolis
William Hunt, '33, Indianapolis
Lawrence White, '33, Indianapolis
Not On Panel—
Heinie Greenburg
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Sigma Nu
Founded January 1, 1869 at Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia
Ninety-five Chapters
Epsilon Mu Chapter Established May 6, 1926
First Row—
Clifford Michaels, '30, Pendleton
Ray Bennett, '30, Indianapolis
George Bott, '30, Cincinnati, O.
John Eaton, '30, Indianapolis
Howard Ely, '30, New Augusta
Steward Holmes, '30, Portland
Fourth Row—
Edwin Ogborne, '31, Indianapolis
Robert Walden, '31, Indianapolis
Theodore Greatbatch, '32, Indianapolis
Gustave Dongas, '32, Indianapolis
Hobart Hobbs, '32, Kempton
Lyle Withrow, '32, Jamestown
Second Row—
George Miller, '30, Indianapolis
Hugh Thatcher, '30, Indianapolis
Charles Barry, '31, Indianapolis
Reuben Beabout, '31, Michigantown
Blodgett Brennan, '31, Indianapolis
Courtland Carrington, '31, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Randall Bass, '33, Indianapolis
Howard Benson, '33, Indianapolis
Dan Cameron, '33, Tulsa, Okla.
Ward Erhart, '33, Portland
Robert Goodwin. '33, Indianapolis
Harold Hubbard, '33, Brookville
Third Row
Harry Clark, '31, Indianapolis
Howard Crise, '31, Fort Wayne
Robert Dunlavy, '31, Indianapolis
Walter Johnston, '31, Indianapolis
Philip Loveless, '31, Lvnn
Maynard Lemen, '31, Bicknell
Laurence Simons, '33, Kentland
Joe Macy, '33, Indianapolis
Ralph Meyers, '33, Danville
Robert Ogborne, '33, Indianapolis
Charles Rader, '33, Elnora
John Paul Turner, '33, Greensburg
Page One Hundred and Nine
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Chi Rho Zeta
Founded February 5, 1925 at Butler University, Indianapolis
First Roiv—
Thomas Arnold, '30 (Pres.), Peru
Arthur Echternacht, '30. Indianapolis
Robert Cook, '31, Indianapolis
Lawrence Davis, '31, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Cleon Reynolds, '31, Terre Haute
Richard Wolfe, '31, Terre Haute
Virgil Adams, '32, Indianapolis
William Haslet, '32, Ockley
Third Row—
William Hurtt, '33, Urbana, O.
Kenneth Brady, '33, Indianapolis
Ralph Husted, '33, E. St. Louis, 111.
Ora M. Hutchens, '31, Hortonville
Fourth Row—
Forrest Kimberlin, '33, McCordsville
Raymond Overman, '33. Cicero
Guv Tribble, '33, Brazil
I\ot On Panel—
Edwin Allen, '31, Westfield
Jack Garrison, '31, Indianapolis
Edmund Huxley, '31, Indianapolis
Eugene Knisley, '32, Kokomo
Stephen Sullivan, '32, Indianapolis
Henry Hurt, '32, Indianapolis
Charles Wilcox, '33, Indianapolis
Ray Martz, '32, Indianapolis
Page One Hundred and Nine
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Delta Alpha Pi
Founded November 22, 1919 at Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio
Six Chapters
Epsilon Chapter Established May 31, 1927
First Row—
Fred Ranney, '30 (Pres.), Indianapolis
George Shelby, '31, Greenfield
Charles Whippo, '31, Anderson
Edgar Williams, '31, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Fred Davis, '32, Greenfield
Arthur Decker, '32, Decker
Roger Estep, '32, Indianapolis
Donald Hart, '32, Indianapolis
Third Rote—
Francis Helkema, '32, Indianapolis
Jack Ranney, '32, Indianapolis
Eugene Ritter, '32, Indianapolis
Byron Todd. '32, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Norman Carroll, '33, Indianapolis
Ralph Daley, '33, Indianapolis
George Paton, '33, Indianapolis
Earl Shoemaker, '33, Indianapolis
Robert Schulmeyer, '33, Indianapolis
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Kappa Delta Rho
Founded Spring of 1905 at Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont
Eighteen Chapters
Omieron Chapter Established January 7, 1928
Robert Andry, '30 (Pres.), Huntingburg
John Hughes, '30, Rushville
Michael Sattilaro, '30, Aniboy, N. J.
Clarence Frazier, '31, Indianapolis
Second Roiv—
Berwvn Jones, '31, Indianapolis
Robert Mathers, '31, Media, 111.
Oran Stanley, '31, Indianapolis
Ralph Urbain, '31, Castleton
Third Re
Ray Urbain, '31, Castleton
Harold Vehling, '31, Indianapolis
Lowell Parker, '32, Fort Wayne
Fourth Row—
Hugh Rominger, '32, Indianapolis
Douglas Elwood, '33, Indianapolis
Donald Jones, '33, Indianapolis
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DONALD WILES
Stray Greeks
On an October afternoon at a meeting of all fraternity men on the
Butler campus who were members of various Greek letter societies from
other colleges, but whose fraternity was not represented on the Fairview
campus, the Stray Greek organization was formed. The organization be-
lieved to be the only one of its kind in the United States selected for its
officers A. Donald Wiles, as president, Joseph Thomas, vice-president, and
Eldred Johnston, secretary-treasurer. The faculty sponsor is George
Potsy Clark.
The Stray Greeks were organized for the purpose of creating a bond
of friendship and brotherly feeling among the fraternity men on the
campus who are orphans from their social fraternity. Composed of twelve
charter members, the Stray Greeks meet every Wednesday noon at the
Campus Club. The organization has no secrets or closed meetings. In
social life the members attend all athletic games in a group, give various
school welfare contests and plan to give a spring dance at the Athletic Club.
Charter members of the Alpha chapter of the Stray Greek organiza-
tion and the fraternities they represent are:
A. Donald Wiles, Theta Chi, U. of Illinois.
Joseph R. Thomas, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Wabash.
Eldred Johnston, Kappa Alpha, Bethany College.
Mayburn Landgraf, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Indiana.
Tom Hubbard, Phi Kappa Psi, Indiana.
Leonard Herrington, Theta Chi, Purdue.
Harold G. Elsam, Kappa Alpha, Bethany College.
Clayton Goe, Kappa Alpha, Bethany College.
Sam Griffith, Beta Theta Pi, U. of Michigan.
Edward Harris, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Amherst.
Frank Goode, Beta Theta Pi, Hanover.
George Potsy Clark, Delta Upsilon, U. of Illinois, sponsor.
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Pan-Hellenic Council
The Pan-Hellenic Association was organized among the various soror-
ities in 1914, with the purpose of unifying the interests of the sororities,
regulating rush conditions and promoting fellowship democracy among
organized women. Each sorority is represented by a junior and a senior
delegate. Meetings are held on the first Monday afternoon in each month
at the various sorority houses.
The offices of president and secretary-treasurer rotate among the rep-
resentatives of the organizations in the order of their establishment on the
campus. Ruth Triller was president the first semester, and Rosemary
Bretzman the second. Rosemary Bretzman was secretary-treasurer the first
semester, and Shirley Nelson the second.
Pan-Hellenic council has held two dances this year; a formal in the
fall semester and an informal subscription fiance in the spring. The coun-
cil also sponsored a bridge party the second semester.
First Rou (Left to Right) Rulh Triller, Delta Zeta, president: Annabelle
Kappa Alpha Theta ; Dorothy Kammerer, Betty Jeanne Dayis, Kappa Kappa Gamma
lou Schoener. Pi Beta Phi; Georgia Holder, Delta Delta Delta.
Second Rou Catherine Matthews, Delta Delta Delta; Virginia Lett, Eyelyn Henscheu, Zeta Tau Alpha;
Ercil Askrin. Mildred McCormiek, Alpha Delta Theta; Helen Miller, Delta Zeta; Betty Martindale, Rosemary
Bretzman, Alpha Chi Omega.
Third Rou Florenee McDonald, Alpha Delta Pi; Doris Howard, Delta Gamma; Margaret Bradburn.
Kappa Phi; Frances Shera, Ruth McClurg. Alpha Omicron Pi; Ethel Taylor, Florence Rathert, Chi Theta Chi.
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Kappa Alpha Theta
Founded January 27, 1870 at DePauw University, Greencastle, Indiana
Fifty-six Chapters
Gamma Chapter Estahlished February 27, 1874
First Row
Eleanor Hadd, '30 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Mabel Erganbright, '30, North Salem
Annabelle Parr, '30, Lebanon
Ruth Robison, '30, Frankfort
Rosalie Schell, '30, Indianapolis
Louise Adney, '31, Lebanon
Frances Welborn, '31, Evansville
Martha Ratehelor, '31, Indianapolis
Fifth Rote—
Ruby Pasho, '32, Anderson
Marian Power, '32, Indianapolis
Elma Rose Sailors, '32, Kokomo
Eleanor Taylor, '32, Indianapolis
Frances Zaring, '32, Terre Haute
Ann Arnold, '33, Peru
Martha Jane Baker, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Batchelor, '33, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Josephine Brown, '31, Indianapolis
Margaret Harrison, '31, Indianapolis
Harriet Henderson, '31, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Hodges, '31, Indianapolis
Mary Hoover, '31, Indianapolis
Mary Mills, '31, Indianapolis
Mary Jane Morris, '32, Indianapolis
Betty Preston, '31, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Suzanne Swain, '31, IndianapoMs
Muriel Adams, '32, Indianapolis
Helen Beasley, '32, Indianapolis
Miriam Bell, '32, Knightstown
Cenevieve Ellison, '32, Anderson
Virginia Fleming, '32, Indianapolis
Dorothy Jane Hartman, '31, Indianapolis
Mardenna Johnson, '32, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Mary Jane Krull, '32, Indianapolis
Marjorie Ann Lily, '32, Indianapolis
Betty Lower, '32, Indianapolis
Harriet McGaughey, '32, Indianapolis
Evelyn Mendenhall, '32, Indianapolis
Valentia Meng, '32, Indianapolis
Mary Virginia Moore, '32, Indianapolis
Mary Elva New, '32, Indianapolis
Marian Corva, '33, Indianapolis
Dorothy DeFrees, '32, Troy, O.
Mary Elizabeth Goodnight, '33, Kempton
Virginia Goodwin, '33, Indianapolis
Jane Holly, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Insley, '33, Indianapolis
Kathryn Jose, '33, Indianapolis
Seventh Row—
Helen Louise Langston, '33, Indianapolis
Martha McMasters, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Louise Thomas, '33. Indianapolis
Mary Louise Wheeler, '33, Indianapolis
Margaret Wood, '33, Sullivan
Louise Wvrick, '33, Fort Wavne
Edith Yundt, '33, Windfall
Not On Panel—
Hilda Griffith, '31, Indianapolis
Betty Ray, '33, Indianapolis
Second Semester Pledges—
Martha Adams, '33, Indianapolis
Loretta Kittle, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Lucas. '32, Brookville
Marjorie Tate, '33, Kokomo
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Founded October 13, 1870 at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois
Fifty-six Chapters
Mu Chapter Established January 2, 1878
Fifth Roic-
Josephine O'Neill, '30 (Pres.), Logansport
Norma George, '30, Logansport
Elizabeth Hisey, '30, Indianapolis
Joan Johnson, '30, Indianapolis
Dorothy Kammerer, '30, New Haven, Conn.
Evelyn Poston, '30, Martinsville
Margaret Stilz, '30, Indianapolis
Catherine Willis, '30, Crawfordsville
Vera Snodgrass, '32, Kirklin
Blanche Wilson, '33, DeSoto, Mo.
Virginia Bugbee, '33, Indianapolis
Mariadna Colburn, '33, Indianapolis
Isabel Garrison, '33, Indianapolis
Glen Hanning, '33, Indianapolis
Isabel Hanson, '33, Indianapolis
Jean Hamlet, '33, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Jane Barrett, '31, Indianapolis
Margaret Barker, '31, Thorntown
Elizabeth Carr, '31, Indianapolis
Bettv Jeanne Davis, '31, Indianapolis
Anna Lee Howell, '31, Colome, S. Dak.
Katherine Kinnaird, '31, Indianapolis
Jean Peterson, '31, Indianapolis
Alice DeVoI Phillips, '31, Shelbyville
Sixth Roiv—
Sarah Ella Hill, '33, East St. Louis, 111.
Marjorie Jergensmyer, '33, Homer, 111.
Maribel Henderson, '33, Columbus
Anita Knox, '33, Indianapolis
Nancy Moore, '33, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Munson, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Alice Pierson, '33, Indianapolis
Lois Power, '33, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Lillian Pierson, '31, Indianapolis
Adelaide Reeves, '31, Greenfield
Margaret Schumacher, '31, Indianapolis
Mary Ellen Yarling. '31, Shelbyville
Mary Louise Beem, *32, Indianapolis
Geraldine Bly, '32, Indianapolis
Margaret Frazier, '32, Akron, O.
Adelaide Gould, '32, Meridian, Miss.
Evelyn Payton, '33, Birmingham, Mich.
Dorothy Pearson, '33, Indianapolis
Betty Remy, '33, Indianapolis
Jessie Strickland, '33, Indianapolis
Elise Schmidt, '33, Indianapolis
Jane Sherer, '33, Indianapolis
Jean Underwood, '33, Indianapolis
Jane Williston, '33, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Dorothy Grimes, '32, Pendleton
Loranelle Houston, '32, Elwood
Nina Mae Jarvis, '32, Hooker, Okla.
Nancy Kalleen, '32, Indianapolis
Dione Kerlin, '32, Kokomo
Irene McBane, '32, Fortville
Elizabeth Martin, '32, Woicott
Myla Dain Smith, '32, Indianapolis
ISot On Panel—
Martha Tutewiler, '33, Indianapolis
Bernice Grant, '32, Kokomo
Frances Brush, '34, Indianapolis
Barbara Butler, '33, Indianapolis
Especia Ross, '33, Mission, Texas
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Pi Beta Phi
Founded April 27, 1867 at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois
Seventy-four Chapters
Indiana Gamma Chapter Estahlished August 27, 1897
First Rotv
Virginia Flowers, '30 (Pres.), Peoria, 111.
Louise Bloomer, '30, Roekville
Barbara Bridges, '30. Indianapolis
Marjorie Goble, '30, Indianapolis
Mary Lois Hammitt, '30, Cincinnati, O.
Frances Kirkpatrick, '30. Rushville
Marjorie MeElroy, '30, Indianapolis
Ruth Omelvena, '30, Indianapolis
Fourth Rote—
Virginia Seeds, '31, Indianapolis
Lois Sherill, '31, Indianapolis
Louise Sumner, '31. Indianapolis
Truth Wakeman, '31, Mooresville
Doris Baines, '31, Logansport
Agnes Ball, '32, Indianapolis
Betty Jane Emmett, '32, Indianapolis
Jane Hadley, "32, Danville
Second Row—
Margaret Thompson, '30, Indianapolis
Margaret Woodfill, '30, Greensburg
Beatrice Yates, '30. Indianapolis
Alberta Alexander, '31, Indianapolis
Annabess Snodgrass, '32, Indianapolis
Dorothy Behnier, '31, Indianapolis
Catherine Brown, '31, Indianapolis
Beatrice Burgan, '31. Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Vera Grey Hinshaw, "32, Indianapolis
Arline Repp, '32, Indianapolis
Dorothy Screes, '32, Indianapolis
Gwendolyn Schort, '32, Indianapolis
Jane Sutton, '32, Indianapolis
Mary Sumner, '32, Indianapolis
Helen Weyl, '32, Indianapolis
Helen Arzet, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Fisher, '31, Frankfort, Ind.
Virginia Hill, '31, Indianapolis
Ruth Landers, '31, Indianapolis
Madge McPherson, '31, Indianapolis
Catherine Murdock, '31, Indianapolis
Evelyn Pier, '31, Indianapolis
Maurlne Ryan, '31, Aberdeen, S. D.
Marthalou Schoener, '31, Indianapolis
Sixth Row—
Sally Bosnian, '33, Indianapolis
Julia Bowman, '33. Indianapolis
Jeanne Campbell, '33, Pendleton
Frances George, '33, Pendleton
Lois Jackson, '33, Indianapolis
Luana Lee, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Bose Lowry, '33, Fortville
Seventh Row—
Martha Metcalf, '33, Indianapolis
Louise Moon, '33, Indianapolis
Dorothy Millner, '33, Lrbana, Ohio
Betty Mushlitz, '33, Indianapolis
June Swett, '33, Indianapolis
Hope Willcutts, '33, Indianapolis
Jean Yates, '33, Indianapolis
Second Semester Pledges—
Mary Louise Nannon, '32, Martinsville
Lorine Alexander, '33, Indianapolis
Ellen McFadden, '33, Indianapolis
Phylis Schofield, '33, Indianapolis
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Delta Delta Delta
Founded November 24, 1888 at Boston University, Boston, Mass.
Seventy-one Chapters
Delta Lambda Chapter Established May 18, 1914
First Row—
Maja Brownlee, '30 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Grace Avels, '30, Indianapolis
Betty Bowman, '30, Indianapolis
Georgia Holder, '30, Indianapolis
Marian Katterhenry, '30, Indianapolis
Dorothy Beightol, '30, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Ann McDevitt, '32, Dayton, Ohio
Janet Morris, '32, Newcastle, Ind.
Anna Marie Sander, '32, Indianapolis
Pauline Schaefer, '32, Indianapolis
Margaret Shively, '32, Peru
Virginia Taylor, '32, Indianapolis
Mary Alice Tescher, '32, IVoblesville
Second Row—
Irene Cravens, '31, Bloontfield, Ind.
Betty Dalnian, '31, Chicago, HI.
Helen Eiser, '31, Indianapolis
Catherine Matthews, '31, Indianapolis
Imogene Pierson, '31, Kennard
Clara Schell, '31, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Harriet Trinkle, '32, Indianapolis
Helen Louise Brown, '33, Indianapolis
Isabel Campbell, '33, Noblesville
Evelyn Crostreet, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Ellis, '33, Indianapolis
Ruth Fay, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Harvey, '33, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Marjorie Brownlee, '31, Indianapolis
Martha Hill, '31, Tipton
Mildred Sullivan, '31, Indianapolis
Clemetine Casmire, '32, Indianapolis
Waneta Graves, '32, Indianapolis
Helen Janice Hitch, '32, Lafayette, Ind.
Virginia Holt, '32, Indianapolis
Sixth Row—
Ruth Kennedy, '33, Lawrence, Ind.
Mary Kettler, '33, Indianapolis
Wllma Leonard, '33, Indianapolis
Josephine McElhaney, '33, Indianapoli
Jean McKay, '33, Indianapolis
Eleanor Marshall, '33, Indianapolis
Genevieve Maxwell, '33, Indianapolis
Seventh Ron-—
Aliene Meade, '33, Indianapolis
Mary K. Moore, '33, Indianapolis
Charlene Noblitt, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Maxine Ornbaum, '33, Petersburg
Gertrude Pence, '33, Tipton
Julia Shugert, '33, Indianapolis
Ruth Voorhis, '33, Indianapolis
ISot On Panel—
Virginia Logan, '31, Huntington, W. Va.
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Zeta Tau Alpha
Founded October 25, 1898 at Virginia State Normal, Farmville, Virginia
Sixty Chapters
Alpha Delta Chapter Established June 5, 1920
First Row—
Dorothy Stewart, '30 (Pres.X Indianapolis
Virginia Lett, '30, Indianapolis
Esther Burrin, '31, Jamestown
Alice Dickey, '31, Indianapolis
Susan Erlewine, '31, Marion
Third Row—
Mary Lou Allen, '32, Indianapolis
Panoria Apostle, '32, Indianapolis
Louise Calvelage, '32, Indianapolis
Loujean «, illicit. '32, Indianapolis
Iris Hollins, '32, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Honor Gregory, '31, Gosport
Helma Kahn, '31, Indianapolis
Evelyn Henschen, '31, Indianapolis
Marifrances Lee, '31, Anderson
Bernice Livingston, '31, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Meredythe Menefee, '33, New Boss
Winifred Terry, '32, Indianapolis
Helen Vawter, '32, Bochester
Opal Buckley, '33, Indianapolis
Vera Davey, '33, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Geraldine Kuntz, '33, Indianapolis
Mildred Lawler, '33, Indianapolis
Alice Livingood, '33, Indianapolis
Natalie Springer, '33, Indianapolis
Irene Spurgeon, '33, Indianapolis
Miriam Stone, '33, Clayton
Not On Panel—
Elizabeth McGaw, Indianapolis
Thelma Williams, '31, Indianapolis
Louise Berndt, '31, Indianapolis
Second Semester Pledges—
Elizabeth Forsythe, '33, Noblesville
Mary Louise Metsker, '33, Indianapolis
Kathryn Snow, '33, Indianapolis
Nina Baas, '33, Indianapolis
Jean Butler
Mary Frances Spragg
©e
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Alpha Delta Theta
Founded January 1, 1919 at Transylvania College, Lexington, Kentucky
Seventeen Chapters
Epsilon Chapter Estahlished October 13, 1923
First Row—
Ercil Askren, '30 (Pres. ), Greensburg
Guyneth Beshoar, '30, Burnettsville
Myrtle Hayes, '30, Indianapolis
Mary Louise Mahan, '30, Indianapolis
Mildred Murphy, '30, Indianapolis
Elsie Shelley, '30, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Elizabeth Dodson, '31, Indianapolis
Pauline Elvers, '31, Indianapolis
Margaret Esterline, '32, Indianapolis
Mildred McCormick, '31, Veedersburg
Wilhelmina Shirtz, '31, Indianapolis
Edith Barnhill, '32, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Edith Gauld, '32, Lakeland, Fla.
Velnia Hendricks, '32, Indianapolis
Gilberta Heid, '32, Indianapolis
Beatrice Houze, '32, Indianapolis
Lola Johnson, '32, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Lucas, '32, Cleveland, O.
Fourth Row—
Jean McColgin, '32, Indianapolis
Ethel Smith, '33, Indianapolis
Margaret Tracev, '32, Indianapolis
Buth Willcox, '32, Indianapolis
Bosemary Woodworth, '32, Detroit, Mich.
Fifth Row—
June Brossart, '33, Indianapolis
Mae Bose Holbrook, '33, Shelbyville
Evelyn Munday, '33, Indianapolis
Dorothemae Lawrence, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Pitt, '33, Indianapolis
Second Semester Pledges—
Elizabeth Mevers
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Delta Zeta
Founded October 24, 1902 at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Fifty Chapters
Alpha Nu Chapter Established June 17, 1924
Ruth Triller, '30 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Pearl Hartley, '29, Indianapolis
Helen Kingham, '29, Indianapolis
Mary Carriger, '30, Milwaukee, Wis.
Elizabeth Evans, '30, Indianapolis
Fourth Row
Virginia Gifford, '32, Noblesville
Josephine Griffey, '32, Indianapolis
Louese Headrick, '32, Indianapolis
Harriett Jones, '32, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Norris, '32, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Rose Hay, '30, Fowler
Geraldine Shaw, '30, Indianapolis
Isabel Early, '31, Indianapolis
Aliee Higman, '31, Indianapolis
Mareella Matthews, '31, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Ruth Marie Price, '32, Indianapolis
Katherine Quinn, '32, Indianapolis
Josephine Ready, '32, Indianapolis
Maxine Scherrer, '32, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Stone, '32, Indianapolis
Annabelle Swagger, '32, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Helen Miller, '31, Indianapolis
Mary Elizabeth Thuimiia, '31, Anderson
Lois Young, '31, Indianapolis
Anita Brownlee, '31, Indianapolis
Ruth Duffy, '32, Ladoga
Sixth Row—
Betty Wilson, '32, Indianapolis
June Wilson, '33, Indianapolis
Mary E. Frechtling, '33, Indianapolis
Esther Hutsell, '33, Indianapolis
Virginia Mitch, '33, Indianapolis
Dorothy Wright, '33, Indianapolis
Second Semester Pledges—
Wilda Swango, '32, Switz City
Virginia Grey, '33, Indianapolis
Zoe McFadden, '33, Lawrence
Page Tku Hundred and Four
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Alpha Chi Omega
Founded October 15, 1885 at DePauw University, Greeneastle, Indiana
Fifty-four Chapters
Alpha Chi Chapter Established February 28, 1925
First Roiv—
Dorothy Lambert, '30 (Pres.). Indian-
apolis
Marthalou Alters, '30, Indianapolis
Ann Hall, '30, Indianapolis
Betty Martindale, '30, Indianapolis
Emma Lou Richter, '30, Indianapolis
Margaret Shanklin, '30, Indianapolis
Helen Stephenson, '30, Indianapolis
Katherine Tressel, '30, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Mary Brown, '32, Indianapolis
Martha Clinehens, '32, Indianapolis
Ruth Comer, '32, Mooresville, Ind.
Kathryn Hinchman, '32, Indianapolis
Margaret Mozlev, '33, Indianapolis
Julia North, '32, El Paso, Texas
Cecile Nease, '32, Indianapolis
Jeanette Palmer, '32, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Elizabeth Ammerman, '31, Indianapolis
Rosemary Bretzman, '31, Indianapolis
Katherine Calwell, '30, Indianapolis
Elsie Gilkison, '31, Indianapolis
Constance Glover, '31, Veedersburg, Ind.
Naomi Guild, '31, Indianapolis
Claribel Hacker, '31, Indianapolis
Jane Hall, '31, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Ruth Randall, '32, Indianapolis
Ruth Sparks, '32, Summitville, Ind.
Evelyn Bentley, '33, Indianapolis
Janet Bradley, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Frances Cray. '33, Indianapolis
Francele Crenshaw, '33, Newburgh, Ind.
Lelia Elliott, '33, Noblesville, Ind.
Third Roiv—
Beatrice Johnson, '31, Indianapolis
Gretchen Kemp, '31, Kempton, Ind.
Mary Isabelle Leedy, '31, Indianapolis
Gladys Mower, '31, Indianapolis
Florence Renn, '31, Indianapolis
Billie Snyder, '31, Indianapolis
Myra Triller, '31, Indianapolis
Edna Bierv, '32, Frankfort, Ind.
Mary Jeanette Evans, '33, Pittsboro, Ind.
Louise Haworth, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Love Hewlett, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Johnston, '33, Indianapolis
Maxine Jones, '33, Indianapolis
Jewell Martin, '33, Indianapolis
Alice Miller, '33, Indianapolis
Seventh Row—
Margaret Jane Overman, '33, Indianapolis
Alberta Reep, '33, Indianapolis
Louise Smith, '33, Frankfort, Ind.
Vera Sudbrock, '33, Indianapolis
Violet Tipps, '33, Salem, Ind.
Helen Warmoth, '33, Indianapolis
Josette Yelch, '33, Indianapolis
Second Semester Pledges—
Virginia Kelly, '32, Warsaw-
Myrtle Wilson, '33, Indianapolis
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Alpha Delta Pi
Founded May 13, 1851 at Wesleyan College, Macon, Georgia
Fifty-two Chapters
Alpha Phi Chapter Established April 4, 1925
First Rotv—
Lillian King, '30 (Pres.), Indianapolis
Pauline Plummer, '30, Lawrence
Bernice Darnall, '31, Bainbridge
Bernice Gaskins, '31, Indianapolis
Florence McDonald, '31, Indianapolis
Third Rotv—
Martha Mae Stanton, '32, Southport
Dorothy Baldridge, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Finch, '33, Indianapolis
Lois Hunter, '33, Indianapolis
Thelma Hinshaw, '33, Indianapolis
Second Roiv—
Lima Paul, '31, Indianapolis
Lois Ann Hodgins, '32, Indianapoli
Shirley Nelson, '32, Indianapolis
Dorothy Bandall, '32, Noblesville
Hilda Schmidt, '32, Indianapolis
Fourth Rotv—
Mabel Pruitt, '33, Indianapolis
Mildred Still, '33, Bedford
Catherine Thurston, '33, Indianapolis
Evelyn Todd, '33, Southport
Butli VanMatre, '33, Indianapolis
Not On Panel—
Marian Whetstine, '30, Indianapolis
Elsie Mae Leslie, '31, Indianapolis
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Delta Gamma
Founded January 2, 1874 at Mississippi Women's Institute
Forty-four Chapters
Alpha Tau Chapter Estahlished October 3, 1925
First Row—
Doris Howard, '30 (Pres.), Lincoln
Arnien Ashjian. '30. Indianapolis
Aviline Bailey, '30, Valley City, N. Dak.
Marjorie Day, '30, Indianapolis
Kathryn Haugh, '30, Indianapolis
Marguerite Doriot, '31, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Louise Harris, '32, Kokomo
Marjorie Meek, '32, Greensburg
Margaret Morris, '32, Indianapolis
Marie Oliver, '32, Indianapolis
Ruth Pahud, '32, Indianapolis
Pauline Rentsch, '32, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Hilda Humphries, '31. Bloomfield
Ina Ruth Lawrence, '31, Indianapolis
Catherine London, '31, Salem
Florence Morris, '31, Shelbyville
Zoralice Mount, '31, Greenfield
Julia Randall, '31, Fort Harrison
Fifth Row—
Lillian Roth, '32, Indianapolis
Helen Carver, '33, Indianapolis
Berla Cato, '32, Huntington
Eleanor Clark, '33, Indianapolis
Mary Helen Dunnington, '33, Indianapolis
Irene Riehman, '31, Tipton
Alice Shirk, '31. Indianapolis
Mary Boggs. '32, Salem
Lilyan Brafford, '32, Indianapolis
Mary Virginia Clark, '32, Indianapolis
Ann Cooper, '32, Markleville
Sixth Row—
Dorothy Melchiors, '33, Indianapolis
Henrietta Smith, '33, Vincennes
Lillian Steinmetz, '33, Indianapolis
Katherine Tinsley, '33, Indianapolis
Margaret Walden, '33, Indianapolis
Second Semester Pledges—
Edith Mae Cash, '33, Indianapolis
Geraldine Carver, '33, Indianapolis
Florence Behymer, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Chapman, '33, Estevel, Pa.
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Kappa Phi
Founded at Butler University October 7, 1925
Petitioning Sigma Kappa
First Row—
Wilma Thompson, '31 (Pres.), Indian-
apolis
Mary Bourne, '30, Indianapolis
Martha Hensley, '30, New Augusta
Second Roiv—
Margaret Walker, '30, Indianapolis
Margaret Bradburn, '30, Indianapolis
Esther Myers, '31, Indianapolis
Third Rote—
Margaret Johnson, '32, Indianapolis
Louise Mann, '32, Indianapolis
Katherine Maurer, '32, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Julia Stevenson, '32, Indianapolis
Lois Rude, '32, Indianapolis
Elizabeth Kelley, '33, Indianapolis
Dorothy Sexson, '33, Indianapolis
Not on Panel—
Clarice Ellingwood, '30, Fortville
Marie DeBurger, '32, Indianapolis
Zelta Robey, '32, Indianapolis
Mildred Snell, '33, Indianapolis
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Alpha Omicron Pi
Founded January 2, 1897 at Barnard College, New York City
Thirty-seven Chapters
Beta Theta Chapter Established October 1, 1927
First Row—
Ruth McClurg, '31 (Pres.), Frankfort
Miriam Cosand, '30, Indianapolis
Katherine Murphy, '30, Harrington, 111.
Frances Shera, '30, Indianapolis
Bertha Furstenburg, '31, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Lorraine Scott, '32, Indianapolis
Helen Jane Brown, '33, Indianapolis
Agnes Calvert, '33, Indianapolis
Betty Hall, '33, Plainfield, N. J.
Aurzella Magel, '33, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Gladvs Hawickhorst, '31, Indianapolis
Eleanor Mills, '31, Peru
Ava Louise Reddick, '31, Indianapolis
Marjorie Schaefer, '31, Logansport
Lucile Wright, '31, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Charlotte Peele, '33, Indianapolis
Hannah Sector, '33, Indianapolis
lone Tullis, '33, Indianapolis
Helen Williams, "33, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Ruth Clarke, '32, Indianapolis
Ruth Dale, '31, Indianapolis
Margaret Gowdy, '31, Indianapolis
Jacque Lacker, '32, Indianapolis
Frances Richardson, '32, Rushville
Not On Panel—
Alice Hill, '31, Indianapolis
Avenelle Brenneman, '33, Indianapolis
Second Semester Pledges—
Louise Phillips, '33, Indianapolis
Dorothy Lyons, '33, Indianapolis
Thelma Wise, '33, Indianapolis
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Chi Theta Chi
Founded April 26, 1928 at Butler University
Petitioning Kappa Delta
First Row—
Helen Lillie, '30 (Pres.), Sault St. Marie,
Mich.
Alice Aston, '30, New Augusta
Ruth Benefiel, '30, Indianapolis
Dortha Butz, '30, Indianapolis
Beulah Gaylord, '30, Fowler
Second Row—
Nellie Munson, '30, Indianapolis
Ethel Taylor, '30, Indianapolis
Anne Withers, '30, Indianapolis
Iris Branigin, '31, Indianapolis
Genevieve Clark, '31, Washington
Third Row
Norma Minkner, '31, Indianapolis
Florence Rathert, '31, Indianapolis
Thelma Bingman, '32, Indianapolis
Mary Frances Douglas, '32, Indianapolis
Hilda Hooten, '32, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Marv Katherine Mitchell, '32, Indianapolis
Marv Woods, '32, Martinsville
Helen Tumhleson, '33, Mooresville
Ardith Whitmire, '33, Indianapolis
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Kappa Beta
Founded February 9, 1911 at the University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois
Seven Chapters
Iota Chapter Established June 6, 1928
First Row—
'31 (Pres.), St. Louis,Bernice Andrew,
Mo.
Alice Aston, '30, New Augusta
Elizabeth Dawson, '30, Indianapolis
Margaret Snyder, '30, Indianapolis
Second How—
Lois Cowgill, '31, Dayton, O.
Ruth Dobson, '31, Indianapolis
Virginia Harbaugh, '31, Indianapolis
Bessalee Reavis, '31, Indianapolis
Myron Simpson, '31, Franklin
Cora Lynn Stoops, '31, IVoblesville
Clara Margaret Van Vleet, '31, Franklin
Marjorie Demaree, '32, Indianapolis
Idamadge Overstreet, '32, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Marie Wilson, '32, Indianapolis
Leona Haukins, '33, Indianapolis
Esther Hoffman, '33, Indianapolis
LaVonne Fullgraf, '33, Indianapolis
Dorothy Phillips, "32, Indianapolis
Not On Panel—
Dorothy Snyder, '33, Indianapolis
Jeannette K. Mull, '31, Indianapolis
Hazel Cunningham, '31, Indianapolis
Ruth Dale. '32, Indianapolis
Genevieve Pullin, '31, Mishawaka
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Three Chapters
Butler Chapter Established December 28, 1929
Priscilla Sherer, '31 (Pres.), Indianapoli:
Edith Barbour, '30, Indianapolis
Audrey Booher, '30, Crawfordsville
Miriam Cummins, '30, Indianapolis
Lena Fortney, '30, Indianapolis
Second Row—
Esther Huber, '30, Indianapolis
Margie Walden, '30, Zionsville
Margaret Anderson, '32, Indianapolis
Beatrice Beeler, '32, Zionsville
Rosemary Brown, '32, Indianapolis
Third Row—
Dorothy Byers, '32, Indianapolis
Margaret Harris, '32, Indianapolis
Bettina Johnson, '32, Indianapolis
Mary McElvaine, '32, Indianapolis
Eleanor Metealf, '32, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Cora Trefz, '32, Indianapolis
Dorothy Tucker, '32, Indianapolis
Doris Arnold, '33, Warsaw
Maurine Collins, '33, Shelbyville
Wilhemina Feaster, '33, Greensburg
Agatha Griffin, '33, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
Mary Heaton, '31, Indianapolis
Byrdena McDill, '33, Lafayette
Muriel Maze, '31, Sheridan
Irma Murry, '33, Indianapolis
Alice Perrin, '33, Indianapolis
Grace Robards, '33, Indianapolis
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The Dean of Women's Council of National
Sorority Presidents
The Dean of Women's Council of National Sorority Presidents was
organized for the purpose of promoting understanding and acquaintance
among the presidents of the different groups and of affording opportun-
ity for the discussion of prohlems of mutual interests. The officers for
1929-39 are: Eleanor Hadd, president, and Maja Brownlee, secretary.
This year's accomplishments of the Council of Presidents have heen:
the formation of a card index containing information concerning sorori-
ties for the use of Butler students or those preparing to enter Butler
university, the sponsoring of a meeting for freshman girls at the beginning
of each semester to acquaint them with some of the outstanding university
institutions and organizations, the re-estahlishment of Dads' Day Lunch-
eon, and the re-estahlishment of sorority exchange dinner night.
Meetings of the Council are held once a month and are preceded by a
dinner or luncheon. At the first meeting in the fall the Council members
are guests of Miss Butler and at the final meeting in the spring the Sorority
Presidents for the next year are the guests of the Council.
First Rom (Left to Right) Eleanor Hadd, president; Maja Brownlee, secretary; Josephine O-Neill,
Virginia Flowers, Dorothy Stewart, Ereil Askrin.
Second Row Ruth Triller, Dorothy Lambert, Lillian King, Doris Howard, Ruth MeClurg, Dean Evelyn
Butler.
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Indiana Law School
DEAN JAMSS A. ROHBACH, A. M.. LL. 1)
THE LAW
JURIS PRAECEPTA SUNT HAEC, HONESTE VIVERE, ALTERUM NON
LAEDERE, SUUM CUIQUE TRIBUERE
Surely a philosophy or system of ethics, in which "to live honestly
(honorably), not to harm another, and to give to each one his own," is
worthy of our serious thought and study. "The precepts of the law are
these."
Possibly no higher tribute has been paid to any philosophy, than has
been paid to the Law. Dr. Johnson said, "Law is the science in which the
greatest powers of the understanding are applied to the greatest number
of facts." Edmund Burke adds his tribute in these words, "The science
of jurisprudence is the pride of the human intellect, which, with all its
defects, redundencies and errors, is the collected reason of the ages, com-
bining the principles of original justice with the infinite variety of human
concerns/'
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"There is not, in ray opinion, in the whole compass of human affairs
so noble a spectacle as that which is displayed in the progress of jurispru-
dence; where we may contemplate the cautious and unwearietl exertions
of wise men through a long course of ages, withdrawing every case, as it
arises, from the dangerous power of discretion, and subjecting it to inflex-
ible rules, extending the dominion of justice and reason, and gradually
contracting within the narrowest possible limits the domain of brutal force
and arbitrary will." (Sir James Mackintosh).
In this day of liberalism in education, in this day of the far outreach-
ing of college curricula, when it seems nothing, however unusual, is under
any rule of exclusion, or thought improper to offer to the youth of the
land, as part of a liberal education, or, as not essential in the matter of a
full and comprehensive preparation for success in life, surely, a "science
which distinguishes the criterions of right and wrong; which teaches to
establish the one, and prevent, punish or redress the other; which employs
in its theory the noblest faculties of the soul and exerts in its practice the
cardinal virtues of the heart; a science which is universal in its use and
extent, accommodated to each individual, yet comprehending the whole
community," is worthy of our serious thought and study.
Such a science is the Law. And "of law there can be no less acknowl-
edged than that her seat is in the bosom of God, her voice the harmony of
the world."
DEAN ROHBACH.
First Row (Left to Right) Fremont Alford, LL. B. ; Edward M. White. LL. B. ; James M. Ogden,
A. B., LL. B.; Thomas A. Daily. LL. B. ; William G. White, LL. B. ; Henry M. Dowling, A. B.. LL. B.
Second Ron Howard W. Adams, A. B., LL. B. ; Joseph G. Wood, LL. B. ; Robert N. Fulton, LL. B.
;
John W. Kern, A. B., LL. B. ; L. Roy Zapf, A. B., LL. B., M. Dip.; Louis B. Ewbank, LL. B.
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John Andrew
Bachl
Burnside, Conn.
Trinity College, Ha
ford College of La
Delta Theta Phi.
Samuel Blum
Indianapolis
Delta Theta Nil.
Wilson Swengel
Daily
Indianapolis
A. B., Butler Univer-
ity, Delta Theta Phi,
iigma Chi, President (3)
Milton EIrod. Jr
Indianapolis
Edward Paul
Gallagher
Terre Haute
Reuben Harry
Berman
Delta Theta Nu.
Lyman Henry
Cloe
Noblesville
A. B., DePauw Univer-
sity; Sigma Delta Kappa,
Alpha Tan Omega. Presi-
dent (2), Sigma Delta
Chi, Pi Epsilon Delta.
Addison MeCabe
Dowling
Indianapolis
A. B. DePauw Univer-
sity, Delta Theta Phi,
Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Treasurer (1).
Charles Henry
Foley
Charles Edwin
Gates
Greenfield
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Hyman Frank
Granofsky
Indianapolis
Indiana University
Delta Theta Nu.
Paul Benham
Keller
Indianapolis
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Edward Wesley
Lollis
Indianapolis
A. B., Butler Univer
sity, Delta Theta Phi.
William Franklin
Marshall
Arlington
Thomas Shernii
McCIean
ndianapolis
Forrest Logan
Haekley
Miles City, Mont.
Benton Law College.
John Burdette
Little
Indianapolis
A. B., DePauw Univer.
y. Delta Theta Phi,
lta Upsilon, Scabbard
<1 Blade. Pi Epsilon
David Francis
Long
Bedford
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Theodore
McCarthy
Indianapolis
zma Delta Kappa
Edwin William
Metcalf
Chillicothe. Ohio
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Paul Meredith
Messick
Bloomfield
Secretary (3).
Gerald Cleon
Purdy
Indianapolis
Butler Universal
Sigma Delta Kappa, Vic
President (3).
Joseph Edward
Sharp
Indianapolis
B. S., Ewing College,
M. D. Chicago College
of Medicine, Ph. D. Ew-
Michael Luke
Urdal
Indianapolis
Elmon Merle
Williams
Greenwood
Franklin College, Dell
icla Phi, Kappa Delt
George Henry
Prime
Robinson. 111.
Colles
Paul Romane
Schnaitter
Indiana University
Delta Theta Phi, Sign.:
Pi, Scabbard and Blade
Isadore Sidney
Stein
Indianapolis
Delta Theta Nu.
William Kenneth
Vandivier
Indianapolis
B. S., Butler Univer-
sity, Delta Theta Phi,
Alpha Rho Delta.
Wesley Thomas
Wilson
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Leo Abe Wexler
Indianapolis
Norman Ray
Buchan
Evansville
Michiga
Thela
Alpha.
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Harold Adam
Beeler
Noblesville
a University.
Kappa. Presi.
Hugh Getcher
Buskirk
Paoli
Hanover College, Be
Theta Pi.
John Michael
Connor
Indianapolis
Rohert William
Davis
Gary
University of Michigan,
Indiana University, Delta
Tau Delta, Delta Theta
Paul Joseph
Fitzpatrick
Chicopee Falls, Mass
Georgetown University
Delta Theta Phi.
Dick Arthur
Bishop
Kokomo
Sigma Delta Kappa
Thomas Joseph
Corey
Terre Haute
Arthur Payne
Crahtree
Stewartsville
Howard Lincoln
Eads
Casstown, Ohio
John William
Beighlea Foringer
Franklin, Penn.
Grove City College,
Valparaiso Univt
Delta Theta Phi.
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Glenn Walter
Funk
Evansville
A. B., DePauw Univer-
sity, Phi Beta Kappa, Phi
Gamma Delta, Delta
Theta Phi, Sigma Delta
Chi.
Claude Charles
Hatfield
Greenfield
Paul Bateman
Hudson
Indi ipolis
Oscar Marion
Kaolin. Jr.
Indianapolis
John Leo McNeli
Indianapolis
Loyola University, S'
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Howard William
Miller
Lloyd Donald
Newlin
Indianapolis
Merrill Wiseman
Nichols
Winchester
Louis Francis
Phipps
Indianapolis
Leo John Stemle
Schnellville
Sigma Delta Kappa,
Arnold Jack
Tilson
Indianapolis
Delta Theta Phi.
Francis Enfield
Thomason
Ulysses, Kansas
University,
Huhert Edward
Wickens
Greensburg
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Lawrence R.
Allen
Clayton
A. B., DePauw Uni'
sity, Theta Kappa
Vice-President (1).
John Gainer Call
Greencastle
Buren Hoover
Darroueh
Don Earl Beeker
ndianapolis
Delia Kappa.
Lebanon
i Delia Kappa
William Eliot
DeArmond
Anderson
State Normal,
University,
Delta Kappa.
Raymond Osier
Evans
Clinton
A. B., DePauw Univer-
sity, Sigma Nu, Delta
Theta Phi.
Heron James
Garver
Indianapolis
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John William
Goddard
Greensburg
Edward Haase
Indianapolis
Delta Theta Nu.
Bruce Winifred
Henneberg
Davton, Kv.
Guy Harley
Inman
Bloomfield
Butler University.
Paul R. Miller
Martinsville
William Henry
Haverly
Greencastle
DePauw University
Theta Kappa Nu, Delti
Theta Phi.
Jacob Clyde
Hoffman, Jr.
Indianapolis
DePauw University,
Butler University, Delta
Theta Phi, Tau Kappa
Alpha. President (1).
Burton Claude
McClintock
Lynn
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Glenn William
Pierce
Sheridan
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James Earl
Ramsey
Vincennes
Adrian Edward
Snyder
Terre Haute
Sigma Delta Kappa.
Owen Durant
Thomas
Mill Village, Penna.
Keith Lee Wade
Mooresville
George Joseph
Smith
Indianapolis
BuiIct University, Delta
Lowell Emerson
Stroeh
Indianapolis
Henry Gerhard
Timmerman
Louisville, Ky.
: of Pharmacy
Delta Kappa.
Edward Wheeler
Wilson
Indianapolis
Butler University, Tail
Kappa Tati. Delta' Theta
James Hamilton
Woolford, Jr.
Indianapolis
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Sigma Delta Kappa
Founded in 1914 at the University of Michigan
Forty-six Chapters
Eta Chapter Established in 1916
First Row—
Charles Foley, president, Martinsville
Lyman Cloe, Noblesville
Milton Elrod, Indianapolis
Paul Keller, Indianapolis
David Long, Bedford
Theodore McCarthy, Indianapolis
Second Roiv—
Thomas McCIean, Indianapolis
Edwin Metcalf, Chillicothe, O.
Gerald Purdy, Indianapolis
Wesley Wilson, Indianapolis
Harold Beeler, Noblesville
Howard Eads, Casstown, Ohio
Third Roic—
Henry Gemmill, Greenfield
John Kendall, Plainfield
John McINelis, Indianapolis
Howard Miller, Attica
Leo John Stemle, Schnellville
Hubert Wickens, Greensburg
Fourth Row—
Lawrence Allen, Clayton
Ralph Bogardus, Fort Wayne
William DeArmond, Anderson
Paul G. Duncan, Lafayette
Bruce W. Henneberg, Dayton, Ky.
Fifth Row—
Burton McClintock, Lynn
Paul Miller, Martinsville
Glenn W. Pierce, Sheridan
Henry G. Timmerman, Louisville, Ky.
D. C. Wilson, Indianapolis
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Delta Theta Phi
Founded in 1900 at University of Chicago
Sixty-five Chapters
Voorhees Senate Established in 1922
First Row—
Wilson Daily, president. Indianapolis
John Bachl, Burnside, Conn.
Addison Dowling, Indianapolis
Edward Gallagher, Terre Haute
Edward Lollis, Indianapolis
George Prime, Robinson, 111.
Second Row—
Paul Schnaitter, Shelbyville
William Vandivier, Indianapolis
Elmon Williams, Greenwood
Earl James Wynn, Indianapolis
Norman Buchan, Evansville
Hugh Buskirk, Paoli
Third Row—
Arthur Crabtree, Stewartsville
Robert Davis, Gary
Paul Fitzpatrick, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
John Foringer, Franklin, Pa.
Horace Holmes, Indianapolis
Paul Hudson, Indianapolis
Fourth Row—
Oscar Kaelin, Jr., Indianapolis
George Metford, Indianapolis
Merrill Nichols, Winchester
Louis Phipps, Indianapolis
Francis Thomason, Ulysses, Kan.
Arnold Tilson, Indianapolis
Fifth Row—
John Call, Greencastle
Robert GeLarden, Evansville
John Goddard, Greensburg
George Joseph Smith. Indianapolis
Edward Wilson, Indianapolis
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The beauty of Jordan Hall, Fairview, and the Campus, enhanced by
that of the Canal, wdl remain forever with Butler students as one of the
pleasant memories of their College days.
While "the Canal" is known to most residents of Indianapolis, few
seem to realize its vital function in the life of the city.
To aid commerce between the Wabash River, near Wabash, and
Evansville, on the Erie Canal, the State of Indiana began construction of
this 210 mile waterway, the "Central Canal," in 1836.
However, the invention of the steam engine and the development of
railroads offered superior transportation service before completion of the
project, and resulted in its abandonment.
Today the only remaining portion of this ambitious project is the nine
mile section of Canal, between Broad Ripple Dam and Washington Pump-
ing Station, which in 1869 became the property of the Indianapolis Water
Company.
In the intervening years it has served dependably and efficiently as
an important part of the public water supply system—conveying water
from White River at Broad Ripple to the Purification Plant near Twenty-
first Street and also furnishing power for hydraulically operated pumps
at the Washington Station.
INDIANAPOLIS WATER COMPANY
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SPINK ARMS HOTEL
OVERLOOKING MERIDIAN PLAZA
Indianapolis' Finest Residential and Transient
Apartment Hotel
Absolutely Fireproof
We are devoting our greatest efforts toward
making the Spink Arms the rendezvous for
all special luncheon and dinner parties, club
and fraternal dances, in fact, the sort of hos-
telry where personal service rules throughout.
o^^^^ran
Furnished and Unfurnished Kitchenette Apartments
410 North Meridian
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APPRECIATED BANKING SERVICE
—
Indiana's Largest Banking Institution
Has Had a Gain of 92% in Deposits
During the Last Seven Years.
THE FLETCHER
AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
With Which is
Affiliated
Fletcher American Company
Indiana's Largest Investment House
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Educational Activities Center at
THE CLAYPOOL
The Riley Room is Instinctively Chosen for
University Social Functions
For Every Occasion
—
Churned Fresh Daily
in Indianapolis
THE WADLEY COMPANY
335 West North Street Riley 4484
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The THOMAS A. MOYNAHAN
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Builders
Owners
Operators
Large Apartment Buildings
of Office Buildings: Hotels
W arehouses
Offers unparalleled living conveniences at
rental rates ranging from S30 to $350
per month. Heat, water, gas, reasonable
amount of electricity furnished; A-l jan-
itor service day and night; also Service
Department with complete corps of Plumb-
ers, Electricians, Mechanics, Painters and
Carpenters, for every emergency.
Your Inspection Invited
See Daily Papers for Vacancies
Operated by
MOYNAHAN PROPERTIES CO.
LINCOLN 3458 710 UNION TITLE BLDG. RILEY 1371
1887 43 Years Service 1930
THE RAILROADMEN'S
BUILDING & SAVINGS ASSOCIATION
21-23 Virginia Avenue
An Indianapolis Booster For
Home Ownership
Assets Over Fifty Millions
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EXCELSIOR LAUNDRY
840-848 N. New Jersey Street
Try Our New Dry Cleaning Department
With Your Next Suit or Dress
Branch Offices
907 Ft. Wayne Avenue 224 North Alabama Street
Riley 3591 Indianapolis
ELLIOTT-MYERS CONSTRUCTION CO.
Incorporated
General Contractors
Builders of the New
Kappa Kappa Gamma House
Office: 508 Fidelity Trust Bldg.—Indianapolis—Lincoln 6263
BUICK MOTOR CARS
CENTRAL BUICK CO.
2917 Central Avenue TAlbott 1300
Our Complete "Fashion Show" of Fine Plumbing Fixtures
is Permanently Open to the Public
Beautiful Bathroom and Kitchen Fixtures
From the simplest styles to the most elaborate varicolored designs.
When building your new home, or remodeling the old one, ask your
architect, contractor or plumber to bring you to this showroom
before making your selection
CENTRAL SUPPLY CO.
210 South Capitol Avenue Indianapolis, Ind.
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REPUBLIC
CREOSOTING COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA
P. C. REILLY - Pres.
ScientificWood Preservation
Coal Tar Products
Creosoted Timbers
RR Ties
Poles
Piling
Conduit
Cross Arms
Wood Block Floors
Creosote Oil
Coal Tar
Pitch
Napthalene
Anthracene
Calcined Coke
Floatation Rea6ents
mobile:
NORFOLK
PI— A-I^ITS
INDIA N*A POLIS
MINN E.APOL I S
S ElATT LEI
SALT LAKE CITY
permanent protection
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BOOSTING BUTLER
Every loyal citizen of Indianapolis should give
his utmost support to the advancement
of a greater Butler University
INDIANAPOLIS
BASE BALL CLUB
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A TRUST COMPANY
QUALIFIED BY 37 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Practically every kind of Trust problem tbat may arise has
been met and solved by this Company during its thirty-seven years'
experience. The best evidence of the public's confidence reposed
in us is the fiduciary business now in our charge.
Value of trusts and estates on which we are now
administering $ 44,360,816.17
Value of corporate trusts 92,282,642.00
TOTAL TRUSTS S136.643.458.17
We cordially invite individuals and corporations, regardless
of residence, who require trust service, to correspond with the
President or other officers of this Company.
Officers
ARTHUR V. BROWN President
JOHN E, REED Vice-President
MERLIN M. DUNBAR Vice-President and Tax Officer
HARRY F. McNUTT Treasurer
ALFRED F. GAUDING Secretarv
CORNELIUS O. ALIG Assistant Treasurer
ALAN A. RITCHIE Assistant Secretarv
J. FLOYD KING Assistant Treasurer
RICHARD A. KURTZ Assistant Secretary
EVERETT E. LETT Assistant Secretarv
ARTHUR V. BROWN. JR Assistant Secretary
GEORGE A. BUSKIRK Trust Officer
CHARLES N. FULTZ Trust Officer
CHARLES T. BLIZZARD Auditor
Directors
FRED G. APPEL EDGAR H. EVANS
President Gregory and Appel President Acme-Evans Co.
ARTHUR R. BAXTER HENRY H. HORNBROOK
President The Keyless Lock Co. Attorney at Lav.
HENRY W. BENNETT WILLIAM G. IBWIN
President Indianapolis Stove Co. President Irwin-Union Tru.t Co.,
ARTHUR V. BROWN Columbus, Ind.
Prudent WALTER C. MARMON
VOLNEY M. BROWN Chairman of the Board
Attorney at Law Indianapolis Power & Light Co.
WM. T. CANNON NORMAN A. PERRY
President Railroadmen's Bldg. & Sav. Assn. President Indianapolis Power & Light Co.
THOMAS C. DAY SAMUEL E. RAUH
of T. C. Dav & Co.. Mortgage Loans President Belt Railroad & Stock Yards Co.
BERKLEY W. DUCK PETER C. REILLY
President The Spann Co. President Republic Creosoting Co.
G. A. EFROYMSON FRANK D. STALNAKER
President H. P. Wasson & Co. President Indiana National Bank
HENRY EITEL SAMUEL B. SUTPHIN
Vice-President Indiana National Bank President Beveridge Paper Co.
THE UNION TRUST COMPANY
OF INDIANAPOLIS
The Leading Trust Company of Indiana
Indianapolis, Indiana
Hundred and Fifty-nine
Best Lurk
Butler University
Capitol Lumber Co.
Lumber and Millwork
THE BETTER BUILDER
Main Office: 1712 West New York St.
Belmont 4784
George S. Olive
Certified Public Accountant
Pace, Gore & McLaren
Accountants and Auditors
GEORGE S. OLIVE, Resident Partner
Offices in Principal Cities
of United States, Canada and Cuba
Audits—Systems
Income Tax Practice
Third Floor
Chamber of Commerce Bldg
Indianapolis, Ind.
Getting The
Right Start
The important part performed by an
active, substantial, progressive business
college is to furnish the specific training
needed to assure ambitious young people
of getting the right start. It fills the gap.
or forms the connecting link, between a
good, rounded-out general education and
promising positions in business. This is
the Indiana Business College of Indian-
apolis. The others are at Marion, Mun-
cie, Logansport, Anderson, Kokomo, La-
favette, Columbus, Richmond and Vin-
cennes. ORA E. BUTZ, President.
Strong courses offered in : General
Bookkeeping and Accounting, Shorthand
and Typewriting, Secretarial Training,
Accounting and Business Administration.
Free Employment Department.
For Budget of Information and Full
Particulars, See, Write or Telephone
FRED W. CASE, Principal.
Architects & Builders Bldg.
Pennsylvania and Vermont Streets
Indianapolis
A Strong Company
The Oldest in Indiana
The Indiana Trust
Company
Capital—Surplus
S2,000,000.00
4% On Savings
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BURFORD
Engraved and Embossed
Fraternity
Wedding
and all
Social Stationery
40 South Meridian Street
INDIANAPOLIS
2 4 HOUR
EFFICIENCY
Never out of order, maintain-
ing a uniform temperature,
ICE keeps your foods sweet
and fresh every hour of every
day . . . And POLAR Service
and Quality make the use of
ice not only a year 'round duty
hut also a pleasure.
POLAR
ICE AND FUEL CO.
2000 Northwestern Ave. TAlbot 0689
_ A
Vv Shirley
^^ Service|Vj) Is a
lr—S Remembered
Service
SHIRLEY BROTHERS
FUNERALS
THE MORTUARY TEMPLE
Illinois at Tenth Street
17/*FRENCH CHEF
WELCOMES
YOU
BGjapiflsgfenisir
J INDIANAPOLIS
Pa?e Tun Hundred and
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANAPOLIS &
EASTERN TRACTION COMPANY
Trains Every Hour for EASTERN, WESTERN
and NORTHWESTERN Indiana
Connects with Electric Lines at Indianapolis for points
in Indiana, Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky
THROUGH SERVICE TO DAYTON, OHIO
Connecting at Dayton for Springfield, Columbus,
Lima and Toledo, Ohio, and Detroit, Mich.
T
Save Time and Money
Travel the "Electric Wav"
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For centuries astronomers have
looked into the skies searching
for new worlds, constellations and
stars. Aside from their interesting
research work, they have learned
much that is of practical scientific
value.
Similarly, in the field of student
publications, the Indianapolis En-
graving Company searches con-
stantly for new ideas, plans and
methods that will assist year-book
staffs to publish successfully books
characteristic of their school and
community. The results of these
efforts are gratifying.
The Annual Planning and Design-
ing Department welcomes your
inquiries for further information.
Indianapolis Engraving Company
Department of Annual Planning and Designing
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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COOL OFF !
Drink
NU GRAPE
A Flavor You Can't Forget
PENNANT SYRUP
With That Delicious Maple Taste
Made Bv
UNION STARCH & REFINING CO.
Columbus, Ind.
Sold By All Grocers
FURNAS ICE CREAM
""The Cream of Quality, ''
Is made in the most sanitary manner. Scrupulous care in the selection of all ingredients
insures a product that is rich in those food elements so necessary for health
PROMINENT PHYSICIANS AND FOOD SCIENTISTS RECOGNIZE
PURE ICE CREAM AS A HEALTH-GIVING FOOD
Butler Classes Are Cordially Invited to Visit Our Factory
Telephone Your Orders—Riley 7357
THE FURNAS ICE CREAM CO., Inc.
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Compliments of
THE THORP AWNING SHOPPE, Inc.
Fine Awnings For Fine Homes
2407 College HEmloek 4091
DURING COLLEGE DAYS AND AFTERWARDS—
Kingan s
"RELIARLE" HAMS and BACON
Our "Reliable" Hams and Bacons are made from choice corn-fed hogs.
After they are selected and trimmed, they are cured slowly by a special mild-
cure formula which insures mildness, sweetness and an unusual delicate
flavor. When fully cured, they are carefully smoked with hard-wood smoke
which gives them a rich brown color and an appetizing smoked taste. You'll
find a richness of flavor, tenderness, sweetness and mildness in Kingan's
Hams and Bacon not found in any others. '
Choose Tliem During Your College Days and in the
Days That Come After
Kingan & Co.
PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
Main Plant Indiaiiapolisy Ind.
World's Largest Installers ot_ Furnaces
HOLLAND FURNACE CO.
Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends
Modernize your heating plant with our new Aire-U-Well Propeller
Perhaps your old furnace needs cleaning;
We also repair all makes of furnaces
Office and Salesroom
740 East North Indianapolis, Ind. RHev 2587
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PROGRESS
'The Soft Water'
LAUNDRY
"// It's a Laundry Service-
We Have It"
Telephone RI. 7373
BATH BUDS
For a Refreshing Bath
Any Time
One Bud to a Tub
Softens and Perfumes the Water.
They even leave the tub clean.
Seven buds in a box for 50 cents.
Fifteen buds in a box for $1.00.
At Your Drug Store
or Toilet Goods Dealer
Manufactured by
Kiefer-Stewart Company
TOASTED SANDWICHES BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCH
STEAKS The Home of Good Chile CHOPS
D. c. SLACKER'S CHILE PARLORS
OPEN ALL NIGHT
No. 1 555 Massachusetts Avenue LI . 0562
No. 2 46 West Ohio Street—LI. 0229 No. 3 139 S. Illinois Street-—LI. 0731
Offic , 555 Massachusett s Av =nue Phone, Riley 2654 INDIANAPOLIS
HOMER L. COOK, TEACHERS' AGENCY
(LICENSED)
Calls the Year Round. Enroll Now! Write for Contract, No Advance Fees
HOMER L. COOK, Mgr.—(A Butler "B" Man)
325 Circle Tower INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
£rom
A FRIEND
Par,e Tu>o Hundred and Sixly-Si;
THANK YOU
SHADOW-ART Portraiture
(HILLARY G. BAILEY, A.R.P.S.)
1909 North Pennsylvania
INDIANAPOLIS
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QUALITY SERVICE
Call and Delivery Department
Main Office: Lincoln 1645—Lincoln 2451 Branch Office: Rllev 7296
Wash. 1318
OTTINGER & DAVIS
Groceries and Meats
Four Deliveries Dailv 3962 Blvd. PL
A GREATER BUTLER
»<3£*el9*iP«
As citizens of Indianapolis we should co-operate
in every way toward the development of
Butler University
nQ&SSgfz&t
INDIANAPOLIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
HOLTON BAND INSTRUMENTS
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
Complete Repair Department
THE CARLIN MUSIC COMPANY
143 East Washington Street
MEET ME AT THE GREEN PARROT
RESTAURANT and SANDWICH SHOP
Is the Slogan of the Whole Student Body
QUALITY FOOD SUPERIOR SERVICE
Meridian at Fall Creek
Page Tut, Hundred and
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JAPANESE ART STORE
J. A. WAKABAYASHI, Manager
Importers of Oriental Goods
37 West Ohio Street Indianapolis, Ind
WM. H. ROBERTS & SONS DAIRY
Sanitary Dairy Farms
Millersville Road HUmboldt 1331
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
POLK'S BEST MILK
"Food For Thought"
CHERRY 7183
NITE AND DAY
SERVICE
THE POLK SANITARY MILK CO.
1100 East 15th Street
S. S. KRESGE COMPANY
Two Stores
:
25c TO $1.00 DEPARTMENT STORE
41 East Washington St.
5c, 10c AND 25c STORE
17 West Washington St.
THE E. C. DOLMETSCH CO.
Incorporated
Importers and Jobbers of
Toys and Fancy Goods
Druggists and Stationers Sundries
219-221 South Meridian Street
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Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music
Formerly
Metropolitan School of Music
Indiana College of Music and Fine Arts
Affiliated With Butler University
CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC COURSE
DRAMATIC ART DANCING
Officers
ARTHUR JORDAN
EDWARD NELL MRS. HENRY SCHURMANN
LESLIE E. PECK BLANCHE HARRINGTON
HUGH McGIBENY ARTHUR W. MASON
Faculty
Norma Justice Antibus
Frederic A. Barker
Georgia Henrietta Bauman
Eleanora Beauchamp
Nora Beaver
Frances Beik
Fanetta Hitz Brady
Blanche Dunn Brown
Lulu Brown
Tull E. Brown
Myra Goodnow Clippinger
Mrs. Elizabeth Cochran
Lenora Coffin
Bomar Cramer
Iva E. Duckwall
Cecil A. Earle
Allie F. Eggleton
Grace D. Flagg
Lillian A. Flickinger
Glenn Friermood
Ila Friermood
Mme. Leontine Gano
Jeanette Gardiner
Lillian Carr Greene
Carl A. Grouleff
Frieda Heider
Fairy Hendricks
Ernest G. Hesser
Wilma Davis Hine
Fred Jefry
Earl Howe Jones
Edwin Jones
Hazel Lamkin
Florence Keepers Lewis
May A. Kolmer
Lorle Krull
Wesley Lewis
Gladys Loucks
Flora E. Lyons
Hugh McGibeny
F. Elmer Marshall
Henry Marshall
Martha G. Martin
Arthur W. Mason
Mary Caroline Means
Arthur G. Monninger
Mrs. Arthur G. Monninger
Pasquale Montani
Edward Nell
Ruth Ranier Nessler
Stanley Norris
George Patterson
Leslie E. Peck
Thomas Poggiani
Louise Pursell Powell
Harry Otis Pruitt
Leone Kinder Rickman
Georgiana Rockwell
Christine Roush
Eleanor M. Saunders
Adolph Schellschmidt
William Schwenger
W. T. Shannon
Justine Stotsenburg
Benjamin F. Swarthout
Ida Belle Sweenie
Franklin N. Taylor
Bernice VanSickle
Lucile Wagner
Donn Watson
Gertrude Whelan
Mary E. Wilhite
Frances Anne Wishard
Marie Zorn
Summer Session for Supervisors in Public School Music
June 16 to July 19, 1930
Six Weeks Credit
-Oxford MethodPiano Class Normal-
July 7th—One Week
Conducted by MRS. GAIL MARTIN HAAKE, of Chicago
LOCATIONS
106 E. NORTH STREET 1204 N. DELAWARE STREET
3411 N. PENNSYLVANIA STREET 1116 N. DELAWARE STREET
Fall Term Opens Monday, September 8th, 1930
Year Book Sent on Request
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BUTLER UNIVERSITY
INDIANAPOLIS
Summer Session 1930
June 16 to August 9
ATTRACTIVE SURROUNDINGS
The Summer Session will utilize the beautiful new two hundred and
forty acre Fairview Park campus. The commodious and attractive Jordan
Memorial Halls with their up-to-date equipment of classrooms and labora-
tories furnish excellent opportunities for study and research.
COLLEGE CREDIT
All the work is of standard college grade. Credits may apply on col-
lege degrees. Students may make a maximum of nine semester hours
credit. Teachers and college students will find the work particularly
adapted to their needs.
Courses meet the requirements of the Indiana licensing law.
CAPITAL CITY ADVANTAGES
BUTLER UNIVERSITY is centrally located and easily accessible. The
city of Indianapolis offers many attractions through its churches, libraries,
parks, stores and theatres. Rooms and boarding places may be had in the
vicinity of the College at reasonable rates.
The detailed announcement of the Summer Session, giving full infor-
nation regarding courses, fees and academic credit, will be mailed on appli-
cation. Send for one.
The Director of the Summer Session, Butler University,
Indianapolis, Indiana
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The Mitchells have
been printing over
Seventy Years
C^OMPLETE Service, Book Making in its en-
tirety. Editorial, typesetting, book plates, print-
ing and binding—under one roof and one
supervision.
During the past seventy years of book manu-
facturing, we have produced many Law Books,
Fiction, Genealogies, School and Text Books,
Brochures, Plays, volumes of Poetry, Private and
De Luxe Editions, Histories, Library Sets, etc.
Special department for University, College and
School Annuals, Handbooks, Publications, etc.
Superfinish book covers, the beautifully grained,
highly embossed and artistically colored line of
superb covers.
WM. MITCHELL PRINTING CO.
Edition Printers and Binders
Greenfield, Indiana
mmies, Etc.,
on Request
This Volume from the "Old Swimmin' Hole Press"
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